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Using this guide
Before using this guide, become familiar with the Nomadix documentation system.

n "Nomadix documentation conventions" on page 2

n "Notes, Tips, Examples, and Cautions" on page 3

Nomadix documentation conventions

The Nomadix documentation uses the following conventions in the documentation.

Graphical interface conventions

The following is a summary of the conventions used for graphic interfaces such as those in
the Nomadix WebUI and the Central Management Technical Preview UI.

Convention Definition

bold Interface element such as buttons or
menus.

For example: Select theEnable
checkbox.

Italics Reference to other documents.

For example: Refer to theNomadix
Application List.

> Separates navigation elements.

For example: Select File > Save.
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Command line conventions

The following is a summary of the syntax used for the CLI commands.
(config)# command <user input> keyword {list|of|options|to|select|from}
[optional parameter]

Convention Definition

monospace
text

Command line text or file names

<courier

italics>

Arguments for which you use values
appropriate to your environment.

courier bold Commands and keywords that you enter
exactly as shown.

[x] Enclose an optional keyword or
argument.

{x} Enclose a required element, such as a
keyword or argument.

| Separates choices within an optional or
required element.

[x {y | z}] Braces and vertical lines (pipes) within
square brackets indicate a required
choice within an optional element.

command
with many
parameters
that wrap
onto two
lines in
the
documentati
on

Underlined CLI commands may wrap on
the page, but should be entered as a
single line.

Notes, Tips, Examples, and Cautions

Throughout themanual the following text styles are used to highlight important points:

n Notes include useful features, important issues. They are identified by a light blue
background.

Note Note text

n Tips include hints and shortcuts. They are identified by a light blue box.
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Tip Tip text

n Examples are presented throughout themanual for deeper understanding of specific
concepts. Examples are identified by a light gray background.

Example

Text

n Cautions and warnings that can cause damage to the device are included when
necessary, and are highlighted in yellow.

Caution Caution text
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Chapter 1: Learn about
Read through any of the topics in the Learn about section for conceptual information on this product.

n "WAN optimization" on page 16

n "Alloc8 appliance product family" on page 17

WAN optimization
Networks are becomingmore andmore congested with business-critical applications, and are in direct
competition with all other Internet traffic on the network. Often business applications are delayed because of
unwanted and non-critical traffic to a site. Enterprises must be able to balance applications, cloud services,
backups, and file transfers over the same link that simultaneously handles VoIP and collaboration. A higher level
of user experience assurance is needed to boost performance and drive productivity.

WAN, orWide Area Network, describes external network connectivity to a business. Optimizing theWAN
connections allows network administrators to prioritize inbound and outbound traffic based on a variety of factors.
Traffic can be prioritized and de-prioritized by application type, who is generating the traffic, and the time of day the
request is beingmade. For example, traffic flowing between a branch office and the head office network can be
prioritized over any other traffic.

An Alloc8 appliance provides all of the core capabilities needed to effectively manage aWAN in a single network
appliance. These tightly integrated capabilities include real-timemonitoring, reporting, traffic control, optimization
and intelligent acceleration.

Nomadix offers an assurance-centric WAN optimization solution that applies over 2,500 unique application and
user profiles to directly connect WAN optimization policies with the actual priorities of the business. By
intelligently applying its three-point WAN optimization technology, Nomadix delivers the right mix of acceleration,
caching and containment for the optimal user experience.
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Alloc8 appliance product family
The following table outlines the physical specifications of each Alloc8 appliance.

X4000 X6000 X8000 X10000

Software

LAN Capacity 1 Gbps 2.5 Gbps 5Gbps 10Gbps

Optimized Connections 3,000 10,000 16,000 45,000

Max Concurrent Flows 1,024,000 5,120,000 5,120,000 8,000,000

Hardware

Form Factor 1U rack
mount

1U rack
mount

2U rack
mount

2U rack
mount

Data Store/Cache Size 385GB 1.7 TB,
redundancy
built-in

2.7 TB,
redundancy
built-in

1.5 TB,
redundancy
built-in

NICs (Default) 1 Bypass
Bridge, 1
Management
/ Cluster /
IPMI

1 Bridge, 1
Management,
1 Cluster /
IPMI

1 Bridge, 1
Management,
1 Cluster /
IPMI

1 Bridge, 1
Management,
1 Cluster, 1
IPMI

NICs (expandable to) 3 Bypass
Bridges, 1
Management
/ Cluster /
IPMI

4 Bridges, 1
Management,
1 Cluster /
IPMI

10 Bridges, 1
Management,
1 Cluster /
IPMI

14 Bridges, 1
Management,
1 Cluster, 1
IPMI

Interface NIC Slots 1 full height
occupied by
default

1 half height
occupied by
default, 1 full
height
available

1 half height
occupied by
default, 3 full
height
available

2 half height
occupied by
default, 3 full
height
available

Redundant Power No Yes Yes Yes
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Chapter 2: Installation and Deployment
This chapter is designed to assist first-time users in deployment and configuration of the Alloc8 appliance.

Package Contents
Package contents varies slightly depending onmodel. In general, the following items are included:

n Alloc8 appliance

n Quick Start Guide

n AC power cable

n Straight CAT5 ethernet cable (usually blue)

n Cross CAT5 ethernet cable (usually red)

n Serial console cable

Pre-Installation Checklist
Before deploying the Alloc8 appliance, it is recommended that the following basic information is collected:

Host Name Specify a host name to assign to the Alloc8 appliance.

Ethernet
Negotiation
Settings

Any Ethernet negotiation settings - does any equipment that the Alloc8 appliance will be
connected to require and hard-coded Ethernet speed and/or duplex settings?

IP Address
and Netmask

An available IP address and netmask is required.

Default
Gateway

The default gateway is required.

DNS Server(s) At least 1 DNS server is required, so that the Alloc8 appliance can resolve hostnames.

SMTP Server An SMTP server needs to be specified, if you wish to receive e-mail notifications from the
Alloc8 appliance.

Time Zone The Alloc8 appliance's time zone should be correctly set.

These settings will be configured during the initial stages of deployment.

Alloc8 Appliance User Manual



19 Chapter 2: Installation and Deployment

Initial Configuration
When you login to the CLI orWebUI for the first time, you will be presented with an option to run a configuration
wizard in order to assist with initial setup.

CLI Configuration Jumpstart

When you login to the CLI for the first time, you are presented with the option to run the CLI jump-start wizard. This
is a guided wizard that helps with the initial configuration of the Alloc8 appliance.

Note Changes are applied immediately after pressing 'Enter' at each step. If changing network settings
use the serial console or vga / keyboard to access the CLI.

1. Enable IPv6?

These questions allow you to enable IPv6 support for the entire system. If your network supports IPv6 then
enter 'Y', otherwise enter 'N'.

2. Enable IPv6 autoconfig (SLAAC) on eth1 interface?

If you enable IPv6, you have the option of enabling IPv6 SLAAC autoconfiguration. Enter 'Y' if you wish to
have an address and netmask automatically configured and your network supports this option.

3. Use eth0 for management access. Note: This disables br0 (Y/N)?

Select whether to use eth0 for accessingmanagement functionality.
4. Use DHCP on eth1 (Y/N)?

This question is asking if you want to use DHCP for automatically acquiring IP connectivity settings. If you
specify 'N' here, you will be prompted to enter static IP connectivity settings, such as IP address and
netmask, default gateway and DNS servers.

5. Enable br10 (Y/N)?

Use DHCP on br10 (Y/N)?

These questions allow you to enable bridges and optionally configure an address manually or by using
DHCP.

6. br2 IP address and netmask? [192.168.2.254/24]

Configure the IP address and netmask for the bridge.
7. Hostname?

This question is asking you to configure a hostname for the appliance
8. SMTP server address?

In order to receive system alerts and reports, the Alloc8 appliance requires an SMTP server be configured
so that emails can be sent.

9. An email address for reports and alerts?

If you wish to receive system alerts and reports, enter an email address here.
10. Admin password (Enter to leave unchanged):

© 2015Nomadix, Inc.
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This question is asking you if you wish to change the password of the Alloc8 appliance 'admin' account.
Press 'Enter' to leave the password unchanged or enter a new password and you'll be asked to re-enter the
password again to confirm.

11. Do you want to configure the interface speed and duplex settings? (Y/N)?

Enter 'Y' if you wish to configure interface settings or 'N' to leave them unchanged.

If you entered 'Y', these questions will step through each interface on the Alloc8 appliance and ask for
interface speed and duplex settings.
What is the speed of eth1 (auto, 10 or 100):

What is the duplex mode of eth1 (auto, full or half):

What is the speed of eth2 (auto, 10 or 100):

What is the duplex mode of eth2 (auto, full or half):

12. Do you want to change HTTP proxy settings (Y/N)?

If you enter Y, these questions step through the parameters of the HTTP Proxy setup.
HTTP proxy address (0.0.0.0 to disable)?

HTTP proxy port? [3128]

HTTP proxy authentication type (N)one or (B)asic (N/B)?

Allow insecure (unverified certificate) SSL (Y/N)?

13. Do you want to check for a new license online (Y/N)?

Enter 'Y' to have the Alloc8 appliance check for a newer license on the Nomadix website (if the Alloc8
appliance has Internet connectivity). If a newer license is found, you will be asked if you wish to install it. If
you enter 'N', you will be prompted for a license key.

14. Do you want to configure optimization policies (Y/N):

Answering 'Y' here will take you through a text-based version of the OptimizerWizard. For more information
about the Optimizer policy wizard, see the Optimizer | OptimizerWizard page.

15. Check for new firmware (Y/N)?

Answering 'Y' here will make the Alloc8 appliance check for a newer firmware version on the Nomadix
website (if the Alloc8 appliance has Internet connectivity). If a newer firmware image is found, you will be
asked if you want to download and install it.

Note You can re-run the CLI jump-start wizard at anytime by logging into the CLI (configurationmode)
and typing: configuration jump-start

Configure when the CLI console times out

Set how long the CLI console should remain logged in before the system is automatically logged out due to
inactivity.

1. Click System > Setup and switch to theAccess tab.

2. In CLI Options area, specify how many minutes of inactivity pass before the user is automatically logged
out in theAuto Logout Timeout field.
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21 Chapter 2: Installation and Deployment

To configure the system to never automatically log out, set the field to 0minutes.

3. Click Apply Changes.

4. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Configure when the Nomadix Web UI logs out

Set how long the Alloc8 appliance should remain logged in before the system is automatically logged out due to
inactivity.

1. Click System > Setup and switch to theAccess tab.

2. InWebUI Options area, specify how many minutes of inactivity pass before the user is automatically
logged out in theAuto Logout Timeout field.

To configure the system to never automatically log out, set the field to 0minutes.

3. Click Apply Changes.

4. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Network Settings
The Network Settings section of the Alloc8 appliance System Setup allows you to configure basic and advanced
network settings. The various configuration pages include:

n "Configure bridges and interfaces" on page 21

n Routes: Configure a static route.

n DNS: Configure a hostname, DNS and domain name.

n HTTP Proxy: Configure HTTP proxy settings.

n Email: Configure SMTP sever settings and email address.

n SNMP: Configure SNMP settings.

n Active Directory: Enable and fine-tune Active Directory.

n IPMI: Enable and configure IPMI on selected hardware.

Configure bridges and interfaces

The Alloc8 appliance allows you to configure bridges and network interfaces as required. The form displays an
image showing the available physical interfaces, physical interface to I/O slot and physical interface to bridge
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Chapter 2: Installation and Deployment 22

assignments. Bridges can be enabled, roles assigned to an interface, and IP settings applied.

Notes n Interfaces that are not enslaved to a bridgemay have roles assigned. for example Cluster,
Mirror, WCCP, or PBR.

n The interface used tomanage the appliance depends on the network topology. In general any
interface not assigned to a role may be used.

Create a bridge from an interface pair

Combine two network interface cards (NICs) into a bridge to allow communication from theWAN side to be
transferred through to the LAN side.

1. Click System > Network and switch to the IP Address tab.

2. To combine two interfaces together into a bridge, select br0.

The eth0 and eth1 interfaces are combined, the role options for the interfaces are removed, and the bridge is
created.
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3. (Optional) In theStatic Addresses field, specify an IP Address and netmask for the bridge. See "Configure
the address of an interface or bridge" on page 23.

4. Click Apply Changes.

5. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Configure the address of an interface or bridge

Specify the IP address and netmask to be used by the interface or bridge, or configure the Alloc8 appliance to
automatically assign an IP address and netmask.

Caution Making changes to the IP address and netmask settings may cause the appliance to become
unreachable.

1. Click System > Network and switch to the IP Address tab.

2. Configure the IP address and netmask for the interface or bridge.

a. To automatically configure the address and netmask for an interface or bridge, select eitherDHCP
for IPv4 networks orSLAAC for IPv6 networks.

The DHCP option is enabled by default on the Alloc8 appliance. If a DHCP server is available, an IP
address will be automatically assigned. If a DHCP address is not available, the Alloc8 appliance
defaults to the IP address 172.14.1.57. DHCP is enabled on eth1.

When SLAAC is selected for IPv6 networks, the following options are available:

n Privacy Address—Enable SLAAC privacy extensions. Selecting this option will periodically
change the automatically assigned IPv6 address.

n Gateway—Assign an IPv6 gateway dynamically.

b. Tomanually configure the address and netmask for an interface or bridge, in theStatic Address field
type the IPv4 or IPv6 address and netmask.

3. (Optional) Add a comment describing how the interface or bridge is being used.

4. Click Apply Changes.

5. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Configure bypass settings for a bridge

The Fail toWire (bypass) settings control the behavior of the Alloc8 appliance bridges in the event of failure, power
outage, or reboot. Depending on the hardware appliance and the type of interface cards installed, fail to wire or
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bypass settings may be configured globally or per bridge.

1. Click System > Network and switch to theNICs tab.

2. Specify the current status of the bridge.

This allows you tomanually put the bridge in and out of bypass.

3. In the event of failure, power outage, or reboot, select whether any action should be taken.

4. If failover is enabled, select what action should be taken.

n Bypass—The bridge is in bypass and traffic is NOT been intercepted by the Alloc8 appliance.

n Nolink—The bridge interfaces are both forced to link state down (as if the cables are not plugged
into the interfaces).

5. Click Apply Changes.

6. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Review the status of a bridge

Verify the status of the bridges.

1. Click System > Network and switch to theNICs tab.

2. Review the status of the bridge.

The various statuses and failover modes that are available are listed below.

n Active—The bridge is active (not in bypass) and traffic is been intercepted by the Alloc8 appliance.

n Bypass—The bridge is in bypass and traffic is NOT been intercepted by the Alloc8 appliance.

n Nolink—The bridge interfaces are both forced to link state down (as if the cables are not plugged
into the interfaces).

3. If changes are required, modify the interface settings. See "Configure bypass settings for a bridge" on page
23.

Configure the behavior of secondary ports on a bridge

With link state mirroring, the Alloc8 appliance can bring down the second port of a bridge if the first port goes down.
This feature allows the Alloc8 appliance to sit between aWAN router and a switch without blocking detection of
switch outages by the router. This is a global setting that is applied to all enabled bridges.

1. Click System > Network and switch to theNICs tab.

2. In the Link StateMirroring area, select Enable.

3. Click Apply Changes.

4. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
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configuration changes.

Assign a role to an interface

Depending on your network configuration, interfaces can be dedicated to specific types of traffic. It is not
necessary to assign a role to every interface.

1. Click System > Network and switch to the IP Address tab.

2. Locate the interface in the list, and select the appropriate role.

n Cluster—One interfacemay be configured for Cluster internal use in High Availability (HA) envir-
onments. An interface and Cluster Master address should also be configured. See "Cluster and High
Availability" on page 81.

n Mirror—One ormore interfaces may be configured inMirror mode. This mode of operation is used
for out of pathmonitoring using a hub or switchmirror/SPAN port. See SPAN andMirror Port Mon-
itoring.

3. Click Apply Changes.

4. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Assign a VLAN ID to an interface or bridge

A switch can be configured to act as a virtual LAN (VLAN), allowing appliances that are connected to different
physical switches to be grouped together. If the network has existing VLANs configured, an out-of-path Alloc8
appliance configuration such as policy-based routing improves latency and increases performance. See Directing
traffic with policy-based routing.

When an interface is assigned a VLAN ID, all outgoing traffic passing through the interface is tagged with the
VLAN ID, and any incoming traffic is analyzed to see if it contains the ID. If it does contain the ID, the traffic is
routed through the interface as dictated by the policy. If the traffic does not contain the VLAN ID, it is ignored by
the interface.

1. Click System > Network and switch to the IP Address tab.

2. In the VLAN Settings area, select the interface and type an ID.

The VLAN ID can be between 1 and 4094.

3. Click Add VLAN.

The interface is created with the VLAN ID appended to the interface name. For example, when the
VLAN ID 12 is assigned to the eth0 interface, the interface eth0.12 is created.

4. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
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configuration changes.

Set the speed, duplex, and MTU of an interface

Use the form below to set the speed/duplex andmaximum transmission unit (MTU) size of the System NICs. In
most cases the default settings will work as the Nomadix is setup to auto-negotiate, however, some equipment is
not compatible with this. If there are collisions or errors, then it is an indication that the Nomadix is not auto
negotiating with neighboring equipment. As a result youmight notice packet loss and network delays. To resolve
this check if the router or switch is hard-coded to a speed or duplex setting. If hard-coded then set the Nomadix
device to a desirable speed/duplex.

Note Collisions, errors, and dropped packets on the Nomadix NICs set the System health status to
"Warning" and the offending interface(s) are highlighted. For further troubleshooting click on the
system warning or view the NIC Diagnostics.

1. Click System > Network and switch to theNICs tab.

2. Select theSpeed at which the Alloc8 appliance will negotiate with neighboring equipment.

3. Select theDuplex type used by the Alloc8 appliance to negotiate with neighboring equipment.

n Auto—Common settings are automatically configured by the connected interfaces.

n Full—Communication is provided in both directions at the same time.

n Half—Communication is provided in both directions, but not simultaneously.

4. Specify themaximum transmission unit (MTU) size in bytes.

5. Click Apply Changes.

6. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Note Ensure that the devices connected to the Alloc8 appliance have the same speed and duplex
settings for their network interfaces (auto-negotiation is acceptable). If they are different, and the
Alloc8 appliance is in bypass mode, the devices may not communicate and traffic may be
dropped.
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It is recommended you set all your devices, including the Nomadix, to either auto-negotiate or fixed
to the same speed and duplex mode.

Review the interface link status

Verify the status of the interface link and identify the negotiated speed and duplex settings.

1. Click System > Network and switch to theNICs tab.

2. Review the status for the interface.

The status of the interface shows whether the interface is up or down, the link is up or down, as well as the
speed and duplex that has been negotiated with the neighboring equipment.

3. If changes are required, modify the interface settings. See "Set the speed, duplex, andMTU of an interface"
on page 26.

Cluster and High Availability

Clustering allows multiple Alloc8 appliance to operate as if they were a single appliance. This allows for seamless
deployment into High Availability and Load Balanced environments. A typical deployment topology is illustrated
below.

In this example, there are two physical links. An Alloc8 appliance is deployed between each switch and router, and
a cable is connected between the two appliances for synchronization.

The appliances share configuration, monitoring information, and optimizer policies, as if they were a single
appliance.

Routes

Static routes may need to be defined when access to external networks cannot be reached via the default
gateway. This may be necessary so the appliance can connect to services such as DNS or NTP.

Routing table entries are shown for IPv4 and IPv6 networks. The destination, gateway, interface, source and state
is shown for each route. Routing table entries can havemultiple sources:
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static A manually configured route.

interface Derived from the addresses assigned to an interface.

SLAAC Assigned from SLAAC autoconfiguration.

DHCP Assigned from DHCP autoconfiguration.

Destination The IPv4 or IPv6 address and netmask of the destination

Gateway (Next Hop) The IPv4 or IPv6 address of the gateway (next hop).
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Configure DNS and Domain Names

Set a Host Name for your Alloc8 appliance and configure the DNS servers and domain names. The hostname
should be unique to this appliance on the network.

In this area of the Nomadix WebUI you can:

n "Set the host name and DNS of the Alloc8 appliance" on page 115

n "Add a domain name" on page 116

n "Remove a domain name" on page 116

Set the host name and DNS of the Alloc8 appliance

Configure the appliance hostname and DNS servers. The hostname should be unique to this appliance on the
network.

Note A valid DNS server is required for Edge Cache, system alerts, scheduled reports, firmware
updates, license updates and Anonymous Proxy updates.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theDNS tab.

2. Type aHost Name for the Alloc8 appliance.

3. Type the IP address of up to three DNS servers.

4. Click Apply Changes.

The IP address is added to the list of Static and Dynamic Name Servers.

Add a domain name

Add any domain names that the Alloc8 appliance should try to resolve automatically.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theDNS tab.

2. In the Add New Domain Name area, type the new domain name.

3. Click Add New Domain Name.

The domain name is added to the Static and Dynamic Domain Names list. All manually added domain
names are static.

Remove a domain name

Maintain the list of domain names by removing any obsolete entries.

Note Only manually added domain names can be removed.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theDNS tab.

2. Select the domain to remove from the Static and Dynamic Domain Names list.

3. Click Remove Selected.

The domain is removed.
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HTTP Proxy

Specify a HTTP proxy if you would like the appliance to access Nomadix's server via HTTP proxy. Access to
Nomadix's HTTP server is required for firmware updates, license updates and Anonymous Proxy updates. If you
have SDP enabled, please ensure your proxy supports HTTPS.

1. Click System > Network and switch to theHTTP tab.

2. Specify the hostname or IP address of the HTTP proxy.

IPv4 or IPv6 addresses can be specified.

3. Select the type of authentication for the HTTP proxy.

4. Type theUsername andPassword for the HTTP proxy.

5. To verify SSL certificates, clear theDo not verify SSL certificates checkbox.

6. Click Apply Changes.

7. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Configure the appliance to send email notifications

An SMTP server is required for receiving scheduled reports, system alerts and auto-support notifications.
Configure the SMTP server, andmanage the users who receive system notifications and reports.

In this area of the Nomadix WebUI you can:

n "Add an SMTP server for sending email notifications" on page 116

n "Add a user to receive email notifications" on page 117

n "Stop sending notifications to a user" on page 117

Add an SMTP server for sending email notifications

An SMTP server is required for receiving scheduled reports, system alerts and auto-support notifications.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theEmail tab.

2. In the SMTP Server area, type the SMTP server name.

IPv4 and IPv6 addresses can be used.

3. Type the SMTP server port.

The default port number is 25.

4. Type the email address that system alerts and report notifications will appear to have been sent from.

5. To require authentication against the SMTP server before emails can be sent, select theSMTP
Authentication checkbox.
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After selecting SMTP Authentication, youmust provide the username and password for the SMTP server,
and select the authenticationmethod.

6. Click Apply Changes.

7. To ensure the users can successfully receive notification emails, click Send Test Email to Add.

Add a user to receive email notifications

Add each user that is monitoring the Alloc8 appliances, and should be receiving any system alerts and report
emails.

Note The emails being received by a user cannot bemodified. To change which emails a user receives,
delete the user, and then add the email address with the appropriate emails selected.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theEmail tab.

2. In the Add New Notify Recipients area, type the email address of the user who should receive notifications.

3. Select the emails the user should receive:

n Verbose Detail—Send detailed event emails to the user.

n Info Emails—Send informational emails to the user.

n Failure Emails—Send failure emails to this recipient.

4. Click Add New Recipient.

The new recipients are added to the Notify Recipients list.

5. To ensure the users can successfully receive notification emails, click Send Test Email to Add.

Stop sending notifications to a user

Maintain the list of users receiving notifications to ensure that only the necessary users are receiving emails.

Note The emails being received by a user cannot bemodified. To change which emails a user receives,
delete the user, and then add the email address with the appropriate emails selected.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theEmail tab.

2. In the Notify Recipients list, select the user to be deleted.

3. Click Remove Recipients.

The user is removed from the list, and will no longer receive email notifications.

SNMP

The Alloc8 appliance allows data export to SNMP systems. Configure the SNMP settings or download the
Nomadix SNMP MIB.

In this area of the Nomadix WebUI you can:

n "Modify the SNMP configuration" on page 32

n "Remove an SNMP community" on page 32
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n "Download the SNMP MIB file" on page 32

n "Modify the SNMP administrator user settings" on page 33

n "Add an SNMP trap sink server" on page 33

n "Remove an SNMP trap sink server" on page 34

n "Enable or Disable an SNMP trap sink server" on page 33

Note To disable or enable SNMP traps for system alerts, see "Notify administrators of system issues"
on page 113.

Modify the SNMP configuration

Update the SNMP settings to identify where SNMP traps are sent, and whether there can bemultiple SNMP
communities.

1. Click System > Network and switch to theSNMP tab.

2. Select whetherSNMP Traps are sent from the appliance.

3. Select whetherMultiple Communities can be configured.

WhenMultiple Communities is disabled, the Community list area is not displayed.

4. In theSys Contact field, specify the syscontact variable in MIB-II.

5. In theSys Location field, specify the syslocation variable in MIB-II.

6. Type theRead-only andDefault Trap community string.

When the Read-only community is changed to have a value that doesn't match an existing community, a
new SNMP community is added to the list.

7. Click Apply Changes.

8. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Download the SNMP MIB file

Download the SNMP MIB file to gain additional monitoring information.

1. Click System > Network and switch to theSNMP tab.

2. In the SNMP Configuration area, click Download SNMP MIB .

The nomadix.mib file is downloaded to the location specified within the browser.

Remove an SNMP community

Remove any unwanted SNMP communities.
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1. Click System > Network and switch to theSNMP tab.

2. In the SNMP Communities area, select the community from the list and click Remove Selected.

3. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Modify the SNMP administrator user settings

Change the authentication type, the privacy type, or the password for the SNMP admin user.

1. Click System > Network and switch to theSNMP tab.

2. In the SNMP v3 Admin User area, modify the settings as needed.

3. Click Apply Changes.

4. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Add an SNMP trap sink server

Define the server where SNMP traps should be sent.

1. Click System > Network and switch to theSNMP tab.

2. In the Add New Trap Sink area, specify the hostname or IP address of the SNMP trap sink server.

IPv4 or IPv6 addresses can be specified.

3. Type the community string for the SNMP trap sink server.

4. Select the appropriate SNMP trap type to send to the sink server.

5. Click Add New Trap Sink.

6. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Enable or Disable an SNMP trap sink server

To temporarily stop sending SNMP traps to a sink server, disable the server. When the server can be used again,
re-enable the server.
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1. Click System > Network and switch to theSNMP tab.

2. In the Trap Sinks area, select the server from the list and click Enable Trap Sink orDisable Trap Sink.

3. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Remove an SNMP trap sink server

Remove any unnecessary SNMP trap sink servers.

1. Click System > Network and switch to theSNMP tab.

2. In the Trap Sinks area, select the server from the list and click Remove Server.

3. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Connect to the Nomadix Active Directory Connector

Identify the port on which the Nomadix Active Directory Connector is communicating to the
connected Alloc8 appliances. The Active Directory server details will be available if the
Nomadix Active Directory Connector has been installed and communicated successfully.

Note To view user names in reports, youmust configure the
Nomadix Active Directory Connector to connect to the
Active Directory server. See "Integrate the Alloc8
appliance with Active Directory" on page 34.

In this area of the Nomadix WebUI you can:

n "Change the Active Directory Connector port number" on page 38

n "Request updated user and group information from the Active Directory server" on
page 40

n "Change the state of the Active Directory Connector" on page 40

Integrate the Alloc8 appliance with Active Directory

Using the Nomadix Active Directory Connector, customers can:

n Expose Active Directory usernames inmonitoring and reporting, no longer having to view users as IP
addresses.
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n Use Active Directory groups and usernames in optimization policies, thereby implementing QoS andOptim-
ization Polices based on individual users or entire groups.

The Nomadix Active Directory Connector needs to be installed onto a server in the network that has access to the
Active Directory server. Each install of the Nomadix Active Directory Connector can talk to up to 20 Nomadix
appliances.

Complete the following tasks to connect the Nomadix Active Directory Connector to the Active Directory server,
and view user names inmonitoring reports.

1. "Install the Nomadix Active Directory Connector" on page 35

a. "Add Alloc8 appliances to the Active Directory Connector" on page 37

b. (Optional) "Configure the connection to the Active Directory server" on page 37

c. "Select the information sent between the Alloc8 appliance and the Active Directory server" on page
37

d. "Change the Active Directory Connector port number" on page 38

2. Identify users using applications on a Citrix XenApp server

3. "Verify communication between the Active Directory server and the Nomadix Appliance" on page 39

4. Report on Network Activity by User

5. "Controlling Traffic based on Users" on page 79

Note If you encounter any issues, see "Troubleshoot issues with Active Directory configuration" on
page 245

Install the Nomadix Active Directory Connector

The Nomadix Active Directory Connector needs to be installed onto aWindows server that can connect to the
Active Directory server. Each Nomadix Active Directory Connector can talk to up to 20 Nomadix appliances.
When you first install the Nomadix Active Directory Connector, it may take 24 hours or longer to get all user to IP
address mappings as users progressively login.

Notes n The Nomadix Active Directory Connector is supported on the following platforms:

n Windows Server 2003 SP2

When the Active Directory server is runningWindows Server 2003 R2, the Nomadix
Active Directory Connector must be installed on the Active Directory server and
cannot be installed on a remote server.

n Windows Server 2008 SP2

n Windows Server 2008 R2

n Windows Server 2012

n The Nomadix Active Directory Connector requires .NET Framework 4.0.

n The Logon Auditingmust be enabled on the Active Directory server to install the Nomadix
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Active Directory Connector.

n TheWMI servicemust be started on the Active Directory server and on the server where the
Nomadix Active Directory Connector is installed.

n The Active Directory server and the server where the Nomadix Active Directory Connector is
installed require the RPC Endpoint Mapper and LDAP ports open in your firewall. These
ports are open by default. To verify your settings, see http://sup-
port.microsoft.com/kb/179442.

1. Download the installer from the Alloc8 appliance.

a. Click System > Network, and switch to theActive Directory tab.

b. Download theMicrosoft Installer Executable.

2. Save the Nomadix Active Directory Connector install to a location that can be accessed by all Windows
servers in the network.

3. On the server where the Nomadix Active Directory Connector should be installed, locate and double-click
installation file.

4. On theWelcome dialog, click Next.

5. Read the End-User License Agreement. Select the I accept... checkbox and click Next.

6. Specify the directory where the Nomadix Active Directory Connector should be installed.

7. Select whether the Active Directory server is on this server or another server.

If the connector is not installed on the server with Active Directory, type the IP address or hostname of the
Active Directory server, and type the username and password of the Administrator account on the
Active Directory server.

Caution When the Active Directory server is runningWindows Server 2003 R2, the Nomadix Active
Directory Connector must be installed on the Active Directory server and cannot be
installed on a remote server.

8. Click Next.

9. (Optional) Type the Nomadix appliance IP address or hostname, port number, and administrator password.

Adding an Alloc8 appliance can be completed after the Nomadix Active Directory Connector is installed.

10. In the Include log entries newer than the specified age field, specify themaximum age of log entries (in
seconds) to be analyzed and sent to the Alloc8 appliance when the Nomadix Active Directory Connector
service starts.

11. Click Next.

12. On the Check for Required Services dialog, click Next.

If any warnings are displayed on the page, resolve the issues as specified in the dialog.

13. Click Install.

14. Ensure Launch Nomadix Active Directory Connector is selected, and click Finish.
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After the installation is finished, the Nomadix Active Directory Connector starts automatically and attempts
to communicate with the configured Nomadix appliance.

Add Alloc8 appliances to the Active Directory Connector

Identify the Alloc8 appliance using this Active Directory Connector to retrieve user and group information.

Note Each installation of the Active Directory Connector can have amaximum of 20 Alloc8 appliances
connected to it.

If there aremore than 20 Alloc8 appliances, install the connector onmultipleWindows servers and
divide the appliances across multiple instances of the Active Directory Connector.

1. In theStartmenu click All Programs > Nomadix > Nomadix AD Configuration Utility.

2. Switch to theAlloc8 appliances tab.

3. To add the Alloc8 appliances that communicate with this Active Directory Connector, type the IP Address or
Hostname into an empty row, and type the Admin password for the appliance.

4. Modify the port number as needed. The default port number of the Active Directory Client is 8015.

When changing the port number, all Alloc8 appliances using the Nomadix Active Directory Connector must
use the same port number. See "Change the Active Directory Connector port number" on page 38.

5. In theSync interval field, identify how frequently the Nomadix Active Directory Connector contacts the
Alloc8 appliances to synchronize Active Directory user and group information. The default is 5minutes.

6. Click OK.

Configure the connection to the Active Directory server

The Nomadix Active Directory Connector can be installed on any server in the network that has access to the
Active Directory server. If the connector is installed somewhere other than on the Active Directory server, specify
the location and authentication credentials of the Active Directory server.

1. In theStartmenu click All Programs > Nomadix > Nomadix AD Configuration Utility.

2. Switch to theAD Server tab.

3. In the Active Directory Server area, select whether the Active Directory server is this server or another
server.

4. Type the IP address or hostname of the Active Directory server.

5. Type the username and password of the Administrator account on the Active Directory server.

6. Click OK.

Select the information sent between the Alloc8 appliance and the Active Directory server

Specify what information is sent between the Active Directory server and the Alloc8 appliance. When you first
install the Nomadix Active Directory Connector, it may take up to 24 hours (or longer) to get all user to IP address
mappings as users progressively login.
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Note User accounts that have been disabled on the Active Directory server are not included in the data
sent to the Alloc8 appliances.

1. In the Nomadix Active Directory Connector, switch to theAD Server tab.

2. To send a list of users and groups to Nomadix appliances when the service starts, select Send Active
Directory user and group information to Alloc8 appliances. The list of users and groups that is sent to
the appliance can be used to create user or group-based policy.

If this is not selected, only logged on users will be available to your Nomadix appliances. Information about
groups will not be available. This information is obtained through an LDAP query against the Active
Directory server.

Caution If there aremultiple domain controllers, Send users/groups to Nomadix appliances on
startup should only be selected on one of the domain controllers.

3. To include user names inmonitoring reports, allow the login history to be analyzed.

a. To enable this option, select Analyze login history and send to Alloc8 appliances.

This information is obtained through aWindows Event Log query against the Active Directory
server.

b. In the Include log entries newer than the specified age field, specify themaximum age of log
entries (in seconds) to be analyzed and sent to the Alloc8 appliance when the Nomadix Active
Directory Connector service starts.

4. Click OK.

Change the Active Directory Connector port number

Identify the port on which the Nomadix Active Directory Connector is communicating to the connected Alloc8
appliances. Changing the port number is optional, and the default port 8015 automatically communicates with the
Nomadix Active Directory Connector and Alloc8 appliances.

Note The port numbermust be the same on all installed Nomadix Active Directory Connector instances,
and all Alloc8 appliances using the Nomadix Active Directory Connector.

Ensure firewall on the server running the Nomadix Active Directory Connector is configured to
allow inbound and outbound traffic on configured port.

1. Change the port number on the Nomadix Active Directory Connector.

a. In theStartmenu click All Programs > Nomadix > Nomadix AD Configuration Utility.

b. Switch to theAlloc8 appliances tab.

c. Type the port number in the field.

The default port number is 8015.

d. Click OK.

2. Change the port number on the Alloc8 appliances.
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Note The port numbermust be changed on each Alloc8 appliance using to the Nomadix Active
Directory Connector.

a. Click System > Network, and switch to theActive Directory tab.

b. In theActive Directory area, type the port number of the Nomadix Active Directory Connector.

The default port number is 8015.

c. Click Apply Changes.

When the Alloc8 appliance successfully communicates with the Nomadix Active Directory
Connector, the following information is displayed in the table:

n Agent Name—TheNomadix Active Directory Connector name.

n IP Address—The IP address of the server running the Nomadix Active Directory Connector.

n Version—TheNomadix Active Directory Connector version.

n Windows Version—The version of Windows on the Active Directory server.

n Last Contact—The last time the Active Directory server was contacted.

No communication between the Nomadix Active Directory Connector and the Alloc8 appliance

There is no communication between the Nomadix Active Directory Connector and the Alloc8 appliance, and you
see one of the following symptoms:

n A connection cannot be established between the Nomadix Active Directory Connector and the Alloc8 appli-
ance.

n The Last Contact status on theSystem > Network > Active Directory tab is blank or red.

What can I do?

1. Ensure your firewall allows incoming and outgoing traffic on the port configured for the Alloc8 appliance to
communicate with the Nomadix Active Directory Connector

Verify communication between the Active Directory server and the Nomadix Appliance

Ensure the communication between the Active Directory server and the Alloc8 appliance is active.

Note User accounts that have been disabled on the Active Directory server are not included in the data
sent to the Alloc8 appliances.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theActive Directory tab.

2. Verify the Active Directory server is listed, and that the service is Running.

When the Alloc8 appliance successfully communicates with the Active Directory Client, the following
information is displayed in the table:

n Agent Name—The Active Directory server name.

n IP Address—The IP address of the Active Directory server.
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n Version—TheNomadix Active Directory Windows client version.

n Windows Version—The Active Directory serverWindows version.

n Last Contact—The last time the Active Directory server was contacted.

3. If the service is not visible on the list, run the Event Viewer program on your Active Directory server, and
examineWindows logs.

a. In the Start menu select Control Panel > Administrative Tools.

b. Double-click Services, and verify the status of theNomadix AD service. If the service is stopped,
restart the service.

c. In theWindows Logs > Application area, the “Service started successfully” message should be
displayed from Active Directory Connector.

If the communication between the Active Director and the Alloc8 appliance is failing, an error
message from the Nomadix Networks Active Directory Connector appears in these logs.

Request updated user and group information from the Active Directory server

If the list of users and groups using the Active Directory client appears to be out of date, erase all username to
IP address mappings and refresh the list sent from the Active Directory server.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theActive Directory tab.

2. To clear user, group, and login data from the appliance and requests an update from the Active Directory
clients click Renumerate.

Change the state of the Active Directory Connector

Temporarily stop or disable the Active Directory integration to help with troubleshooting and to avoid errors when
modifying the Active Directory Connector settings.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theActive Directory tab.

2. Modify the state of the Active Directory service.

n To temporarily stop the Active Directory Connector, click Stop.

n If you are experiencing issues with the Active Directory Connector, Restart the service.

n If you no longer need the Active Directory Connector running, click Disable.

n If the service has been disabled, to start it again click Enable.

IPMI Overview

The Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI) is a specification for remote server management. The
specification is maintained by a consortium of computer system vendors led by Intel. The current revision is 2.0.
Further information on the IPMI specification is available here.

An IPMI enabled server contains a separate, dedicatedmicro-controller for monitoring and controlling the
hardware, usually referred to as the BaseboardManagement Controller (BMC). The BMC monitors system
components (e.g. power supplies, fans, temperatures) andmakes this data available over the LAN using either a
shared or dedicated NIC. In either case the IPMI interfacemust be assigned a dedicated IPv4 address.
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The table below shows the Alloc8 appliancemodels that support IPMI and their capabilities.

Model NIC User Interface

X4000 Shared (eth1) CLI

X6000 Shared (eth1) CLI, Web

X8000 Shared (eth1) CLI, Web

X10000 Dedicated CLI, Web

Configure IPMI

To configure IPMI connectivity on the Alloc8 appliance, navigate toSystem >  Network >  IPMI.

Use the form to enable the IPMI LAN interface and to configure an IPv4 address and gateway. Note that although
the IPMI LAN interfacemay be the same as the appliances eth1 interface, a separate IPv4 address is required.
Alternatively youmay use DHCP to configure the IPMI interface, although this is not recommended.

Example

Enable IPMI with an IPv4 address of 172.16.0.71, subnet 255.255.254 and gateway 172.16.1.254.

This will allow the appliance to bemanaged using IPMI on the 172.16.0.71 address, either from another Nomadix
appliance or by connecting to http://172.16.0.71 (where aWeb interface is supported). When aWeb interface is
not supported, a command line tool such as ipmitool may be used.

Use the form below to change the authentication details. The default is username: admin, password: nomadix.
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The equivalent CLI commands are:
> en

# configure terminal

(config) # ipmi enable

(config) # ipmi ip address 172.16.0.71 255.255.254.0

(config) # ipmi ip default-gateway 172.16.1.254

(config) # ipmi username admin password nomadix

Manage Power Settings on an IPMI Enabled Appliance

To use an Alloc8 appliance tomanage the power settings of another appliance that has IPMI enabled, navigate to
System > Tools > IPMI.

Enter the IPv4 address of the remote appliance and authentication details. Select an operation from the dropdown
list and click on the 'Do Power Action' button.

Example

Example: Power cycle the alloc8 appliance with IPMI address 192.168.110.61
(config) # ipmi power address 192.168.110.61 username admin password nomadix control
cycle

Chassis Power Control: Cycle

Example

Show the current power state of the alloc8 appliance with IPMI address 192.168.110.61
(config) # show ipmi power address 192.168.110.61 username admin password nomadix

Remove Events from the Appliance System Log

The BMC processor keeps a log of systems events including power status, power redundancy, chassis intrusion.
The following command can be used to periodically flush these events to the appliances system log.
(config) # ipmi sel enable
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Maintenance
TheMaintenance section of the Alloc8 appliance System Setup allows you to perform various system
maintenance tasks. These include:

n "Manage System Configuration" on page 43: Allows you to save, activate, switch, revert and delete system
configuration files.

n "Import System Configuration" on page 44: Allows you to import previously saved or backed-up system con-
figuration files.

n "Install an update to the Alloc8 appliance software" on page 45: Upgrade the ExOS software on the Alloc8
appliance.

n "Factory Defaults" on page 46: Restore the Alloc8 appliance to factory default settings.

n "Reboot the Alloc8 appliance" on page 47: Reboot or Shutdown the Alloc8 appliance.

Manage System Configuration

TheManage System Configuration screen allows you to download, save, switch, revert and delete system
configuration files.

Note ToManage System Configuration, navigate toSystem > Maintenance > Manage Config on the
WebUI.

The table below lists the available system configuration files. There will be a check mark next to the active
configuration. Clicking on the configuration file namewill display the text-based version of the configuration file in
the window at the bottom of this page. Clicking on the 'Download' icon next to the configuration file will allow you
to download and save/backup the text-based version of the configuration file.

By selecting a configuration file and using the buttons above, you can delete the selected files from the system,
switch-to the selected configuration or download the selected configuration file in binary format.

The form below allows you to control the active and running configuration. If there are unsaved changes to the
active configuration, this is known as the 'running configuration'.
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You can save the running configuration andmake it the active configuration, revert the running configuration back
to the previously saved state of the active configuration, or save the running configuration to a new configuration
file andmake that the new active configuration.

Import System Configuration

The Import System Configuration screen allows you to import previously saved or backed-up system configuration
files.

Note To Import System Configuration, navigate toSystem > Maintenance > Import Config on the
WebUI.

The form below can be used to upload system configurations that have been saved locally on the PC.

Upload local
binary file

Use this option to upload a saved binary configuration file. This file would have been
downloaded as a binary file from the System |Maintenance | Manage Config page.
Once this file is uploaded, it will appear in the list of available configuration files on the
System |Maintenance | Manage Config page.

Upload local text
file

Use this option to upload a text file containing CLI commands. The CLI commands will
be executed in order and any configuration changes will be applied to the running
configuration. This text file can contain one or more CLI commands or could be a
complete text-based system configuration file downloaded from the System |
Maintenance | Manage Config page.

Use the form below to execute a batch of CLI commands on theWebUI. The CLI commands will be executed in
order and any configuration changes will be applied to the running configuration.
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Install an update to the Alloc8 appliance software

Alloc8 appliance software is called ExOS and is updated regularly with new product features as well as system
and performance improvements. The Firmware Update screen allows you to update the software on your Alloc8
appliance.

Alloc8 appliances have two partitions for installing ExOS updates. The current, running ExOS version will be
installed on one partition, whichmeans you can install a newer ExOS update on the other, unused partition.

Note Valid Software Subscription (SS) is required to install new ExOS updates. You can view your SS
expiry date at the top of this page.

1. Click System > Maintenance and switch to the Firmware Update tab.

2. Locate the new image to install.

n If you know the URL for the image file, select Install from URL and type the URL.

This URL is usually published in the Release Notes as part of the ExOS release. If you click Check
for Latest Update, and a newer ExOS software update is available, this field is populated
automatically.

n If the image file has previously been downloaded onto the appliance, select Install from down-
loaded file and select the image from the list.

n If the image file has been downloaded and stored on your computer, select Install from local file
and navigate to the file.

3. (Optional) Schedule the download and installation of the ExOS update for a later date or time.

a. Select theSchedule Installation checkbox and specify theDate and Time.

b. By default, the download of the image will happen straight away and only the installation will be sched-
uled. To schedule the download of the ExOS image to happen at the scheduled time, select Sched-
ule Image Download.

c. By default, the Alloc8 appliance will not reboot following a scheduled installation. To restart the appli-
ance after the scheduled installation, select Reboot After Installation.
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4. Before installing or scheduling a new ExOS update, youmust accept the End User License Agreement
(EULA).

5. Click Install.

The image is installed on the appliance. This process may take a few minutes to complete.

Note If the network connection fails while retrieving the latest ExOS file for the upgrade, you
must manually restart the download. When the download restarts, any previously
downloaded data is retained and only the remaining data is downloaded.

6. To finalize the ExOS install, youmust reboot the appliance. See "Reboot the Alloc8 appliance" on page 47.

Return to the previously installed version of ExOS

If you have updated the version of ExOS that is running on your Alloc8 appliance, you can rollback to the
previously installed version. Alloc8 appliance have two partitions for installing ExOS updates. The current, running
ExOS version is installed on one partition, and the previously installed version is on the other partition which
means you can revert to the older ExOS version.

Note When rolling back to a previous ExOS version, the system configuration will be changed to the
state that it was in, last time you were running the older version. If you'vemade changes to the
system configuration since upgrading from the older version, they will be lost when the Alloc8
appliance is rolled back.

1. Click System > Maintenance and switch to the Firmware Update tab.

2. In the Current Installed Images area, click Switch Boot Partition.

3. To finalize the ExOS install, youmust reboot the appliance. See "Reboot the Alloc8 appliance" on page 47.

After the Alloc8 appliance reboots, the partition with the older build is running on the appliance.

Factory Defaults

The Factory Defaults screen allows you to restore the Alloc8 appliance's configuration back to factory default
settings. This includes removing any system logs, WAN Memory cache andmonitoring statistics.

Note To restore Factory Defaults, navigate toSystem > Maintenance > Factory Defaults on theWeb
UI.

When restoring Factory Default settings, network connectivity settings such as the IP address, DNS servers and
Default Gateway are preserved. There is also an option to preserve any monitoring data. To presevemonitoring
data tick the 'Preservemonitoring' box prior to restoring the factory default settings.

After performing a Factory Defaults, the Alloc8 appliance will automatically reboot.
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Reboot the Alloc8 appliance

After a new version of the ExOS firmware is installed, youmust reboot the appliance.

Caution Any unsaved configuration changes will be lost if the Alloc8 appliance is Reboot or Shutdown
without saving the changes first.

1. Click System > Maintenance and switch to theReboot / Shutdown tab.

2. (Optional) Schedule the Alloc8 appliance to reboot at a specific date or time.

a. Select theSchedule Reboot checkbox.

b. Type the date and time that the appliance should reboot.

3. Select the reboot mode from the list.

n Fast Reboot—This is a soft reboot and will reboot the operating system only. This does not reboot
the hardware and does not reload the BIOS.

n Slow Reboot—This is a hard reboot and will reboot the entire appliance. Use this option to access
the BIOS or other start-up options.

4. Click Reboot.

Rebooting the Alloc8 appliancemay take a few minutes to restart.

Automatically reboot the Alloc8 appliance

If the Alloc8 appliance becomes unresponsive, the SystemWatchdog can automatically reboot the appliance.

1. Click System > Maintenance and switch to theReboot / Shutdown tab.

2. In the SystemWatchdog area, select Enable.

3. Click Apply Changes.

4. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Shutdown the Alloc8 appliance

If the Alloc8 appliance needs to be powered off, shut it down from within the Nomadix WebUI.

Caution Any unsaved configuration changes will be lost if the Alloc8 appliance is Reboot or Shutdown
without saving the changes first.

1. Click System > Maintenance and switch to theReboot / Shutdown tab.

2. Click Shutdown.

The Alloc8 appliance will not restart, andmust be physically powered on again.
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System Setup
The System Setup section of the Alloc8 appliance allows you to configure basic and advanced system settings.
The various configuration pages include:

n "Date and TimeConfiguration" on page 48: Configure Date and Time on the Alloc8 appliance.

n "UI Configuration" on page 50: ConfigureWebUI and CLI settings.

n "SDP Configuration" on page 52: Enable SDP.

n "Configure SQL Access" on page 89: Configure remote SQL access.

n "Monitoring Configuration" on page 53: Fine-tunemonitoring settings.

n "Netflow Configuration" on page 57 Configure netflow parameters and items to export.

n "Create a Scheduled Job" on page 146: View and remove scheduled jobs.

n "Notify administrators of system issues" on page 113: Enable/Disable system alerts.

n "License" on page 61: Install a new license.

n "Control Configuration" on page 65: ChangeOptimizer mode

n "Allocate Disk Storage for System Services" on page 66: Configure dynamic partitions.

Date and Time Configuration

It is important to accurately set the date and time of your Alloc8 appliance so that all time-based functions use the
appropriate time. It is highly recommended to set the date and time using an NTP server. This is particularly
important if you havemultiple Alloc8 appliances where you need to correlate or aggregate themonitoring data or if
you need the exported NetFlow records to be synchronized with NetFlow records from other network appliances.

It is recommended to set the date and time using one or more NTP servers. Themore NTP servers that are
configured, themore accurate the time will be. It is generally accepted that four NTP servers is the optimal number
of servers for extremely accurate time. To explain why four NTP servers is considered an optimal number of
servers, see http://www.ntp.org/ntpfaq/NTP-s-algo-real.htm

A great source for NTP servers is the NTP Pool Project at http://www.pool.ntp.org/en/use.html

The date and time setting has implications for the following functions:

n Monitoring data have time stamps and themonitor charts will be reported relative to these time stamps

n Exported NetFlow records have time stamps

n Schedule-based policies need to take effect at the appropriate times

n Scheduled events, such as scheduled reports or scheduled jobs, need to occur at appropriate times.

 To set date & time using an NTP server

1. Go toSystem > Setup > Date & Time tab.

2. Add one or more NTP servers by entering the IP address or hostname of the NTP server, the
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version of NTP supported by the server, and enabling it by checking the enable checkbox in
the Add New NTP Server area,

Only hostnames and IPv4 addresses are supported.

3. In the Date and Time area, select theNTP Time Synchronization checkbox andApply
Changes.

Any of the NTP servers can be disabled, re-enabled, or removed by clicking the appropriate button -
Disable Server, Enable Server, Remove Server.

To set the date and timemanually

1. Go toSystem > Setup > Date & Time tab.

2. In the Date and Time area, ensure that theNTP Time Synchronization checkbox is not
checked.

3. Set the desired date, time, and timezone and click Apply Changes.

If the NTP Time Synchronization checkbox is checked, then themanual date-time setting will not be
applied.

Add an NTP server

Configure NTP servers that the Alloc8 appliance will use to set its time and date.

1. Click System > Setup and switch to theDate and Time tab.

2. In the Date and Time area, select theNTP Time Synchronization checkbox.

3. In the Add New NTP Server area, type the IP address or hostname of the NTP server.

Only hostnames and IPv4 addresses are supported.

4. Select the version of NTP supported by the server.

5. To enable the NTP server, select the checkbox.

6. Click Add New NTP Server.

7. Click Apply Changes.

8. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Disable an NTP server

Stop an existing NTP server from setting the date and time of the Alloc8 appliance.

1. Click System > Setup and switch to theDate and Time tab.

2. To disable the NTP server, select the server from the list and click Disable Server.
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3. If there are no NTP servers enabled, in the Date and Time area, clear theNTP Time Synchronization
checkbox.

4. Click Apply Changes.

5. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Set the date and time of the appliance

If you are not using an NTP server to manage the date and time information on the Alloc8 appliance, specify the
date, time, and time zone of the Alloc8 appliance.

Note If NTP time synchronization is enabled, the date and time cannot bemanually configured.

1. Click System > Setup and switch to theDate and Time tab.

2. Click Apply Changes.

3. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Remove an NTP server

Remove any servers that are no longer used for setting the date and time of the Alloc8 appliance.

1. Click System > Setup and switch to theDate and Time tab.

2. Select the server from the list and click Remove Server.

3. If there are no NTP servers enabled, in the Date and Time area, clear theNTP Time Synchronization
checkbox.

4. Click Apply Changes.

5. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

UI Configuration

Use the form below to enable/disable theWebUser Interface as well as configureWebUI options.

Note Once you disable theWebUI, you can only re-enable it via the CLI.
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WebUI Enable web access to the Alloc8 appliance.

Auto Logout
Timeout

The time (in minutes) before the web session is automatically logs out. A value of '0' means
theWebUI will never auto-logout.

HTTP Access Enable HTTP access to the Alloc8 appliance. This is disabled by default.

HTTP Port Configure the HTTP port. The default is 80.

HTTPS
Access

Enable HTTPS access to the Alloc8 appliance. This is enabled by default.

HTTPS port Configure the HTTPS port. The default is 443.

Web Session
Renewal

Web session renewal time inminutes. This cannot bemore than theWeb Session
Timeout.

Web Session
Timeout

Web session timeout in minutes. This cannot be less than theWeb session renewal.

Use the form below to enable/disable the CLI as well as configure CLI options.
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Auto Logout Timeout The time (in seconds) before the CLI session automatically logs out.

Telnet Access Enable telnet access to the Alloc8 appliance. This is disabled by default.

SSH Access Enable SSH. This is enabled by default.

SSH version Configure a SSH version. This can be set to 'SSH v2 or v1' or 'SSH v2 only'

Configure when the Nomadix Web UI logs out

Set how long the Alloc8 appliance should remain logged in before the system is automatically logged out due to
inactivity.

1. Click System > Setup and switch to theAccess tab.

2. InWebUI Options area, specify how many minutes of inactivity pass before the user is automatically
logged out in theAuto Logout Timeout field.

To configure the system to never automatically log out, set the field to 0minutes.

3. Click Apply Changes.

4. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Configure when the CLI console times out

Set how long the CLI console should remain logged in before the system is automatically logged out due to
inactivity.

1. Click System > Setup and switch to theAccess tab.

2. In CLI Options area, specify how many minutes of inactivity pass before the user is automatically logged
out in theAuto Logout Timeout field.

To configure the system to never automatically log out, set the field to 0minutes.

3. Click Apply Changes.

4. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

SDP Configuration

Use the form below for to enable the SDP service on the Alloc8 appliance and change the SDP server address if
required. This will enable communication between the Alloc8 appliance and the SDP server. A SDP subscription
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is required in order to use the Nomadix SDP feature.

For further information, consult the SDP UserManual.

Configure SQL Access

The SQL Access feature on an Alloc8 appliance provides access to the traffic monitoring database from any
ODBC compliant application.

In order to use this feature, SQL access needs to be configured on the Alloc8 appliance, and anODBC driver
needs to be installed and configured on a client. ODBC aware applications running on the client will then be able to
query the Alloc8 appliance's internal monitoring database.

This How to Guide explains how to configure the Alloc8 appliance to accept remote SQL connections, as well as
setting up theODBC driver onWindows XP andWindows Vista/7 clients.

Monitoring Configuration

You can configure details relevant to monitoring charts and themonitoring data that is collected. You can configure
how the data is displayed, how the traffic is analyzed for monitoring purposes, whether data is collected, and
whether collected data is deleted.

 To configure monitoring charts display options

Go toSystem > Setup > Monitoring tab -Monitoring Options form.

The following fields allow you tomodify display options.

n Table Items

Sets themaximum number of top items displayed in themonitoring tables. Acceptable
values are 1-1000.

n Chart Items

Sets themaximum number of top items to displayed in the pie chart graphs. Acceptable
values are 1-10.

n Maximum URL Size

Sets themaximum length of URLs displayed on the Real Time report tables.

n Sort Subnets by Name

Specifies whether to present the subnet details in the tables below the charts sorted by name
or not. If not sorted by name, the subnets are sorted by data volume.
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n Graph Display Options

Specifies whether the graphs display in Flash or non-Flash format. The default is flash.

n Display for applications details per subnet

Specifies whether the applications drill-downwithin a subnet are displayed as a Time series
chart (stacked area chart) or as a Pie graph. The default is Time series. All other charts when
drilling into a subnet continue to display as pie graphs.

 To configure traffic classification sensitivity

Go toSystem > Setup > Monitoring tab -Monitoring Options form.

The following fields allow you to specify how sensitive the traffic classification analysis should be.

n Layer 7 Inspection

Controls whether to analyze the application signatures within a packet to further classify the
traffic within the reports. For example, when analyzing HTTP and FTP traffic and an
MPEG file is detected within the packets, the application associated with the connection is
changed toMPEG.

When disabled, the Layer 7 signatures within packets are not analyzed and any application
detection objects with Layer 7 rules are ignored.

n Bittorent Sensitivity

Setting this to 'high' is recommended for most service provider environments. Setting it to
'low' is recommended in cases of high false positives.

n EDonkey Sensitivity

Setting this to 'high' is recommended for most service provider environments. Setting it to
'low' is recommended in cases of high false positives.

n Skype Sensitivity

Setting this to 'high' is recommended for most service provider environments.

n Reporting Sensitivity

Controls theminimum number of packets needed to be seen on a flow before it is recorded in
the database. Acceptable values are between 1 and 10, with 10 being the lowest sensitivity.

Setting this to a low value is not recommended in high load environments. When the
sensitivity is set to a low value such as 9, flows that contain less than nine packets over a
fiveminute period are not stored in the database. This prevents port scans from loading
hundreds of unnecessary rows of data into the database.

 To enable or disable Application Specific Analysis Modules (ASAM)

Go toSystem > Setup > Monitoring tab -ASAM form.

The Alloc8 appliance analyzes traffic and attempts tomatch it against criteria specific to the traffic
type. The criteria for matching traffic is defined within Application Specific Analysis Modules
(ASAM). Enable and disable themodules that are important for your network.
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The following ASAMmodules are available:

n Anonymous Proxy

When enabled, the system attempts tomatch the HTTP hostname and SSL common name
against the list of anonymous proxy URLs downloaded by the appliance daily.

Disable this module if it appears that an applications is beingmisclassified as anonymous
proxy.

n Citrix

When enabled, the appliance attempts to extract user names and applications names from
Citrix connections.

Disable this module to stop the appliance in locations where privacy policy does not permit
this type of user identification.

n DCE/RPC

When enabled, this module watches for client requests for Microsoft services such as
MAPI and SMB.

n HTTP

When enabled, this module attempts to further analyze connections identified as HTTP and
attempts to extract information such as the host, URL, request type, and content type.

n Performance Metrics

When enabled, this module calculates the network delay, server delay, round trip time (RTT),
loss, efficiency, and TCP health for TCP connections.

Disable this module if the RAM or CPU usage is increasing and affecting the performance of
the appliance. See the RAMUsage Report or CPU Usage Report.

n SSL

When enabled, this module extracts public certificates from connections identified as SSL
and decodes the information from those certificates (such as common name and organization
unit).

n VoIP

When enabled, this module extracts VoIP related information such as code type and call
quality information (MoS and rFactor scoring) from connections identified as RTP.

n Asymmetric route

When enabled, this module collects connection symmetry information.

Disable this module if the network regularly has asymmetric routes, as it is unnecessary to
alert administrators that asymmetrical connections are occurring.

n URL Logging

When enabled, every URL seen by the appliance is logged to the database. Specify how long
(in days) the data will be saved. 

This module is disabled by default.
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 To control the order of resolution methods tried when resolving IP addresses to hostnames

Go toSystem > Setup > Monitoring tab -Host Resolution Method form.

There aremultiple host resolutionmethods that can be used to resolve IP addresses to hostnames.
The system will attempt to resolve the hostname using one of themethods. If that method fails it will
try another method. You can determine the order of host resolutionmethods that the system will use
by ranking the first method as 1, the next as 2, and so on.

The options for host resolutionmethods are the following:

n Network Object

The IP addresses will be resolved according to the configured network objects.

n DNS

The IP addresses will be resolved according to the DNS mappings.

n IP Address (no resolution)

The IP addresses will NOT be resolved to hostnames.

n NetBIOS Name Lookup

The IP addresses will be resolved to NetBIOS names.

 To enable or disable collection of monitoring data

Go toSystem > Setup > Monitoring tab

Various types of data is collected for traffic passing through the network. If the appliance is not
performing as expected, data collection can be disabled to improve performance.

The following data collection can be disabled:

n Subnets (in theStatistics Collection form)

If not enabled, data is not collected for subnet reporting. The traffic will still bemonitored and
collected for other monitoring reports such as applications across the appliance, hosts
across the appliance, virtual circuits, and so on.

n Detailed Record Retention (in theMonitoring Options form)

Controls whether detailedmonitoring records (Applications, Hosts, URLs, Users,
Conversations and Subnets) are stored.

If there are excessive traffic flows through the appliance, disabling this option will reduce
CPU usage. However, the detailed records will no longer be collected and drill down
information for Applications, Hosts, Conversations will no longer be available.Summary
information, that is totals for the entire appliance, will be available for Applications, Hosts,
and Conversations.

n Ignore Internal-to-Internal(in theMonitoring Options form)

Your network may have network objects on theWAN side of the appliance that have been
configured as Internal objects, for example a router or firewall. Enabling the Ignore Internal-to-
Internal option prevents traffic between network objects being included in the reports.
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 To delete collected monitoring data

Go toSystem > Setup > Monitoring tab -Clear Monitoring Records form.

If the appliance is running out of disk space, you can delete collected data.

The following record types can be deleted:

n All Interface Records

Deletes all data associated with the Interfaces charts - Interface Throughput and Interface
Packets Per Second charts.

n All Network Summary Records

Deletes all data associated with the Network Summary charts.

n All Control/Policy Records

Deletes all data associated with the Control charts - Policies, Discard, and Prioritization
Ratio charts.

n All Optimization Records

Deletes all data associated with the Optimization charts - Reduction and Edge Cache charts.

n All SLA Records

Deletes all data associated with Network Response (SLA) chart.

n All APS Records

Deletes all data associted with Application Performance Score (APS) summary chart.

n All APM Records

Deletes all data associated with Application PerformanceMetric (APM) charts, which are the
detailedmetric charts for the APS monitor.

n All Detailed Monitor Records

Deletes all detailed data, that is, deletes all the drill down data for applications, hosts, URLs,
users, conversations. Summary information, that is, the totals for the entire appliance will still
be available.

n All Appliance Records

Deletes all data associated with the system charts - Connections, Accelerated Connections,
CPU Usage, CPU Temperature, RAM Usage, Disk IO, and SwapUsage charts.

n All Subnet Records

Deletes all data associated with subnet charts.

All checkboxes can be selected by checking the checkbox in the header area.

Caution This will permanently delete the selected records from themonitoring database.

Netflow Configuration

Netflow allows the Alloc8 appliance to export flow records to 3rd party monitoring devices.
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1. Use the form below to configure these Netflow targets.

IP
Address

Specify the IP Address of the Netflow target. The Alloc8 appliance will export Netflow data
to this IP Address.

Port Specify the Port number of the Netflow target. The Alloc8 appliance currently supports
Netflow export on UDP ports.

Version Specify the Netflow version to export. Current supported versions are v1, v5 and v9.

2. The form below allows customization of the flow records sent by Netflow.
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Common Options

Active Flow Timeout Specify how often long-term, persistent flows are exported. By default, flows
are exported within 10 seconds of the flow terminating (this approach does not
work well for long-term or persistent flows). This setting allows you to specify
how often these long-term flows should be exported.

Netflow v9 Options
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Use Long Byte Counters Export byte counters as 64bit values instead of 32bit.

Use Long Packet
Counters

Export packet counters as 64bit values instead of 32bit.

Netflow Packet Payload
Size

Set maximum Netflow packet payload size.

Template Refresh Rate Configure themaximum number of packets between exporting of templates.

Template Timeout Rate Configure themaximum number of seconds between exporting of templates.

Options Refresh Rate Configure themaximum number of packets between exporting of options.

Options Timeout Rate Configure themaximum number of seconds between exporting of options.

UsernameOptions
Timeout

Configuremaximum number of minutes between exporting of username
options.

Inactive Username Expiry
Rate

Configure themaximum time to remember inactive usernames.

Netflow v9 Optional Fields - General

Export L7 Application ID Export Application identification information. The Application ID to Name
mappings are exported as an options template.

Export Policy ID Export Optimizer Policy IDs and names.

Export Type of Service
(TOS)

Export minimum andmaximum Type of Service (TOS).

Export VLAN ID Export VLAN identifier.

Export Packet Sizes Export minimum andmaximum packet sizes.

Export Min andMax TTL Export minimum andmaximum time-to-live (TTL).

Export Flow Direction Export flow direction.

Export SNMP Interfaces Export SNMP input and output interfaces.

Export Output Counters Export output packet and byte counters, these can be compared to input byte
and packet counters to calculate reduction.

Export UsernameDetails Export AD usernames.

Export VoIP MoS and
rFactor

Export MoS and rFactor values for VoIP calls.

Export Extra Information Exports extra flow information, such as domain name for HTTP flows,
published application name for Citrix.
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Export traffic class Export traffic class.

Netflow v9 Optional Fields - Metrics

Export RTT Export round trip time (RTT).

Export Network Delay Export network delay.

Export Network Jitter Export network jitter.

Export Server Delay Export server delay.

Export Bytes Lost Export lost bytes count.

Export APS Score Export APS score.

Create a Scheduled Job

Cache pre-population, reboots, and firmware installations can be scheduled to run at a specific date and time, and
at a set frequency.

1. Click System > Setup and click theScheduled Jobs tab.

2. In the Add New Job area, type a unique ID for the job.

3. Type a name for the job.

4. [Optional] In theComment field, type a description for the job.

5. To run the job immediately, Enable the job.

6. If the job should be completed, even if one or more commands fail to execute, set Fail-Continue toYes.

7. Set the frequency of the scheduled job. Jobs can be set to run Once, Daily, Weekly, Monthly, or Peri-
odically.

8. After selecting the frequency of the job, specify the parameters for the schedule. For example, set the time,
date, interval, or day-of-the-week when the job runs.

9. In theCommands field, type the necessary commands for the job you want run. Each commandmust be
on a new line.

10. Click Add Job.

The job is added to the list, and is now available for selection in the Pre-population

License

Licensing Alloc8 appliances is simple. A single License Key is required to enable features. Multiple License Keys
on the same appliance are also supported. The appliance will use the license that provides the highest
specification limits. The license is automatically fetched and installed on first bootup. The auto license service
checks for new licenses every 24 hours, if a new license is found it is automatically installed. The table below
shows the time since the Auto License Service checked for a new license and the time since a new license was
found. The Alloc8 appliance allows you to Stop, Restart or Disable the Auto License Service.
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The Current System License Status displays the "effective" license limits and enabled features. These are the
limits that are currently effective on the appliance. These effective limits can change depending on the license key
or combination of keys installed.

Licensed License status.

Host ID The Host ID is unique to each Alloc8 appliance.

Model Alloc8 appliancemodel.

End Date Expiry date of a temporary key.

SS Expiry Expiry date of software subscription. After this date no updates can be installed on the
appliance.

Max
Bandwidth

Maximummonitoring andQoS bandwidth.

Optimizer QoS and Accelerationmodule status.

Max AA
bandwidth

Maximum acceleration bandwidth (WAN side).

Max
Connections

Maximum concurrent connections through the appliance.

Max
Connection

Maximum number of new connections per second. Exceeding this will cause the network
problems as any more connections will get dropped at setup time.
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Rate

Max AA
Connections

Maximum number of connections that can be accelerated. Exceeding this limit will mean the
any new connections are not accelerated.

Max PDF
reports

Maximum number of PDF reports that can be automatically generated and emailed.

Max SLA
Objects

Maximum Service Level Agreement objects.

Max APS
Objects

Maximum Application Performance Score objects.

Max Policies Maximum number of optimization policies. Regardless of Circuit and VC.

SSL
Acceleration

SSL Acceleration license feature status.

Virtualization Virtualization license feature status.

Edge Cache Edge Cache Acceleration license feature status.

The available license keys are listed along with their respective limits. License keys can also be removed from the
system by clicking 'Remove'. Before removing ensure that you keep a copy of the license key.

The Alloc8 appliance allows you tomanually check the Nomadix license server, at any time, for updated licenses
by clicking 'Check For LicenseOnline'. If you already have a license, you can copy and paste it in the text box.
Click 'Add Licenses' to add the newly found or manually entered license key.
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Notify administrators of system issues

System alerts notify you of any system issues, that may require further attention and troubleshooting. If a system
alert is raised the system health status is set to 'Warning' and an email alert is sent. SLA and APS email alerts are
sent when the set threshold limits are exceeded. Use the form below to disable alerts that you do not wish to
trigger or receive emails and SNMP traps for.

Note Youmust configure valid SMTP and DNS settings prior to receiving email alerts. See "Add an
SMTP server for sending email notifications" on page 116 and "Configure DNS and Domain
Names" on page 115.

1. Click System > Setup, and switch to theAlerts tab.

2. To receive alert notifications, select theEnable checkbox for the appropriate alert.

For a description of when each alert is triggered, refer to the table below.

3. Select what type of notification to receive: anEmail, anSNMP Trap, or both.

4. For CPU Utilization, Disk Usage, or NIC Collisions alerts, specify the Trigger Threshold andClear
Threshold levels that cause the notifications to be sent.

When the Trigger Threshold is reached, an alert notification is sent to the administrator. When the Clear
Threshold values are reached, the notifications stop being sent.

5. Click Apply Changes.

Alert Name Description

CPU Utilization Alert raised when the CPU utilization threshold is reached. The defaults are
95% and 80% busy respectively.

Disk Usage Alert raised when the used disk space threshold is reached. The defaults are
7% and 10% free respectively.

Memory Paging Alert for memory use and paging.

NIC Collisions Alert raised when collisions are present on the interfaces. The defaults are 20
and 1 per 30 sec respectively.

NIC Link Negotiation Alert raised when the speed/duplex on an interface is set to auto, but it is
negotiating at half duplex and/or 10Mbps.

NIC Dropped packets Alert raised when dropped packets are present on the interfaces.

NIC Problems -RX Alert raised when RX errors are present on the interfaces.

NIC Problems -TX Alert raised when TX errors are present on the interfaces.

Bridge Link Alert raised when one of the links on an enabled bridge is down.

Bridge Direction Alert raised when the appliance cabling is incorrect. In most cases, it
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Alert Name Description

indicates theWAN interface has been incorrectly plugged into the LAN and
vice versa.

System Startup Alert raised when the Alloc8 appliance boots up.

SMB signed connections Alert raised when SMB signed connections are present.

SLA Latency Alert raised when the set latency for an SLA object is exceeded.

SLA Loss Alert raised when there is loss for a SLA.

APS Alert raised when the defined threshold for an APS object is exceeded.

APM Alert raised when the defined threshold for an APM object is exceeded.

Redundant Power Alert raised when one of the power supplies fails (only available on platforms
with power redundancy).

Redundant Storage Alert raised when one of the hard disks fails (only available on platforms with
storage redundancy).

Connection Limiting One ormore Virtual Circuits has connection limits enabled, and the threshold
was reached.

Max Accelerated Connections
Exceeded

Alert raised when the number of accelerated connections exceeds the
licensed limit. Connections over the licensed limit pass through not
accelerated.

Asymmetric Route Detection Alert raised when traffic from a single connection comes in to the network
through one interface or node, and goes out through another interface or
node.

MAPI Encrypted Connections Alert raised when encryptedMAPI traffic to aMicrosoft Exchange server is
detected on an Alloc8 appliance. EncryptedMAPI traffic cannot be
accelerated.

Control Configuration

There are twoOptimizer modes that affect the behaviour of how Optimizer policies are treated in amulti-bridge
deployments.

Note To change Control Configuration, navigate toSystem > System Setup > Control Configuration
on theWebUI.

The form below is used to enable/Disable Global Control:
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Independent Control (Global Control disabled) (Default): Optimizer policies are applied to each bridge (LAN
andWAN pair) independently. For example, if there ware a single policy to restrict all traffic to 1Mbps, this would
be applied independently to all bridges. So, the traffic through each bridge would not exceed 1Mbps.

Global Control (enabled): Optimizer policies are applied globally, to the entire system. For example, if there
were a single policy to restrict all traffic to 1Mbps, this would be applied across all bridges. So, the sum of all traffic
through all the bridges would not exceed 1Mbps. This is typically used when you are usingmultiple bridges and
wish to QoS everything as one link.

Note n Global Control cannot be enabled if Dynamic Virtual Circuits are in use.

n In Clustering/HA deployments, Optimizer policies are implemented globally, so this setting
only affects how traffic throughmultiple bridges are treated. For example, a policy to restrict
to 1Mbps on an Independent Control system would allow 1Mbps through on each bridge,
shared across all appliances (so all the Bridge 0's would share 1Mbps, and all the Bridge 1's
would share another 1Mbps, and so on for each bridge). A policy to restrict to 1Mbps on a
Global Control system would allow 1Mbps through system wide across all bridges on all
appliances.

Allocate Disk Storage for System Services

The Alloc8 appliance has the capability to dynamically change the amount of storage allocated to system
services. The Storage configuration page allows you to see how much disk storage is currently allocated to each
system service, as well as the amount currently in use. Users can re-size and reallocate disk space as required.

Caution Before changing the size or encryption state of a partition, ensure the appliance is in Bypass mode.
Partitions can only be resized when they are not encrypted. See CLI: Bypass or "Configure bypass
settings for a bridge" on page 23.
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Service The system service using disk storage.

Status The disk storagemay be in one of several states, depending on which operation has been
selected.

n available—The storage is online and available to the service.

n growing—The storage size was increased, and the filesystem is being reconfigured to
use the newly created space.

n shrinking—The storage size was decreased, and the filesystem is being reconfigured to
use the decreased amount of storage available.

n formatting—The storage is being formatted.

n checking—The storage filesystem is being checked for consistency.

n error—The storage is in an error state. Further information about the error will be displayed
in a status message at the top of the form.

n unavailable—The storage is not available.

Free The amount of free storage available, shown as the number of bytes as well as a percentage of
available space.

Size The total amount of storage available for this service.

Minimum Theminimum amount of storage required for this service.

Encrypted Identifies whether the storage for the service is encrypted or not.

Operation Selects an operation to perform on the storage - either resize, format, or encrypt.

1. Click System > Setup and switch to theStorage tab.

2. To increase or decrease the amount of storage available to a service, enter the new amount in the Size
field, and click Resize.
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The storage size can be specified in terms of kilobyte (KB), megabytes (MB), gigabytes (GB), or
percentages (%). Use% when entering a storage size to indicate a storage amount as a percentage of free
space available. This can be useful when re-allocating storage between services - entering 100% will
increase the storage size by the currently unallocated space.

Note When decreasing the amount of storage available to a service, the servicemay stopped
until the storage operation has completed.

The form below shows a summary of storage by disk partition.

Configure Storage with CLI

The formula used to allocate a default storage size for each system service is shown in the table below, together
with an example for the X - 6000 platforms.

Caution Before changing the size or encryption state of a partition, ensure the appliance is in Bypass mode.
Partitions can only be resized when they are not encrypted. See CLI: Bypass or "Configure bypass
settings for a bridge" on page 23.

Formula:

HDD size: M GB, X GiB1

BaseOS: 14GiB

Data Storage: X – 14

By default, the data storage is divided up as follows:

CIFS: 15%

Monitor: 15% or 10GiB, whichever is larger

User DB: 1GiB

Virt: 50GiB (not available on 2060)

WM (wan-memory): 55%

Edge Cache: 15%

X - 6000:

HDD size: 1000GB (928GiB)

BaseOS: 14GiB

Data Storage: 928 – 14 = 914GiB

CIFS: 15% = 58GiB

Monitor: 15% = 129GiB

User DB: 1GiB

Virt: 50GiB (supports virt)

WM (wan-memory): 55% = 474GiB

Edge Cache: 15% = 129GiB

Fixed amounts, for example User DB and Virt, are allocated first, then the percentages are used to distribute the
remainder.

Note To change amount of storage allocated to system services, use the CLI storage command. For
a complete list of storage commands, see CLI: Storage.
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Example

A X - 6000 is to be used for Control, Monitoring and Edge Cache only. Redistribute the default storage
allocated for Virt, CIFS andWM (wan-memory) to theMonitor and Edge Cache services.

To show the amount of storage allocated to each service, use the show storage CLI command:
(config) # show storage

Services:

  cifs: available - 127.45G free of 129.67G total

  edge-cache: available - 127.45G free of 129.67G total

  monitor: available 126.97G free of 129.45G total

  users: available - 974.62M free of 1024M total

  virt: available - 49.04G free of 50G total

  wan-memory: available - 467.01G free of 474.65G total

Disks:

  sda9 (internal): in use - 914.22 GB

Total: 914.22G

Unallocated: 00

To redistribute the Virt, CIFS and wan-memory storage, first shrink the amount of storage allocated to these
services to theminimum. Theminimum size for each service is shown in the table below:

Service Minimum Size

cifs 1GB

edge cache 1GB

monitor 10 GiB or current usage, whichever is larger.

users 500 MiB or current usage, whichever is larger

virt 500 MiB or current usage, whichever is larger

WM (wan-memory) 5 GB

To re-size a storage service, use the storage service <service> size command, and use the show
storage tasks command to check the progress:
(config) # storage service wan-memory size 5G

(config) # show storage tasks

Storage tasks:

  Resize wan-memory to 5G: executing

(config) # show storage tasks

No pending tasks

Resize the storage for virt and CIFS services:
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(config) # storage service virt 512M

(config) # storage service cifs 1G

(config) # show storage

Services:

  cifs: available - 859.88M free of 1024M total

  edge-cache: available - 127.23G free of 129.45G total

  monitor: available - 126.97G free of 129.45G total

  users: available - 974.62M free of 1024M total

  virt: available - 363.91M free of 512M total

  wan-memory: available - 4879.63M free of 5120M total

Disks:

  sda9 (internal): in use - 914.22 GB

Total:        914.22G

Unallocated: 647.82G

There is now 647.82G of storage to be allocated to the edge-cache andmonitor services. Increase themonitor
space by 73.03G to a total of 200G.
(config) # storage service monitor size 200G

(config) # show storage service monitor

Service: monitor

  Status: growing

  Encrypted: no

  Free: 132.07G

  Size: 200G

Note The status field is shown as growing whilst the resize operation is in progress. When the
operation is complete, the status will change to available.

Now use the remainder of the disk (approximately 574.79G) to incurease edge-cache to 706.71G (or 723671.04M).
(config) # storage service edge-cache size 723671.04M

(config) # show storage

Services:

  cifs: available - 859.88M free of 1024M total

  edge-cache: available - 695.43G free of 706.71G total

  monitor: available - 196.42G free of 200G total

  users: available - 974.62M free of 1024M total

  virt: available - 363.91M free of 512M total

  wan-memory: available - 4879.63M free of 5120M total

Disks:

  sda9 (internal): in use - 914.22 GB

Total: 219.02G
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Unallocated: 12M

Note HDD manufacturers label storage capacity using a base 10 convention, where 1GB =
1,000,000,000 bytes. On the Alloc8 appliance storage sizes are represented in GiB, where 1GiB =
1,073,741,824 bytes. So the actual storage of a hard disk, when represented in GiB, is less than
what is labeled.

Remove all data from a service's disk storage

Caution Formatting a services storage will remove all associated application data and should not be
necessary in most cases. Contact Nomadix Support if you are unsure if this is necessary.

1. Click System > Setup > Storage.

2. To format a services storage, locate the service and click Format.

Tools
There are a set of tools installed on the Alloc8 appliance to assist with configuration and troubleshooting. These
tools include:

n "Ping" on page 71: A tool to ping a network host from the Alloc8 appliance.

n "Traceroute" on page 72: A tool to perform a traceroute to a network host from the Alloc8 appliance.

n "DNS Lookup" on page 72: A tool to query the configured DNS servers from the Alloc8 appliance.

n "Access the Command Line Interface" on page 72: A tool to connect to the Alloc8 appliance's CLI from the
WebUI.

n "IPMI" on page 73: A tool to issue remote power commands to an IPMI enabled appliance.

Ping

Use the Ping Tool to test network connectivity from the Alloc8 appliance to other hosts on theWAN or Internet.

1. Click System > Tools > Ping.

2. In the IPv4 host or IPv6 host field, specify an IP address or fully qualified domain name to attempt to ping.
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3. Click Ping.

It may take a few seconds for the ping operation to complete and display the results.

Traceroute

Use the Traceroute Tool to determine the network hops from the Alloc8 appliance to other hosts on theWAN or
Internet.

1. Click System > Tools > Traceroute.

2. In theHost field, specify an IPv4 or IPv6 Address, or fully qualified domain name to attempt to traceroute.

3. Click Traceroute.

It may take a few seconds for the operation to complete and display the results.

DNS Lookup

Use the DNS Lookup Tool to have the Alloc8 appliance query it's configured DNS servers to resolve the specified
domain name.

1. Click System > Tools > DNS Lookup.

2. In the Domain field, specify a fully qualified domain name to look up.

3. Click Lookup.

It may take a few seconds for the operation to complete and display the results.

Access the Command Line Interface

There are four ways of accessing the Nomadix CLI (in order of preference):
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1. Secure Shell (SSH) (recommended)

2. Nomadix WebUI

3. Telnet

4. Serial Console Interface

Use this tool to connect to the Alloc8 appliance's Command Line Interface (CLI) from theWebUI. This tool
connects to the appliance via the web interface and does not require SSH access.

1. Click Tools > Console.

2. Type the appliance username and password at the prompts.

3. To enter privileged EXEC (enable) mode, at the prompt type the following command:
hostname > enable

The hostname # prompt is displayed.

4. To enter configuration (config) mode, at the prompt type the following commands:
hostname # configure terminal

The hostname (config)# prompt is displayed.

IPMI

Use the IPMI Tool to query the power status, power cycle/power off or reset a remote Alloc8 appliance via IPMI.
The remote appliancemust have enabled IPMI access. Select the desired action from the drop down selection,
enter the IPMI authentication details for the remote appliance and click on the Do Power Action button.
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IPv4 Address The IPMI IPv4 address of the remote appliance

Username The IPMI username for the remote appliance (default: admin)

Password The IPMI password for the remote appliance (default: nomadix)

Deployment topologies
Typically, the Alloc8 appliance is inserted in-line between the switch and router or firewall. The bridges connect
two or more networks together, and interfaces are used to connect client computers, servers, and other
peripherals to the network. The Alloc8 appliance can also be configured in out-of-path deployments for various
purposes; for examplemonitoring VLAN traffic, or supporting policy based routing.

All models comewith at least one hardware bypass port pair, marked LAN andWAN. These ports are designed to
fail-over to pass-thoughmode in the event of system failure or loss of power.

Alloc8 appliances should be deployed with the appliance powered off. This will ensure hardware bypass is working
correctly. Usually, the Alloc8 appliance's WAN port is cabled to theWAN/Internet router using the supplied cross-
over Ethernet cable. The Alloc8 appliance's LAN port is cabled to the core switch using the supplied straight
Ethernet cable. If your appliance has a dedicatedmanagement port, this will also need to be cabled to an internal
switch using an Ethernet cable. For specific information about your appliance, see the supplied Quick Start Guide.

Once all Ethernet cables are in place, ensure there is still network connectivity with the Alloc8 appliance powered
off. Then, power on the Alloc8 appliance. Again, ensure there is network connectivity after the appliance has
booted.

Note Theremay be a short interruption to network connectivity while the Alloc8 appliance switches out
of bypass mode during boot-up. Although switching in and out of bypass takes less than 1
millisecond, this may force neighboring equipment to renegotiate their layer 2 topology, whichmay
take several seconds.

Discover the ways that an Alloc8 appliance can be integrated into your network.
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n "In-path Topologies" on page 75

n Out of Path Topologies

n "Cluster and High Availability" on page 81

In-path Topologies

Typically, the Alloc8 appliance is inserted in-line between the switch and router or firewall. The bridges connect
two or more networks together, and interfaces are used to connect client computers, servers, and other
peripherals to the network. The Alloc8 appliance can also be configured in out-of-path deployments for various
purposes; for examplemonitoring VLAN traffic, or supporting policy based routing.

Typically, Alloc8 appliances are deployed in-line, between the core switch and theWAN/Internet router:

Topologies with Firewalls

Firewall topologies can vary significantly. Typically customers will place the Alloc8 appliance between the switch
and internal interface of the firewall. This ensures that the Alloc8 appliance can see all hosts on the LAN.
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All platforms support this topology.

Note Placing the Alloc8 appliance between the router and external interface of the firewall will only
monitor applications and IP addresses present on the external interface of the firewall. So if your
firewall performs Network Address Translation (NAT), you will only see the firewall's external IP
address as the source address of themonitored flows, rather than their internal addresses.

DMZ

The Alloc8 appliance can be deployed in-path of a DMZ, allowing for Monitoring, Optimization and Application
Acceleration of traffic to/from the DMZ.
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Note Youwill need to define a Network Object called DMZ andmark it as "Internal", so that the Alloc8
appliance can ignore all traffic between the local LAN and the DMZ.

Installation

1. Enable the appropriate bridges on the IP Address configuration page.

2. Connect Nomadix WAN2 into your router/firewall using a crossover cable.

3. Connect Nomadix LAN2 into the LAN switch.

4. Connect Nomadix LAN1 into the DMZ switch or host.

5. Connect Nomadix WAN1 in the DMZ interface of the firewall using a crossover cable.

Multiple Link Topology

Nomadix appliances can support multiple bridges, allowing users to connect multiple links through the appliance.

This topology is used when customers need tomonitor and control Internet traffic to and from themain site as well
as WAN traffic through a single Nomadix appliance.
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Installation

The Alloc8 appliance should be plugged in-line between the switch and router or firewall.

1. Connect the Nomadix WAN1 port into yourWAN router/firewall using a crossover cable.

2. Connect the Nomadix LAN1 port into the LAN switch.

3. Connect the Nomadix WAN2 port into your Internet router/firewall using a crossover cable.

4. Connect the Nomadix LAN2 port into the LAN switch.

Topology troubleshooting

Q. My network traffic is blocked after deploying the Alloc8 appliance in-line.
A. Ensure you have used the correct cables for your environment. Some environments may require 2x straight
Ethernet cables, while others may require 2x cross-over Ethernet cables.

Q. My network traffic is blocked after deploying the Alloc8 appliance in-line, after I have booted it up.
A. Ensure the speed/duplex settings are correct on both the Alloc8 appliance and any neighboring equipment.

Q. I am experiencing significant packet loss after deploying the Alloc8 appliance in-line, after I have
booted it up.
A. See above regarding speed/duplex configuration. Also check Ethernet cables for defects.
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Controlling Traffic based on Users
After reviewing the traffic patterns of the users, it may be necessary to implement optimization policies to ensure a
positive user experience for key applications or traffic types. By limiting the traffic usage for a specific group of
users, network availability can be increased for other user groups.

Note Active Directory must be configured before optimization policies can target specific users and
groups. See "Integrate the Alloc8 appliance with Active Directory" on page 34.

1. "Create Network User Objects" on page 79 and "Create Network GroupObjects" on page 80.

2. "Optimize Traffic Based on Users andGroups" on page 80

Create Network User Objects

Network Users displays a pre-populated list of Users (and their associated IP addresses) from either the Active
Directory Connector, or from static users entered using the CLI. Select which individual users you want to define
as Dynamic Network Objects. Once a user is defined as a Dynamic Network Object, it can be used in the
Optimizer policies.

Alloc8 Appliance User Manual
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To define a user as a Dynamic Network Object

1. In theWebUI, go toObjects > Users & Groups > Network Users.

2. Select the checkbox for the user.

3. Click Add Network Object.

The Network Status icon for the user changes to , indicating it is a network object.

To stop identifying a user as a dynamic network object

1. Select the checkbox for the user.

2. Click Remove Network Object.

The Network Status icon for the user changes to , indicating it is no longer a network object.

Create Network Group Objects

Network Groups displays a pre-populated list of Groups from either the Active Directory Connector, or from static
groups entered using the CLI. This page allows you to select which groups you want to define as Dynamic
Network Objects. Once a group is defined as a Dynamic Network Object, it can be used in the Optimizer policies.

To define a group as a Dynamic Network Object

1. In theWebUI, go toObjects > Users & Groups > Network Groups.

2. Locate the group in the list, and click Edit.

3. Tomap all users within the selected network group to the network object, selectMap to Network Object.

4. Select Ignore Domain to exclude the domain prefix.

5. (Optional) If the group name is used inmultiple domains, to include all instances of the group in the dynamic
network object, select theAlso Include the "<group-name>" group from the following domains check-
box.

6. Click Apply.

The Network Status icon for the group changes to , indicating it is a network object.

If the dynamic network object is created frommultiple groups, the groups are combined into a single entry
and each domain is identified after the group name.

To stop identifying a group as a Dynamic Network Object

1. Locate the group in the list, and click Delete.

The Network Status icon for the user changes to , indicating it is no longer a network object.

If the dynamic network object was created frommultiple groups, each group is again listed individually in
the list.

Optimize Traffic Based on Users and Groups

Create policies that affect the traffic based on the source or destination host.
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Note Active Directory must be configured before optimization policies can target specific users and
groups. See "Integrate the Alloc8 appliance with Active Directory" on page 34.

1. Click Traffic Policies > Optimizer.

2. Type a name for the policy.

3. Set the required bandwidth and acceleration parameters.

4. In the Filter Rules area, select the network user or network group object in the Host source and destination
fields, and specify the ToS/DSCP or Application traffic to be affected.

5. Click Create New Policy.

6. Once the desired policies are in place on the Alloc8 appliance, restart the Optimizer. In the appliance status
bar, click Restart.

Cluster and High Availability
Clustering allows multiple Alloc8 appliance to operate as if they were a single appliance. This allows for seamless
deployment into High Availability and Load Balanced environments. A typical deployment topology is illustrated
below.

In this example, there are two physical links. An Alloc8 appliance is deployed between each switch and router, and
a cable is connected between the two appliances for synchronization.

The appliances share configuration, monitoring information, and optimizer policies, as if they were a single
appliance.
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Redundancy through multiple Alloc8 appliances

The clustering feature allows two Nomadixappliances to be connected in a redundant topology.

With the appliances installed the above topology will appear as below:

The two appliances are directly connected to each other. Both appliances will capture the same data. The
appliance that receives the data directly will forward the traffic to the other appliance which will monitor it the same
way. However, the copied traffic will not be forwarded onto the LAN.

Nomadix’s Clustering/HA framework is also responsible for automatically synchronizing configuration settings
between the two appliances.

All platforms support this topology.
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Installation

1. On each Alloc8 appliance, assign an interface for cluster internal use and an interface tomanage the appli-
ance.

2. Connect the cluster interfaces on each Alloc8 appliance with a crossover cable.

3. Power up Alloc8 appliance 1. After 1minute power up Alloc8 appliance 2.

4. Connect Alloc8 appliance 1 LAN into switch 1 (S1p1).

5. Connect Alloc8 appliance 1WAN into router 1 (R1p1).

6. Connect Alloc8 appliance 2 LAN into switch 2 (S2p1).

7. Connect Alloc8 appliance 2WAN into router 2 (R2p1).

8. Connect Alloc8 appliance 1management interface into switch 2 (S2p2)

9. Connect Alloc8 appliance 2management interface into switch 1 (S1p2)

Capabilities

n Monitoring of both links.

n Optimization of both links.

n Redundancy of Alloc8 appliance appliances.

High availability mode

WhenRouter Redundancy is not present but you would still like to configure the Alloc8 appliance in High
Availability mode, use the configuration below.

With Alloc8 appliances installed the above topology will appear as below:
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In this topology, both Alloc8 appliances are connected via aWAN switch. As with the "Redundancy through
multiple Alloc8 appliances" on page 82 case, direct traffic reaching one appliance is copied to the second
appliance for monitoring, but is not forwarded.

Note YourWAN switch and LAN switchmust support the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) Configure STP
with S2p1 higher priority then S2p2. If the link at S2p1 goes down (e.g. Alloc8 appliance 1 loses
power) then the switch will enable S2p2. Alloc8 appliance 1 should configure NoLink as the bridge
failover option, Alloc8 appliance 2 should configure Bypass.

Active Path: S2p1 to S1p1

Standby Path: S2p2 to S1p2

All platforms support this topology.

Installation

1. On each Alloc8 appliance, assign an interface for cluster internal use and an interface for managing the appli-
ance.

2. Connect the cluster interfaces on each Alloc8 appliance with a crossover cable.

3. Power up Alloc8 appliance 1. After 1minute power up Alloc8 appliance 2.

4. Connect Alloc8 appliance 1 LAN into switch 1 (S1p1).

5. Connect Alloc8 appliance 1WAN into switch 2 (S2p1).

6. Connect Alloc8 appliance 2 LAN into switch 1 (S1p2).

7. Connect Alloc8 appliance 2WAN into switch 2 (S2p2).

8. Connect themanagement interface of Alloc8 appliance 1 into switch 1.

9. Connect themanagement interface of Alloc8 appliance 2 into switch 1.
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10. On Alloc8 appliance 1, select "NoLink" for the LAN/WAN bridge failover mode.

11. On Alloc8 appliance 2, select "Bypass" for the LAN/WAN bridge failover mode.

Note S2p2 should have the highest STP priority.

Capabilities

n Monitoring data available on both Alloc8 appliances.

n Optimization available via Alloc8 appliance 1 or Alloc8 appliance 2.

n Redundancy of Alloc8 appliances.

Cluster Interfaces

Before configuring clustering, the Nomadix appliances must be correctly cabled. It is recommended that each
appliance in the cluster be connected and configured with a dedicatedmanagement port.

In addition, clustering requires a dedicated interface for cluster internal traffic. Any interface that is not bridged or in
use for another role (e.g. Mirror orWCCP)may be used.

Where there are two appliances in a cluster, the cluster interfaces may be connected directly to each other with a
CAT 5 cross-over cable.

Where there aremore than two appliances in a cluster, each appliance’s cluster interfacemust be connected to a
single, dedicated switch - such that each appliance can communicate with every other appliance without requiring
a route (must be on the same Layer 2 LAN segment).

Cluster Failover

In the event that a node in the cluster fails, is rebooted or powered off, it will enter bypass mode and traffic will
pass though unaffected. When the appliance is brought back online, the node will be updated with the latest
configuration settings from the Cluster Master and normal operation will continue. Monitoring and reporting
information during the downtime will not be synchronized retrospectively.

In the event that the Cluster Master fails, is rebooted or powered off, a new Cluster Master will be automatically
elected and the offline node will be treated a regular offline node. When it is brought back online, it won’t
necessarily become the Cluster Master again.

Cluster Terminology

Cluster—A group of Alloc8 appliances (cluster nodes) configured to operate as a single Alloc8 appliance.

Cluster External IP—An IP address assigned to themanagement port of the cluster master. Whichever node is
the cluster master has this IP address assigned to it's management port.

Cluster Node—AnAlloc8 appliance that is amember of a cluster.

Cluster Interface—The physical interface that a node in the cluster uses to connect to other cluster nodes (also
referred to as the HA or AUX interface).

Cluster Internal IP—A private IP address assigned to each cluster node’s, cluster interface for the purposes of
communicating with other nodes in the cluster.
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Cluster Master—The node responsible for synchronizing configuration changes with all other cluster nodes.
Configuration changes should only bemade from the cluster master.

ID—The node's cluster assigned unique identifier.

Management IP—The clusters management (alias) address. The cluster is always reachable at this address as
long as at least one node is online.

Role—The current 'role' of node within the cluster (master or standby).

State—The node state (online or offline)

Create a cluster of Alloc8 appliances

Configuring the appliances in the network to behave as a cluster, allowing for high availability and failover,
involves two steps:

1. "Add Alloc8 appliances to the cluster" on page 86

2. "Specify what data is synchronized between cluster members" on page 88

After the appliances have been configured, all appliances in the cluster can bemonitored. See "View the status of
all members of the cluster" on page 89.

Add Alloc8 appliances to the cluster

Configure the appliances with an internal IP address used within the cluster, as well as the IP address of the
cluster master.

1. Click System > Network and switch to the IP Address tab.

2. In eth1, type themanagement port IP address of the appliance in theStatic Addresses field.

3. In eth2, select Cluster, and type the internal IP address for this node of the cluster in theStatic Addresses
field.

Note The Cluster Internal IP for each appliance in the cluster must be in the same subnet and
should be an isolated and unused subnet within the network. The cluster subnet is used
exclusively for communications between cluster nodes so should be private and not
publicly routable.

4. In theCluster Master Settings area, select eth1 and type the external address used to access the appli-
ances.

5. Repeat these steps on each Alloc8 appliance joining the cluster.

Once these settings are saved, the appliances will auto-discover each other and one will be elected as the Cluster
Master. All configurationmust be done on the Cluster Master, so when accessing the cluster, it is best to use the
Cluster Master IP address whenmanaging a cluster.

Assign a role to an interface

Depending on your network configuration, interfaces can be dedicated to specific types of traffic. It is not
necessary to assign a role to every interface.
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1. Click System > Network and switch to the IP Address tab.

2. Locate the interface in the list, and select the appropriate role.

n Cluster—One interfacemay be configured for Cluster internal use in High Availability (HA) envir-
onments. An interface and Cluster Master address should also be configured. See "Cluster and High
Availability" on page 81.

n Mirror—One ormore interfaces may be configured inMirror mode. This mode of operation is used
for out of pathmonitoring using a hub or switchmirror/SPAN port. See SPAN andMirror Port Mon-
itoring.

3. Click Apply Changes.

4. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Cluster configuration through the CLI

Configuration using the CLI is very similar to that of theWebUI.

1. Configure a Cluster Internal address. Any interface not bound to a bridge or used in another role may be
used. This commandwill need to be run on each node in the cluster, and each with a unique Cluster Internal
address.
(config) # cluster interface eth2

(config)# interface eth2 ip address 192.168.1.1 /24

This commandwill need to be run on each node in the cluster, and each with a unique Cluster Internal IP.

2. Configure, the Cluster External IP. This command should be executed on all cluster nodes.
(config) # cluster master interface eth1

(config) # cluster master address vip 192.168.0.160 /24

The sameCluster External IP should be configured on each cluster node.

3. Enable the cluster.
(config) # cluster enable

4. As with theWebUI, the role of the node currently logged into will be displayed in the CLI prompt as shown
below. Configuration changes should only bemade on the Cluster Master node.
nomadix-091cf4 [nomadix-cluster: master] (config) #

5. It is possible to view the status of the cluster from the CLI by issuing the following command.
(config)# show cluster global brief

Global cluster state summary

==============================

Cluster ID: nomadix-default-cluster-id
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Cluster name: nomadix-cluster

Management IP: 192.168.0.160/24

Cluster master IF: eth1

Cluster node count: 2

ID Role     State Host         External Addr    Internal Addr

-----------------------------------------------------------------

1*  master   online   nomadix-A 192.168.0.161    192.168.1.1

2   standby online   nomadix-B     192.168.0.162 192.168.1.2

Specify what data is synchronized between cluster members

As part of normal cluster operations, the Cluster Master synchronizes parts of the system configuration to all other
nodes in the cluster. Some configuration is specific to an individual appliance (for example IP addressing and
licensing), however, most of the system configuration is synchronized throughout the cluster, including:

n Optimizer Policies (see note below)

n Network Objects

n Protocol and VLAN Objects

n Applications and Application Groups

n Optimizer Schedules

n Monitoring and Reporting Settings

n SDP and Remote SQL Settings

n Time-zone and NTP Settings

n Logging Settings

n Email and SNMP Notification Settings

Similarly, most monitoring information is shared across the cluster. Some reports don’t make sense to share (e.g.
Interface reports); however, most reports are synchronized, including:

n Realtime

n Network

n AQS

n Applications and URLs

n Hosts

n Conversations

n Subnets

Note Optimizer policies are also implemented globally across all cluster nodes. For example, if there
were a single policy to restrict all traffic to 1Mbps, this would be applied across all cluster nodes.
So, the sum of all traffic through all cluster nodes would not exceed 1Mbps.

The following CLI commands can be used to control how data is synchronized between cluster members:
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(config)# [no] cluster sync {all|acceleration|monitor|optimizer}

all - Monitor and optimizer data are synchronized. This is disabled by default.

monitor - Synchronizemonitor data only

optimizer - Synchronize optimizer data only

View the status of all members of the cluster

Identify the roles of each appliances in the cluster, and see basic statistics about the appliances in the Nomadix
WebUI.

1. Click System > Maintenance > Clustering.

All appliances in the cluster are displayed.

2. To identify the cluster master, the role is displayed in the list of all appliances.

When logged into theWebUI of a cluster node, the role of the node is also shown in the header of the user
interface as shown below.

Configure SQL Access
The SQL Access feature on an Alloc8 appliance provides access to the traffic monitoring database from any
ODBC compliant application.

In order to use this feature, SQL access needs to be configured on the Alloc8 appliance, and anODBC driver
needs to be installed and configured on a client. ODBC aware applications running on the client will then be able to
query the Alloc8 appliance's internal monitoring database.

This How to Guide explains how to configure the Alloc8 appliance to accept remote SQL connections, as well as
setting up theODBC driver onWindows XP andWindows Vista/7 clients.

Object Definitions
Objects are used by the Alloc8 appliance to define various items of interest such as IP addresses, Users/Groups,
Applications, VLANs, Schedules, etc. TheseObjects are then often used in theMonitoring reports or in the
Optimizer policies. The following Objects can be defined:

n "Network Objects" on page 90: Used to define IP addresses and subnets.

n "Users andGroups" on page 93: Used to define users and groups.

n "VLAN Objects" on page 94: Used to define 802.1Q VLANs.

n "Protocol Objects" on page 94: Used to define network layer protocols.

n "Configuring application objects" on page 95: Used to define applications.
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n "Schedule Objects" on page 102: Used to define times during days of the week.

n "Adaptive Response" on page 104: Used to define andmanage user data transfer quota.

Network Objects

Network objects are used to represent hosts, subnets and groups for monitoring and optimization. Thus, a network
object can either be a single addressable network host, or a subnet of network hosts or a combination of both.
Once defined, a network object may be used throughout the Alloc8 appliance for monitoring, optimization, and
configuration purposes.

There are two types of Network Objects:

n Static: These are user-defined Network Objects. Users must manually specify subnets and/or IP addresses
to define the Network Object.

n Dynamic: These Network Objects are automatically created andmaintained by the Alloc8 appliance.

Create a static network object

Network Objects represent hosts on a network and can include subnets, single hosts or groups of both. Once
defined, a network object may be used throughout the Alloc8 appliance for monitoring, optimization, and
configuration purposes.

Traffic between hosts set to 'ignore' will pass through the unit without monitoring, QoS, or compression.

TheALL, private net and local Network Objects are automatically created by the appliance.

n All—Represents all traffic on the network. When used in Optimizer Policies, it will match all traffic. This
Network Object is not editable and cannot be deleted.

n private net—Represents all possible non-routable, private IP addresses.

n local—Created when an IP address is assigned to one or more bridge interfaces. The object contains the
IP address and subnet mask of each bridge interface.

Additional Network Objects can be added by using the form at the top of the page.

1. Click Objects > Network and switch to theNetwork Objects tab.

2. Specify a name for the Network Object.

3. Select whether the subnet is on the LAN side of the appliance (internal) or theWAN side (external).

There are 3 options for the location field. Inherit, Internal and External.

n Internal—all subnets and hosts defined by this Network Object exist on the LAN side of the
appliance.

When the Ignore Internal-to-Internal option is set on theSystem > Setup > Monitoring page, all
traffic between Network Objects marked as 'Internal' is ignored and passed through the Alloc8
appliance. See "Monitoring Configuration" on page 53.

n External—all subnets and hosts defined by this Network Object exist on theWAN side of the appli-
ance.
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n Inherit— the subnet and hosts location is determined by closest match to other Network Objects. If
no Network Objects match then the location defaults to external.

Note When creating Network Objects that have location set to "Inherit", use the CLI
command show network-object to show the location.

n If all subnets in the Network Object are contained within another Network
Object that is internal, the location will be internal.

n If all subnets match a Network Object that is external, the location will be
external.

n If some subnets match a Network Object that is internal, and somematch a
Network Object that is external, the location will be shown as mixed.

Packets arematched to a Network Object, and the closest subnet (see Example below) within that
Network Object determines the location.

4. Select whether the subnet is included in the Subnet reports. See "Monitor traffic by subnet" on page 197.

5. Specify the network IP address andmask length of the subnet. IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are accepted.

Although only four lines for IP addresses are displayed for a new object, addmore IP addresses by saving
the network object and click Edit to be presented with an extra 4 lines.

6. Click Add new Network Object.

7. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Example 1

Create a Network Object that defines two internal proxy servers, 192.168.1.10 and 192.168.1.11:
Name: Web Proxies
Location: Internal
Subnet Report: Yes

Subnets: 192.168.1.10 /32
Subnets: 192.168.1.11 /32

Example 2

Create a Network Object that defines the HeadOffice location, that has a subnet 10.0.100.0/24, where this
Alloc8 appliance is NOT deployed:
Name: Head Office
Location: External
Subnet Report: Yes
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Subnets: 10.0.100.0 /24

Example 3

Create a Network Object that defines the internal IPv6 server at 2001:db8::1234:5678
Name: FileServer6
Location: Internal

Subnet Report: Yes
Subnets: 2001:db8::1234:5678 /128

Example 4

Define three Network Objects as follows:
Name: HQ Subnets: 10.0.0.0/8 Location: External
Name: Office-A Subnets: 10.0.1.0/24 Location: Internal
Name: User-1 Subnets: 10.0.1.200/32 Location: Inherit

Subnets arematched by decreasing netmask length. The host 10.0.1.200 will be internal, as it most closely
matches the Office-A Network Object which is internal. Since the User-1 Network Object contains a single
subnet that can bematched to Office-A, its location is shown as internal.
(config) # show network-object User-1

Network Object: User-1

   Location:      internal (inherited)

   Subnet Report: no

   Subsystem:     static

   Subnets:

      10.0.1.200/32

Restrict access to management services by IP address

When there are only specific IP addresses that should have access tomanagement services, remove the ability
for all other IP addresses from accessing them. Limiting access can help eliminate denial of service attacks and
attempted password guesses from random IP addresses by restricting access to known addresses from which
management will be performed.

1. Create a network object that includes only the IP addresses that are allowed access to themanagement ser-
vices.

2. Click Tools > Console.

3. Type the appliance username and password at the prompts.

4. To enter privileged EXEC (enable) mode, at the prompt type the following command:
hostname > enable
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The hostname # prompt is displayed.

5. To enter configuration (config) mode, at the prompt type the following commands:
hostname # configure terminal

The hostname (config)# prompt is displayed.

6. To restrict access to themanagement services, at the prompt type the following commands for the network
object created in step 1:
web http restrict <network-object>

web https restrict <network-object>

ssh server restrict <network-object>

snmp-server restrict <network-object>

telnet-server restrict <network-object>

7. Save the running configuration to the active configuration file.
write memory

Dynamic Network Objects

Dynamic Network Objects are Network Objects that are automatically updated andmaintained by the Alloc8
appliance. They can be used anywhere Static Network Objects are used, however, they cannot bemanually
modified. This page allows you to view the contents of a Dynamic Network Object by selecting it from the drop-
down at the top of the page. It displays the IP addresses, usernames (if applicable) and the date/time the specific
address was dynamically added.

Currently there are two types of Dynamic Network Objects.

1. Adaptive Response Dynamic Network Objects

When Adaptive Response rules are created, a corresponding Dynamic Network Object is automatically
created. This Dynamic Network Object is populated by the hosts that have exceeded their Adaptive
Response quota. For further information, see the Adaptive Response page.

2. Active Directory Dynamic Network Objects

When Active Directory users or groups are defined, a corresponding Dynamic Network Object is
automatically created. This Dynamic Network Object is populated by the hosts that make up that particular
Active Directory user or group. For further information, see the System > Network > Active Directory page
and theObjects > Users andGroups page.

Users and Groups

Users andGroups Objects are used to define pre-populated users and groups such that they can be used for
monitoring and optimization.

Currently, there are two ways the Alloc8 appliance can learn about user and group information:

1. Active Directory: The Alloc8 appliance can receive user and group information using the Active Directory Ser-
vice, installed on Active Directory Servers.

2. Static Users andGroups: Static users and group information can be only entered using the CLI "net-
workuser" command.
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Once the appliance has learned about users and groups, you can use the users and groups pages to define which
users and groups to expose as Dynamic Network Objects, for use inmonitoring and optimization.

n To define users as Dynamic Network Objects, see "Create Network User Objects" on page 79.

n To define groups as Dynamic Network Objects, see "Create Network GroupObjects" on page 80.

VLAN Objects

Virtual LAN (VLAN) Objects are used to logically separate hosts (or groups of hosts) on a functional basis rather
than on a physical basis. Once VLAN Objects are defined, they can be used in Optimizer policies to filter traffic.

By default, the Nomadix appliance has a single VLAN defined called "ALL", whichmatches all traffic regardless of
whether that traffic is part of a VLAN or not.

1. Navigate toObjects > VLANs.

2. Specify ameaningful name for the VLAN Object.

3. Select the type of VLAN to define. Currently only 802.1Q VLANs are available.

4. Specify the range of VLAN IDs to define. To define all VLAN IDs, leave this field blank or enter 0 - 4094. A
single VLAN ID can be defined by entering the same value in both fields.

5. Specify the VLAN Priority range to define. To define all VLAN Priorities, leave this field blank or enter 0 - 7. A
single VLAN priority can be defined by entering the same value in both fields.

6. Click Add New VLAN.

7. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Example

If VoIP traffic has a VLAN ID of 10, you'll need to create a VLAN object with this ID. This object can then be
used to prioritize VoIP traffic using the Optimizer.
Name: VoIP
Type: 802.1Q
VLAN ID: 10 - 10
VLAN Priority: 0 - 7 (or leave this field blank)

Protocol Objects

Protocol Objects are used to define IPv4 protocol numbers that can then be used to define Application Objects. By
default, the appliance factory setting includes all major Internet Protocol (IPv4) related protocols, including ICMP
(Internet Control Message Protocol), TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and UDP (User Datagram Protocol).
Additional IPv4 protocols can be defined using the form at the top of the page.
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Name Give the protocol ameaningful name.

Number Specify the IPv4 protocol number.

Note Protocol numbers are unique and can only be defined once.

All the defined Protocol Objects are available to view in the table on this page. Each Protocol Object can be Edited
or Deleted by clicking the appropriate button in the table. Some Protocol Objects are protected and cannot be
edited or deleted.

Example

SCTP (Stream Control Transport Protocol) is undefined by default and needs to be defined in the Alloc8
appliance.
Name: SCTP
Number: 132

Configuring application objects

Application Objects are used to represent applications for monitoring and optimization. They are used to define
applications that run over the network and aremade up of TCP/UDP port numbers/ranges and layer 7 signatures.
A Network Object can also be specified which can be used to tie an Application to a specific IP address/subnet.
Application Objects can also be grouped together to form Application Groups.

Add a new application

Applications are used to define applications that run over the network, and aremade up of TCP/UDP port numbers
and ranges and layer 7 signatures. For example the HTTP application will match any traffic over TCP port 80 OR
any traffic that matches the inbuilt HTTP Layer 7 signature.

A Network Object can also be specified to tie an Application to a specific IP address/subnet. Network Objects can
only be combined with TCP/UDP port numbers/ranges, not with Layer 7 signatures, and use AND in the query to
create amatch. An external Network Object is matched as external, and an internal Network Object is matched as
internal. If a TCP/UDP port number/range is specified, it is always matched against the host matching the network
object.

There are hundreds of predefined Applications built into the Nomadix appliance. Add any applications you want to
monitor that are not in the list.
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1. Click Objects > Applications.

2. On theApplications tab, in the Add New Application area type a name for the new application.

3. Select theNetwork Object or L7 Signature for the application.

Network Objects and Layer 7 Signatures aremutually exclusive. Only one can be selected.

citrix

n application – Allows you to define an Application Object based on a published Citrix application name.

n priority ^ – Allows you to define an Application Object based on a published Citrix priority. Citrix
priorities are 0=High, 1=Medium, 2=Low, 3=Background.

The Citrix priority detection will only work if Citrix is running without session-reliability, over TCP
port 1494.

n user – Allows you to define an Application Object based on the user running the Citrix published
application.

flash

n host – Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'host' field in the HTTP header (where
flash is running over http).

http

n content_type – Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'content-type' field in the
HTTP header.

n file – Allows you to define an Application Object based on the filename requested in the HTTP URL.

n host – Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'host' field in the HTTP header.

n method – Allows you to define an Application Object based on the HTTP method (e.g. GET PUT
HEAD DELETE).

n user_agent – Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'user-agent' field in the HTTP
header.

n advanced – Define custom criteria with the following syntax:

n A string literal is enclosed in quotes (").

n Internal quotes can be escaped with the backslash (\") character.

n A backslash can be included in the string by escaping it with another backslash (\\).

n Keywords are bare (common_name) with no quotes.

n Keywords are bare (host) with no quotes.

n Grouping is supporting using parenthesis

n Operators supported are or and and

and has higher precedence than or
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n The comparison operators that are available are:

Description Syntax Example

equals = host = "example.com"

does not equal != host != "example.com"

contains substring =% host =% "example.com"

does not contain substring !% host !% "example.com"

Right side is a regular
expression and it matches the
full left side

=~ host =~ "example.*"

Right side is a regular
expression and it does not
match the full left side

!~ host !~ "example.*"

n Regular expressions use the perl syntax

n The keywords for HTTP are: host, file, user_agent, content_type, method, content_len and
encoding

n Examples:

n (url =% "index" or file =% "login") and host =% "example.org" and content_type.case =
"MyContentType"

n (host =% "facebook.com" and file !% "cgi-bin/abcd") or host =% "facebook2.com"

ssl

n common_name – Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'common name' field in the
SSL certificate.

n content_type – Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'content-type' field in the
HTTP header.

n advanced – Define custom criteria with the following syntax:

n A string literal is enclosed in quotes (").

n Internal quotes can be escaped with the backslash (\") character.

n A backslash can be included in the string by escaping it with another backslash (\\).

n Keywords are bare (common_name) with no quotes.

n Grouping is supporting using parenthesis

n Operators supported are or and and

and has higher precedence than or

n The keywords for SSL are common_name (cn) and organization_name (o)
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n The comparison operators that are available are:

Description Syntax Example

equals = common_name = "John"

does not equal != common_name != "John"

contains substring =% common_name =% "John"

does not contain substring !% common_name !% "John"

Right side is a regular
expression and it matches the
full left side

=~ common_name =~ "John*"

Right side is a regular
expression and it does not
match the full left side

!~ common_name !~ "John*"

n Regular expressions use the perl syntax

rtp

n codec – Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'codec' used in a RTP stream.

windows media

n host – Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'host' field in the HTTP header (where
windowsmedia is running over http).

4. Some Layer 7 signatures have additional options that allow you to define Application Objects based on
specific parts of that L7 Signature. If a Layer 7 signature is selected, specify the parameters for the
signature.

For example, to create a an application object that matches traffic to and from the nomadix.com website, in
the L7 Signature field, select http --->, host, and type nomadix.com.

5. Specify either TCP ports/port ranges, UDP ports/port ranges or a layer 3 protocol. Multiple ports and port
ranges can be specified at the same time by comma separating values.
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Note n Ports, Port Ranges and L7 Signatures are OR'd together, that is, traffic only has to
match one of the conditions for it to be considered amatch. Take the HTTP example
above. Traffic needs to be on TCP port 80 OR match the 'http' L7 signature for the
appliance to classify it as HTTP. If a Network Object is specified, it is AND'd with
any specified ports or port ranges.

n TCP and UDP port pairs can only be defined once. So if you define an Application
Object with a port range TCP 500 -> 510, you cannot then define another Application
Object on TCP port 505. You can however, define UDP port 505 as TCP and UDP are
treated separately. You can also define duplicate ports/port ranges if a Network
Object is also specified.

6. Click Add New Application.

Application sub-types

Sub-type classification takes reporting and Layer 7 visibility to a whole new level of granularity. Just like reporting
on specific web applications, wheremost vendors can only report on port 80 traffic, Nomadix allows a deeper look
into Layer 7 applications.

By comparison:

n Layer 4 reporting tools report on web applications as: port 80 or HTTP

n Layer 7 reporting tools report on web applications as: Yahoo or Skype

n Nomadix's Layer 7 with Sub-type classification report on web applications as: Yahoo video, Yahoo voice, or
Yahoo webchat. Similarly it breaks down other applications into their piece parts.

Add an application group

Application Groups are used to group together Individual Application Objects into a logical group. There are several
predefined Application Groups, such as Mail, P2P, Voice, etc. Using this page, you can edit existing Application
Groups or create new ones.

1. Click Objects > Applications.

2. On theApplication Groups tab, in theAdd New Application Group area type a name for the new group.

3. Select the applications that belong in the new group.

By default, there are four drop-downs available to add Application Objects. If you need to addmore, save
the Application Group, then select the Edit button next to the newly created Application Group. You will be
presented with four additional drop-downs to addmore Application Objects.

4. Click Add New Application Group.

Once defined, Application Objects are automatically used in various monitoring reports and can also be used in the
Optimizer policies.
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Add an application to an application group

Application Groups allow you to group one or more defined Applications for easy inclusion into Optimizer policies.
Add any applications you have added to the Alloc8 appliance `

Caution Formonitoring visibility, groups must not contain applications which are already amember of
another group beingmonitored.

1. Click Objects > Applications.

2. On theApplication Groups tab, locate the group to add applications to and click Edit.

3. In the Edit Application Group area, select the applications that belong in the group.

4. Click Apply Changes.

Enable anonymous proxy classification

Anonymous Proxies are typically used to circumvent security policies, allowing users to access prohibited
recreational, adult or other non-business sites by tunneling this traffic over a regular or encrypted HTTP session.
Anonymous Proxies also provide anonymity - users accessing websites through an Anonymous Proxy can't
easily be traced back to their original IP.

The Anonymous Proxy Application is a special Application Object that is used to detect Anonymous Proxy
websites and services. If the Anonymous Proxy Service is enabled, the Alloc8 appliance fetches a list of
Anonymous Proxy definitions from the Nomadix web servers on a daily basis. An Application Object called
'Anonymous Proxy' is automatically be created. This Application Object is displayed in themonitoring reports like
any other Application Object and can also be used in the Optimizer policies.

Note Anonymous Proxy classification only occurs if the Anonymous Proxy ASAMmodule is enabled on
theSystem > Setup > Monitoring page.

1. Click Objects > Applications and switch to theAnonymous Proxy tab.

2. Click Enable.

As the appliances communicates with the Nomadix web servers, the status of the anonymous proxy data
is updated.

The 'Renumerate' button can be used to force the Anonymous Proxy Service to fetch the Anonymous Proxy
definitions immediately.

Note Valid Software Subscription (SS) is required in order to fetch the Anonymous Proxy list form the
Nomadix website. The Alloc8 appliance will also require access to the Nomadix web servers to
fetch new Anonymous Proxy definitions either via a direct Internet connection or via a HTTP
Proxy.

Enable Anonymous Proxy Detection

The Anonymous Proxy service is disabled by default. In order to enable this feature, navigate toObjects >
Applications > Anonymous Proxy using theWebUI.
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Figure 1: The form to configure and enable the Anonymous Proxy service.

This page allows you to start the Anonymous Proxy service and also check when the definitions were last
updated. The 'Renumerate' button allows you to force the Anonymous Proxy service to fetch the latest definitions
immediately.

Given that Anonymous Proxies are constantly changing, the Anonymous Proxy service will automatically retrieve
the latest Anonymous Proxy definitions from the Nomadix servers on a daily basis. If the Anonymous proxy
service is stopped or disabled the last retrieved definitions will be used for detection of Anonymous proxy.

Note In order to receive daily Anonymous Proxy definition updates, the Alloc8 appliancemust we able to
contact the www.nomadix.com web servers and the appliancemust also have valid software
subscription.

The Anonymous proxy ASAM is another component of the Anonymous Proxy detection. This works in
combination with the Anonymous Proxy service and it is enabled by default.

To disable this ASAM, navigate toSystem > Setup > Monitoring using theWebUI. If the service is stopped and
Anonymous proxy detection is no longer required, disabling the ASAMwill clear the existing definitions.

Figure 2: The form to enable/disable the Anonymous Proxy ASAM.

Control Anonymous Proxy Traffic

Once the Alloc8 appliance identifies traffic as an Anonymous Proxy, it is classified as the "Anonymous Proxy"
application. This means that any Anonymous Proxy traffic will show up inmonitoring reports as "Anonymous
Proxy".
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It is also possible to create Optimizer Polices using the Anonymous Proxy application, like you would any other
application. TheOptimizer Policy configuration form below shows how to create anOptimizer Policy that will block
Anonymous Proxies.

Note By default, the Anonymous Proxy application is part of the Recreational application group. This
means that any policy that references the Recreational application group will also be referencing
the Anonymous Proxy application. If you want to block Anonymous Proxies, the discard policy
must be above any policy that references the Recreational application group.

Schedule Objects

The Alloc8 appliance allows you to automate your network optimization polices for different times of the day and
different days of the week.

For example, youmay wish to lock down your network at night to improve security, whilst still allowing automated
backup services and email to function.

By default, there are 3 Schedule Objects defined.

ALWAYS This Schedule Object defines an 'Always On' schedule. This schedule is active 24 hours a day,
7 days a week. This Schedule is not editable and cannot be deleted.
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After
Hours

This Schedule Object defines a typical after hours schedule. It is active all day on Saturday and
Sunday and from 6pm to 8am onMondays to Fridays.

Work
Hours

This Schedule Object defines a typical working hours schedule. It is active from 8am to 6pm on
Mondays to Fridays.

Additional Schedule Objects can easily be added by using the form at the top of the page.

Name Give the Schedule Object ameaningful name.

Times Specify one or more times this Schedule Object is to be active for.

From Day Specify a day of the week this Schedule Object should begin.

To Day Specify a day of the week this Schedule Object should end.

From Time Specify a time this Schedule Object should begin.

To Time Specify a time this Schedule Object should end.

Note n A single Schedule Object cannot specify different times that overlap. Timemust be unique
within the same Schedule Object.

n The 'Start Time' and 'End Time' values must fall within the same day. In order to specify a
time from one day to the next, use two lines: one from 'Start Time' to 24:00 on the first day,
and the other from 00:00 to 'End Time' on the next day.

n By default, there are 4 drop-downs available to add schedule times. If you need to addmore,
save the Schedule, then select the Edit button next to the newly created Schedule. You will
be presented with 4 additional drop-downs to addmore schedule times.
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Adaptive Response Rules

Adaptive Response allows administrators to specify rules based on data transfer which dynamically populate
Network Objects. These Dynamic Network Objects may then be used when configuring Optimizer Policies.

This functionality allows the system administrator to create policies which automatically restrict a user’s
bandwidth once a set transfer limit has been exceeded within a specified period of time. Users are identified by IP
address.

The following steps are required to implement such policies:

1. Create a static Network Object that defines the subnet(s) that will bemonitored. See "Create a static
network object" on page 105.

OR

Map an Active Directory group to a Dynamic Network Object.

2. "Create an Adaptive Response limit rule" on page 107

3. Include the Dynamic Network Object in the Optimizer Policies. See "Use Adaptive Response with Active
Directory" on page 109

To demonstrate how to configure Adaptive Response using theWebUI, the following example will be used as a
guide.

Example

An educational institution has a group of students who have IP addresses in the subnet 192.168.0.0/16. Each
student shall be allowed 10GB data transfer (uploads and downloads) per month.

Adaptive Response

Adaptive ResponseObjects are used to define andmanage user data transfer quotas. You can use Adaptive
ResponseObjects to create a limit on how much data users transfer per day, week or month. Use the form at the
top of the page to create a new Adaptive ResponseObject.
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Name The name of the Adaptive Response object

Source
Network
Object

Specify a source Network Object to use as a list of users for whom to apply the quota. This
can be a Static Network Object (such as a subnet) or a Dynamic Network Object (such as an
Active Directory group).

Destination
Network
Object

Specify a name for the Dynamic Network Object that will be created, which will hold the list of
users that have exceeded their quota.

Duration Specify the duration to use when accounting the quota. Daily, weekly or monthly.

Direction Specify which direction should be used when accounting the quota. Inbound, outbound or both.

Amount Specify the quota amount (in MB) for this rule.

Enable Specify if this rule should be enabled or not.

Any users from the 'Source Network Object' who have exceeded their quota within the 'Duration' period, will be
placed into the 'Destination Network Object', which can then be used in the Optimizer policies. To view a list of the
users who have exceeded their quota, see the Objects > Network > Dynamic page.

Create a static network object

Network Objects represent hosts on a network and can include subnets, single hosts or groups of both. Once
defined, a network object may be used throughout the Alloc8 appliance for monitoring, optimization, and
configuration purposes.

Traffic between hosts set to 'ignore' will pass through the unit without monitoring, QoS, or compression.

TheALL, private net and local Network Objects are automatically created by the appliance.

n All—Represents all traffic on the network. When used in Optimizer Policies, it will match all traffic. This
Network Object is not editable and cannot be deleted.

n private net—Represents all possible non-routable, private IP addresses.

n local—Created when an IP address is assigned to one or more bridge interfaces. The object contains the
IP address and subnet mask of each bridge interface.

Additional Network Objects can be added by using the form at the top of the page.

1. Click Objects > Network and switch to theNetwork Objects tab.

2. Specify a name for the Network Object.

3. Select whether the subnet is on the LAN side of the appliance (internal) or theWAN side (external).

There are 3 options for the location field. Inherit, Internal and External.

n Internal—all subnets and hosts defined by this Network Object exist on the LAN side of the
appliance.
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When the Ignore Internal-to-Internal option is set on theSystem > Setup > Monitoring page, all
traffic between Network Objects marked as 'Internal' is ignored and passed through the Alloc8
appliance. See "Monitoring Configuration" on page 53.

n External—all subnets and hosts defined by this Network Object exist on theWAN side of the appli-
ance.

n Inherit— the subnet and hosts location is determined by closest match to other Network Objects. If
no Network Objects match then the location defaults to external.

Note When creating Network Objects that have location set to "Inherit", use the CLI
command show network-object to show the location.

n If all subnets in the Network Object are contained within another Network
Object that is internal, the location will be internal.

n If all subnets match a Network Object that is external, the location will be
external.

n If some subnets match a Network Object that is internal, and somematch a
Network Object that is external, the location will be shown as mixed.

Packets arematched to a Network Object, and the closest subnet (see Example below) within that
Network Object determines the location.

4. Select whether the subnet is included in the Subnet reports. See "Monitor traffic by subnet" on page 197.

5. Specify the network IP address andmask length of the subnet. IPv4 and IPv6 addresses are accepted.

Although only four lines for IP addresses are displayed for a new object, addmore IP addresses by saving
the network object and click Edit to be presented with an extra 4 lines.

6. Click Add new Network Object.

7. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Example 1

Create a Network Object that defines two internal proxy servers, 192.168.1.10 and 192.168.1.11:
Name: Web Proxies
Location: Internal
Subnet Report: Yes

Subnets: 192.168.1.10 /32
Subnets: 192.168.1.11 /32
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Example 2

Create a Network Object that defines the HeadOffice location, that has a subnet 10.0.100.0/24, where this
Alloc8 appliance is NOT deployed:
Name: Head Office
Location: External
Subnet Report: Yes

Subnets: 10.0.100.0 /24

Example 3

Create a Network Object that defines the internal IPv6 server at 2001:db8::1234:5678
Name: FileServer6
Location: Internal

Subnet Report: Yes
Subnets: 2001:db8::1234:5678 /128

Example 4

Define three Network Objects as follows:
Name: HQ Subnets: 10.0.0.0/8 Location: External
Name: Office-A Subnets: 10.0.1.0/24 Location: Internal
Name: User-1 Subnets: 10.0.1.200/32 Location: Inherit

Subnets arematched by decreasing netmask length. The host 10.0.1.200 will be internal, as it most closely
matches the Office-A Network Object which is internal. Since the User-1 Network Object contains a single
subnet that can bematched to Office-A, its location is shown as internal.
(config) # show network-object User-1

Network Object: User-1

   Location:      internal (inherited)

   Subnet Report: no

   Subsystem:     static

   Subnets:

      10.0.1.200/32

Create an Adaptive Response limit rule

Adaptive Response Limits are rules which are used to create and populate network objects based on amount of
data transferred. These dynamic network objects may then be used when creating virtual circuits or filters. For
example, create a rule that ensures that any user in the Students Network Object gets placed in the Students-
Over-Quota Dynamic Network Object once they have transferred (uploaded and downloaded) more than 10GB in
a calendar month.

At the end of the calendar month, the Students-Over-Quota Network Object is reset.
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1. Click Object > Adaptive Response.

2. Type a name for the new limit.

3. Specify aSource Network Object to use as a list of users for whom to apply the quota.

This can be a Static Network Object (such as a subnet) or a Dynamic Network Object (such as an Active
Directory group).

4. Specify a name for theDynamic Network Object, which holds the list of users that have exceeded their
quota.

5. Specify the duration to use when accounting the quota: daily, weekly, ormonthly.

6. Specify which direction should be used when accounting the quota: inbound, outbound, or both.

7. Specify the quota amount (in MB) for this rule.

8. To enable the rule, select Yes.

When a rule is disabled all IPs will be removed from the Destination Network Object.

9. Click Add New Limit.

Use the Adaptive Response Rule in the Optimizer

Add the new Dynamic Network Object to the Optimizer Policies using the AdvancedWebUI and navigated to the
Optimizer page.
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Figure 5: The Students-Over-quota Dynamic Network Object used in anOptimizer Virtual Circuit.

In this example, the Students that have exceeded their monthly limit get placed in a 512 kbps Virtual Circuit
whereas all other students (the ones who have not exceeded their monthly limit) are placed in a 10Mbps Virtual
Circuit.

Use Adaptive Response with Active Directory

In the last example, a static Network Object was used as the source of IPs. It is also possible to use a Dynamic
Network Object mapped from an Active Directory group as a source.

1. Click Objects> Users & Groups.

2. Beside the "Students (DEV)" group click Edit.

3. Select theMap to Network Object and Ignore Domain checkboxes.
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4. Click Apply.

A Network Object named 'Students' is created that contains all IPs in the Active Directory 'Student' group.
This Network Object can be used when creating an Adaptive Response rule exactly as for the previous
example.

Create Adaptive Response Rules with CLI

Adaptive Response rules can be created using the CLI (in configure terminal mode):
adaptive limit <limit-name> network-object source <src> destination <dst>

adaptive limit <limit-name> amount <N (mb)>

adaptive limit <limit-name> duration <daily|weekly|monthly>

adaptive limit <limit-name> direction <inbound|outbound|both>

adaptive limit <limit-name> enable

Example

Create an Adaptive Response rule which adds IP addresses from the static Students Network Object to the
Dynamic Network Object Students-Over-Quota, once 200MB has been downloaded per day.
adaptive limit Students-AR network-object source Students destination Students-Over-
Quota

adaptive limit Students-AR amount 200

adaptive limit Students-AR duration daily

adaptive limit Students-AR direction inbound

adaptive limit Students-AR enable

Add a Dynamic Network Object to Optimizer with CLI

The aim of this step is create a virtual circuit which references a dynamic network object created above.

Assuming we have created a Virtual Circuit named "Wan Inbound Choke" with reduced bandwidth, we can now
reference the Dynamic Network Object created above using the following CLI command.
(config) # circuit default vcircuit "WAN Inbound Choke" destination Students-Over-Quota

Disable an Adaptive Response Rule

To disable an Adaptive Response rule, run the following command. No IPs will belong to the destination Network
Object, so any Optimizer Virtual Circuits or Policies using the destination Network Object will effectively do
nothing.
(config) # no adaptive limit Students-AR enable

Exclude Hosts or Subnets from the Quota

It is possible to configure Adaptive Response rules to exclude both internal or external hosts and subnets from the
data transfer limits. This configuration option is available using the following CLI commands:
adaptive limit <limit-name> except network-object {internal|external} <network object>
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The following examples illustrate how to exclude IP addresses or subnets from the Adaptive Response quota. The
first example excludes an internal IP address that exists on the LAN-side of the Nomadix appliance. The second
example excludes an entire subnet that exists on theWAN-side of the Nomadix appliance.

Example

Create an Adaptive Response rule which adds IP addresses from the static Students Network Object to the
Dynamic Network Object Students-Over-Quota once 200MB has been downloaded per day, except for the
IP address 192.168.0.50.
network-object IgnoreUser subnet 192.168.0.50 /32

network-object IgnoreUser location internal

adaptive limit Students-AR network-object source Students destination Students-Over-
Quota

adaptive limit Students-AR amount 200

adaptive limit Students-AR duration daily

adaptive limit Students-AR direction inbound

adaptive limit Students-AR enable

adaptive limit Students-AR except network-object internal IgnoreUser

Example

Create an Adaptive Response rule which adds IP addresses from the static Students Network Object to the
Dynamic Network Object Students-Over-Quota once 200MB has been downloaded per day except for the
DMZ subnet 203.122.212.128 /27.
network-object IgnoreDMZ subnet 203.122.212.128 /27

network-object IgnoreDMZ location external

adaptive limit Students-AR network-object source Students destination Students-Over-
Quota

adaptive limit Students-AR amount 200

adaptive limit Students-AR duration daily

adaptive limit Students-AR direction inbound

adaptive limit Students-AR enable

adaptive limit Students-AR except network-object external IgnoreDMZ

Other Adaptive Response CLI Commands

The following commandmay be used to show Adaptive Response rules:
show adaptive limit <limit-name>

Adaptive Response evaluates rules every 5minutes by default. IP addresses are added to destination dynamic
Network Objects when the amount of traffic for the specified direction and duration exceeds the specified amount.
Network Objects are cleared at the end of the duration (e.g. daily, weekly or monthly). The following command can
be used to change the frequency at which the rules are evaluated:
adaptive update-time <seconds>
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Use the following command to show network objects created by Adaptive Response:
show network-object <network object>

The following commandwill clear all IPs from all Adaptive Response destination Network Objects. The Network
Objects will be repopulated when rules are next evaluated.
adaptive clear

Restrict access to management services by IP address

When there are only specific IP addresses that should have access tomanagement services, remove the ability
for all other IP addresses from accessing them. Limiting access can help eliminate denial of service attacks and
attempted password guesses from random IP addresses by restricting access to known addresses from which
management will be performed.

1. Create a network object that includes only the IP addresses that are allowed access to themanagement ser-
vices.

2. Click Tools > Console.

3. Type the appliance username and password at the prompts.

4. To enter privileged EXEC (enable) mode, at the prompt type the following command:
hostname > enable

The hostname # prompt is displayed.

5. To enter configuration (config) mode, at the prompt type the following commands:
hostname # configure terminal

The hostname (config)# prompt is displayed.

6. To restrict access to themanagement services, at the prompt type the following commands for the network
object created in step 1:
web http restrict <network-object>

web https restrict <network-object>

ssh server restrict <network-object>

snmp-server restrict <network-object>

telnet-server restrict <network-object>

7. Save the running configuration to the active configuration file.
write memory

Service Level Agreements

Service Level Agreement (SLA) Objects can be configured on this page.

Note To configure SLA Sites, navigate toObjects > Service Levels > Service Level Agreements on
theWebUI, advancedmode.

The table at the top of this page lists the currently defined SLA Objects, from here, you can edit/delete them. To
configure new SLA Objects, click on the 'Add New SLA Object...' link.
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Name Specify ameaningful name for the SLA Site.

Destination
IP

Specify an IP Address to use as the host to ping.

Latency
Threshold

Specify a Latency Threshold. An alert will be triggered when the latency for the SLA Site
exceeds the Latency Threshold for longer then the Duration. The default is 500milliseconds.

Ping Size Specify the ping packet size to use. The default is 64 bytes.

Duration Specify a Duration. An alert will be triggered when the latency for the SLA Site exceeds the
Latency Threshold for longer then the Duration. The default is one hour.

Enable Make this SLA Site active by clicking 'Enable'.

Note Email alerts are sent when the specified threshold is exceeded for the set duration. Valid SMTP
and email settings are required for email alerts. To configure, see "Add an SMTP server for sending
email notifications" on page 116.

Notify administrators of system issues
System alerts notify you of any system issues, that may require further attention and troubleshooting. If a system
alert is raised the system health status is set to 'Warning' and an email alert is sent. SLA and APS email alerts are
sent when the set threshold limits are exceeded. Use the form below to disable alerts that you do not wish to
trigger or receive emails and SNMP traps for.

Note Youmust configure valid SMTP and DNS settings prior to receiving email alerts. See "Add an
SMTP server for sending email notifications" on page 116 and "Configure DNS and Domain
Names" on page 115.
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1. Click System > Setup, and switch to theAlerts tab.

2. To receive alert notifications, select theEnable checkbox for the appropriate alert.

For a description of when each alert is triggered, refer to the table below.

3. Select what type of notification to receive: anEmail, anSNMP Trap, or both.

4. For CPU Utilization, Disk Usage, or NIC Collisions alerts, specify the Trigger Threshold andClear
Threshold levels that cause the notifications to be sent.

When the Trigger Threshold is reached, an alert notification is sent to the administrator. When the Clear
Threshold values are reached, the notifications stop being sent.

5. Click Apply Changes.

Alert Name Description

CPU Utilization Alert raised when the CPU utilization threshold is reached. The defaults are
95% and 80% busy respectively.

Disk Usage Alert raised when the used disk space threshold is reached. The defaults are
7% and 10% free respectively.

Memory Paging Alert for memory use and paging.

NIC Collisions Alert raised when collisions are present on the interfaces. The defaults are 20
and 1 per 30 sec respectively.

NIC Link Negotiation Alert raised when the speed/duplex on an interface is set to auto, but it is
negotiating at half duplex and/or 10Mbps.

NIC Dropped packets Alert raised when dropped packets are present on the interfaces.

NIC Problems -RX Alert raised when RX errors are present on the interfaces.

NIC Problems -TX Alert raised when TX errors are present on the interfaces.

Bridge Link Alert raised when one of the links on an enabled bridge is down.

Bridge Direction Alert raised when the appliance cabling is incorrect. In most cases, it
indicates theWAN interface has been incorrectly plugged into the LAN and
vice versa.

System Startup Alert raised when the Alloc8 appliance boots up.

SMB signed connections Alert raised when SMB signed connections are present.

SLA Latency Alert raised when the set latency for an SLA object is exceeded.

SLA Loss Alert raised when there is loss for a SLA.

APS Alert raised when the defined threshold for an APS object is exceeded.
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Alert Name Description

APM Alert raised when the defined threshold for an APM object is exceeded.

Redundant Power Alert raised when one of the power supplies fails (only available on platforms
with power redundancy).

Redundant Storage Alert raised when one of the hard disks fails (only available on platforms with
storage redundancy).

Connection Limiting One ormore Virtual Circuits has connection limits enabled, and the threshold
was reached.

Max Accelerated Connections
Exceeded

Alert raised when the number of accelerated connections exceeds the
licensed limit. Connections over the licensed limit pass through not
accelerated.

Asymmetric Route Detection Alert raised when traffic from a single connection comes in to the network
through one interface or node, and goes out through another interface or
node.

MAPI Encrypted Connections Alert raised when encryptedMAPI traffic to aMicrosoft Exchange server is
detected on an Alloc8 appliance. EncryptedMAPI traffic cannot be
accelerated.

Configure DNS and Domain Names

Set a Host Name for your Alloc8 appliance and configure the DNS servers and domain names. The hostname
should be unique to this appliance on the network.

In this area of the Nomadix WebUI you can:

n "Set the host name and DNS of the Alloc8 appliance" on page 115

n "Add a domain name" on page 116

n "Remove a domain name" on page 116

Set the host name and DNS of the Alloc8 appliance

Configure the appliance hostname and DNS servers. The hostname should be unique to this appliance on the
network.

Note A valid DNS server is required for Edge Cache, system alerts, scheduled reports, firmware
updates, license updates and Anonymous Proxy updates.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theDNS tab.

2. Type aHost Name for the Alloc8 appliance.

3. Type the IP address of up to three DNS servers.
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4. Click Apply Changes.

The IP address is added to the list of Static and Dynamic Name Servers.

Add a domain name

Add any domain names that the Alloc8 appliance should try to resolve automatically.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theDNS tab.

2. In the Add New Domain Name area, type the new domain name.

3. Click Add New Domain Name.

The domain name is added to the Static and Dynamic Domain Names list. All manually added domain
names are static.

Remove a domain name

Maintain the list of domain names by removing any obsolete entries.

Note Only manually added domain names can be removed.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theDNS tab.

2. Select the domain to remove from the Static and Dynamic Domain Names list.

3. Click Remove Selected.

The domain is removed.

Configure the appliance to send email notifications

An SMTP server is required for receiving scheduled reports, system alerts and auto-support notifications.
Configure the SMTP server, andmanage the users who receive system notifications and reports.

In this area of the Nomadix WebUI you can:

n "Add an SMTP server for sending email notifications" on page 116

n "Add a user to receive email notifications" on page 117

n "Stop sending notifications to a user" on page 117

Add an SMTP server for sending email notifications

An SMTP server is required for receiving scheduled reports, system alerts and auto-support notifications.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theEmail tab.

2. In the SMTP Server area, type the SMTP server name.

IPv4 and IPv6 addresses can be used.

3. Type the SMTP server port.

The default port number is 25.

4. Type the email address that system alerts and report notifications will appear to have been sent from.
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5. To require authentication against the SMTP server before emails can be sent, select theSMTP
Authentication checkbox.

After selecting SMTP Authentication, youmust provide the username and password for the SMTP server,
and select the authenticationmethod.

6. Click Apply Changes.

7. To ensure the users can successfully receive notification emails, click Send Test Email to Add.

Add a user to receive email notifications

Add each user that is monitoring the Alloc8 appliances, and should be receiving any system alerts and report
emails.

Note The emails being received by a user cannot bemodified. To change which emails a user receives,
delete the user, and then add the email address with the appropriate emails selected.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theEmail tab.

2. In the Add New Notify Recipients area, type the email address of the user who should receive notifications.

3. Select the emails the user should receive:

n Verbose Detail—Send detailed event emails to the user.

n Info Emails—Send informational emails to the user.

n Failure Emails—Send failure emails to this recipient.

4. Click Add New Recipient.

The new recipients are added to the Notify Recipients list.

5. To ensure the users can successfully receive notification emails, click Send Test Email to Add.

Stop sending notifications to a user

Maintain the list of users receiving notifications to ensure that only the necessary users are receiving emails.

Note The emails being received by a user cannot bemodified. To change which emails a user receives,
delete the user, and then add the email address with the appropriate emails selected.

1. Click System > Network, and switch to theEmail tab.

2. In the Notify Recipients list, select the user to be deleted.

3. Click Remove Recipients.

The user is removed from the list, and will no longer receive email notifications.

Authentication
The Authentication section of the Alloc8 appliance System Setup allows you to configure Local User Accounts, as
well as remote authenticationmechanisms such as LDAP (including Active Directory), Radius or TACACS+. The
various configuration pages include:
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n Active Users: View a list of currently logged in users.

n Local User Accounts: Configure local usernames and passwords.

n AAA: Specify how users are authenticated and authorized on the Alloc8 appliance.

n LDAP: Configure remote LDAP authentication servers.

n Radius: Configure remote Radius authentication servers.

n TACACS+: Configure remote TACACS+ authentication servers.

Display a List of Active Users

Active Users lists the users currently logged into either theWebUI or the CLI.

1. Click System > Authentication > Active Users.

The table below shows an example of the currently logged in users along with the session type, IP address
and the session idle time in seconds.

Local User Accounts

Local User Accounts allows you to add/remove local user accounts as well as change local user's passwords.

1. Click System > Authentication > Local User Accounts.

The table at the top of the page lists the configured local users and their capabilities.

2. To remove local user accounts from the Alloc8 appliance or to temporarily disable an account, select the
checkbox for the user and click Remove User orDisable User.

3. To add a new Local User Account, specify a username and select a capability. Click Add User.

Admin users have full read-write access to the Alloc8 appliance. Monitor users have read-only access.
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4. Create a password for a new user, or change the password for an existing user by selecting the username
you wish to create or change the password for and enter a new password. Click Change Password.

AAA

AAA configures how remote users should authenticate to the Alloc8 appliance and what privileges they should
receive.

1. To configure AAA, navigate toSystem > Authentication > AAA on theWebUI, advancedmode.

2. Specify the order in which users are authenticated. When a user logs in, the Alloc8 appliance will try to
authenticate them using the authenticationmethods specified here, in the order they are configured.

Note This setting is required if you are using a remote access mechanism such as LDAP, Radius
or TACACS+.

3. Click Apply Changes.

4. Control what privileges remotely authenticated users receive when they login to the Alloc8 appliance.
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Map
Order

remote-
first

Apply user privileges supplied by the remote authenticationmechanism first. If
that fails, use the 'Map Default User' setting below.

remote-
only

Apply user privileges supplied by the remote authenticationmechanism first. If
that fails, the user will not be authenticated.

local-
only

Use the 'Map Default User' setting below.

MapDefault
User

If the 'local-only' option is selected above, the user will be given the same
privileges as the local user account selected here.

5. Click Apply Changes.

LDAP Authentication

LDAP authentication allows you to configure the Alloc8 appliance to authenticate user login attempts with a
remote LDAP (including Active Directory) server.

1. Ensure LDAP is selected as an AuthenticationMethod on the AAA page.

2. Click System > Authentication and switch to the LDAP tab.

3. Define the global LDAP authentication options.

Click Apply Changes.

4. Specify the hostname or IP address of the remote LDAP server.

IPv4 or IPv6 addresses can be specified. Multiple LDAP servers may be defined.

5. Click Add New LDAP Server.

6. To remove an LDAP servers from the Alloc8 appliance, select the checkbox for the server and click
Remove Server.

7. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.
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Radius Authentication

Radius authentication allows you to configure the Alloc8 appliance to authenticate user login attempts with a
remote Radius server.

1. Ensure RADIUS is selected as an AuthenticationMethod on the AAA page.

2. Click System > Authentication and switch to theRadius tab.

3. Define the global RADIUS settings.

4. Click Apply Changes.

5. Specify the hostname or IP address of the remote Radius server.

IPv4 addresses can be specified. Multiple Radius servers may be defined.

6. Click Add New RADIUS Server.

7. To remove Radius servers from the Alloc8 appliance, select the checkbox for the server and click Remove
Server.

8. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

TACACS+ authentication

TACACS+ authentication allows you to configure the Alloc8 appliance to authenticate user login attempts with a
remote TACACS+ server.

1. Ensure TACACS+ is selected as an AuthenticationMethod on the AAA page.

2. Click System > Authentication and switch to the TACACS+ tab.

3. Define global TACACS+ authentication options.

4. Click Apply Changes.

5. Specify the hostname or IP address of the remote TACACS+ server.

IPv4 addresses can be specified. Multiple TACACS+ servers may be defined.

6. Click Add New TACACS+ Server.

7. To remove TACACS+ servers from the Alloc8 appliance, select the checkbox for the server and click
Remove Server.

8. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.
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Chapter 4: Optimization
Nomadix Edge Cache optimization technology provides protocol optimization and data reduction, enabling
applications to run faster over theWAN. Edge Cache technology provides acceleration of static web content such
as HTML, GIF, JPEG, ZIP, RAR, and ISO, as well as dynamic content including YouTube, Google Video, and
Vimeo.

Accelerate web applications through caching

Note The Edge Cache Acceleration feature is a separately licensed component. See Check the
Features Included in your License. Please contact your local Nomadix representative if you wish
to enable this feature.

Edge Cache provides acceleration of HTTP based applications by caching objects in memory and on disk. Edge
Cache acceleration is single-sided, and acceleration requires only one Alloc8 appliance.

There are two important requirements for Edge Cache to function correctly:

n A gateway – this must be a gateway (firewall or internet router) on theWAN side of the Alloc8 appliance.

n A valid DNS server.

Edge Cache is a fully transparent solution, however these requirements must bemet in order for Edge Cache to
function correctly.

To accelerate applications using Edge Cache, perform the following tasks:

1. "Create the Edge Cache Policy" on page 123

2. "Add the Edge Cache Policy to a Virtual Circuit" on page 123

3. "Configure the Edge Cache Default Settings" on page 123

4. "Exclude URLs from the Edge Cache" on page 123

a. "Remove URLs from the Edge Cache Exclusion List" on page 124

5. "Add an Edge Cache Peer" on page 124

a. "Edit an Edge Cache Peer" on page 124

b. "Delete an Edge Cache Peer" on page 124

6. "Remove All Objects from the Edge Cache" on page 124

7. View Edge Cache Statistics
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Create the Edge Cache Policy

Edge Cache works on outbound, HTTP based conversations. To enable Edge Cache, create a policy with an
application or application group that will capture the HTTP application traffic that you wish to cache.

1. Click Optimizer > Policies > Create New Policy.

2. Type a name for the policy.

3. Set the required bandwidth parameters.

4. Select theAcceleration checkbox and select Edge Cache from the list.

5. Create the rules for the policy, ensuring that HTTP or an HTTP based custom application is selected from
the application list.

6. Click Add New Policy.

Add the Edge Cache Policy to a Virtual Circuit

Add the Edge Cache policy to an outbound Virtual Circuit.

1. Click Optimizer > Optimizer.

2. In the appropriate Virtual Circuit area, select the Edge Cache policy from the list.

3. Type the order number for the policy.

As the traffic is passed through the Alloc8 appliance, it is first matched to a Virtual Circuit in order of Virtual
Circuit number, and then by a policy within that Virtual Cirtuit in order of Policy number.

4. Click Add to Virtual Circuit.

Configure the Edge Cache Default Settings

Edge Cache only stores objects within configured limits. Use the form below to change the default minimum and
maximum object sizes.

1. Click System > Optimization > Edge Cache.

2. In theMemory Object Options area, type theminimum andmaximum size of the objects to be cached.

3. In theConnection Timeout field, type themaximum time the Edge Cache will wait for a response from the
WAN when fetching objects.

Youmay need to increase this if connection timeouts are occurring regularly. Browsers typically return a
message similar to the following when this occurs: (110) Connection timed out

4. Click Apply Changes.

Exclude URLs from the Edge Cache

Create a list of URLs or domains that will never be cached. URL's matching the exclusion list still pass through
Edge Cache, and are highlighted in blue on the Real Time conversations list.

Use the Clear button to remove all objects from the cache.
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1. Click System > Optimization > Edge Cache.

2. In theAdd URL/Domain area, type the URL or domain that will be excluded from the Edge Cache.

3. Click Add URL.

Remove URLs from the Edge Cache Exclusion List

Create a list of URLs or domains that will never be cached. URL's matching the exclusion list still pass through
Edge Cache, and are highlighted in blue on the Real Time conversations list.

1. Click System > Optimization > Edge Cache.

2. In theAdd URL/Domain area, locate the URL or domain to be deleted, and click Delete.

Add an Edge Cache Peer

Alloc8 appliances with Edge Cache can establish a community of peers in order to share objects between caches.

1. Click System > Optimization > Edge Cache.

2. Click Add New Peer.

3. Type theHost Name of the peer.

4. Type theHTTP Port of the new peer.

5. Type the ICP Port of the new peer.

6. Click Add New Peer.

The peer appears in the list of configured peers.

Edit an Edge Cache Peer

Update the settings of the Edge Cache peers when server settings change.

1. Click System > Optimization > Edge Cache.

2. Locate the peer to bemodified in the list, and click Edit.

3. Change the peer settings.

4. Click Apply Changes.

Delete an Edge Cache Peer

Remove peers that are no longer active, or peers that no longer need to share objects between the caches.

1. Click System > Optimization > Edge Cache.

2. Locate the peer to bemodified in the list, and click Delete.

The peer is deleted from the appliance.

Remove All Objects from the Edge Cache

Remove peers that are no longer active, or peers that no longer need to share objects between the caches.
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1. Click System > Optimization > Edge Cache.

2. To remove all objects from the Edge Cache, click Clear.

Specify application quality based on host
Per Host Quality of Service (QoS) allows you tomanage traffic congestion by policing bandwidth available to each
host in your network. You can allocate aminimum amount of bandwidth for critical applications, such as VoIP and
Citrix, for every host in your network. You can also restrict the bandwidth that each host can utilize for recreational
purposes. All out-of-path interfaces are included in the QoS calculations.

The Alloc8 appliance enables greater system throughput, up to 10GB, by usingmultiple queues to handle the
traffic. Themultiple queues are based on the licensed bandwidth, but themultiple queues are used when the
licensed bandwidth exceeds 1.8GB per second.

Tip Per Host QoS can be integrated with Active Directory so bandwidthmanagement can be tailored
to users or groups.

1. (Optional) Integrate the Alloc8 appliance with Active Directory. Refer to the Active Directory guide.

2. "Set a per-host limit on bandwidth usage" on page 157

3. View the number of hosts on a Dynamic Virtual Circuit

Set a per-host limit on bandwidth usage

Per Host QoS is applied at the Virtual Circuit level. It is disabled by default. A Virtual Circuit with Per Host QoS
enabled is called a Dynamic Virtual Circuit (DVC).

1. Click Optimizer.

2. Click Create New Virtual Circuit.

3. Type a name for the virtual circuit.

4. Type the amount of bandwidth to be used by the virtual circuit.

5. To enable Per Host QoS, select theDynamic Virtual Circuit checkbox.

6. Set the amount of bandwidth (in KB per second or percentage of the virtual circuit bandwidth) that each host
will receive in thePer Host Bandwidth field.

This bandwidth is guaranteed, so it will be available to each host, if required.

To have the amount of bandwidth each host receives calculated by dividing the Virtual Circuit guaranteed
bandwidth by the number of active hosts, select Automatically Share.

7. Set themaximum amount of bandwidth (in KB per second or percentage of the virtual circuit bandwidth)
that each host can burst to in thePer Host Max Bandwidth field.

If No Bursting Allowed is selected, each host only gets the bandwidth that they have been guaranteed.

8. Set the location of the hosts to allocate bandwidth to.

Internal Hosts are those that are on the LAN side of the appliance. External Hosts are those that are on the
WAN side of the appliance.
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9. Set themaximum number of hosts that can use the Dynamic Virtual Circuit.

If Auto is selected, themaximum number of hosts is calculated by assuming each host gets its guaranteed
bandwidth.

If Automatically Share is selected, themaximum number of hosts is calculated by assuming each host is
entitled tominimum bandwidth, which is 10kbps.

Any host that becomes active after themaximum number of hosts is exceeded do not fall into this Virtual
Circuit.

Note n There is a system limit of 325,00 hosts that can fall into each Dynamic Virtual Circuit. This
may occur if the Virtual Circuit has more than 300Mbps of bandwidth. When this limit is
exceeded, hosts fall into the next applicable Virtual Circuit.

n When Per Host QoS is enabled, a further level of traffic shaping is introduced. Traffic is first
shaped at the Host level, then at the Policy level. The bandwidth allocated will be themin-
imum of the two levels.

The following examples describe various Dynamic Virtual Circuit configurations.

Name:Example 1

Bandwidth: 1024kbps

Direction:Both

Network Object: Internal Users

Dynamic Virtual Circuits
Enabled:Yes

Per Host Bandwidth:Auto

Per User Max Bandwidth:
100%

Host Location: Internal

Max Hosts:Auto

Internal Users  is a Network Object that defines all
hosts on the LAN side of the Alloc8 appliance.

If there is 1 user, they get the full 1024kbps.

If there are 2 users, they each get 512kbps and can
burst up to the full 1024kbps (if the other user is not
using their guaranteed 512kbps).

If there are 10 users, they each get 102kbps and can
burst up to the full 1024kbps (if the other users are not
using their guaranteed 102kbps).

Name:Example 2

Bandwidth: 1024kbps

Direction:Both

Network Object: Internal Users

Dynamic Virtual Circuits
Enabled:Yes

Per Host Bandwidth: 10%

Per User Max Bandwidth:No

Host Location: Internal

Max Hosts:Auto

Internal Users  is a Network Object that defines all
hosts on the LAN side of the Alloc8 appliance.

If there is 1 user, they get 102kbps and cannot burst.

If there are 10 users, they each get 102kbps and
cannot burst.

If there are 100 users, the first 10 users each get
102kbps and cannot burst. The remaining 90 users
will not match this VC.
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Name:Example 3

Bandwidth: 1024kbps

Direction:Both

Network Object: Internal Users

Dynamic Virtual Circuits
Enabled:Yes

Per Host Bandwidth: 64kbps

Per User Max Bandwidth: 50%

Host Location: Internal

Max Hosts: 16

Internal Users  is a Network Object that defines all
hosts on the LAN side of the Alloc8 appliance.

If there is 1 user, they get 64kbps and can burst up to
512kbps.

If there are 16 users, they each get 64kbps and can
burst up to 512kbps (if the other users are not using
their guaranteed 64kbps).

If there are 30 users, the first 16 users each get
64kbps and can burst up to 512kbps (if the other users
are not using their guaranteed 64kbps). The remaining
14 users will not match this VC.

Name:Example 4

Bandwidth: 1024kbps

Direction:Both

Network Object: Internal Users

Application:Citrix

Dynamic Virtual Circuits
Enabled:Yes

Per Host Bandwidth: 64kbps

Per User Max Bandwidth:No

Host Location: Internal

Max Hosts: 16

Internal Users  is a Network Object that defines all
hosts on the LAN side of the Alloc8 appliance. "Citrix"
is an Application that defines Citrix traffic. This VC
will match all Internal User's Citrix traffic.

If there is 1 user, they get 64kbps for their Citrix traffic
and cannot burst.

If there are 16 users, they each get 64kbps for their
Citrix traffic and cannot burst.

If there are 30 users, the first 16 users each get
64kbps for their Citrix traffic and cannot burst. The
remaining 14 users will not match this VC.

Specify when multi-queue is activated

The Alloc8 appliance enables greater system throughput, up to 10GB, by usingmultiple queues to handle the
traffic. Configure the appliance to switch from using a single-queue to usingmultiple queues when the specified
bandwidth is reached.

1. Click Tools > Console.

2. Type the appliance username and password at the prompts.

3. To enter privileged EXEC (enable) mode, at the prompt type the following command:
hostname > enable

The hostname # prompt is displayed.

4. To enter configuration (config) mode, at the prompt type the following commands:
hostname # configure terminal

The hostname (config)# prompt is displayed.
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5. Ensure the bridge and policy-based routing interfaces use auto-licensemode. Auto-license is the
default mode.
(config)# bridge <bridge-name> mq mode auto-license

(config)# pbr interface <interface-name> mq mode auto-license

6. Specify at what bandwidth usage the auto-license switches from single-queue tomulti-queue.
(config)# bridge <bridge-name> mq switch-bandwidth <bandwidth>

(config)# pbr interface <interface-name> mq switch-bandwidth <bandwidth>

Per Host QoS Usage Examples

The following examples show how Per Host QoS can be used in a variety of situations.

n "Limit Bandwidth Per Host" on page 128

n "Limit Application Bandwidth" on page 130

n "Guarantee Application Bandwidth" on page 133

n "Per Host QoS with Active Directory" on page 136

n "Per Host QoS for Adaptive Response" on page 140

Limit Bandwidth Per Host

Example #1

Limit bandwidth to 100 kbps for each internal host.
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In this Dynamic Virtual Circuit, each host is limited to amaximum bandwidth of 100 kbps.

With Max Hosts set to "Auto", a maximum of 5000 hosts can fall into this Dynamic Virtual Circuit. This is
calculated by assuming each host is entitled to aminimum bandwidth of 10 kbps as "Automatically Share" is
selected.

Example #2

Limit bandwidth to 100 kbps for each internal host. Further limit P2P traffic to amaximum of 32 kbps across
ALL hosts.
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In this example, each host will receive between 10 and 100 kbps. In additional, P2P traffic summed across all
hosts is capped at 32 kbps, with a guaranteed rate of 16 kbps. To further illustrate this example, suppose there are
100 active users, all using P2P applications on theWAN. The per host bandwidth is 100 kbps, but the P2P policy
caps bandwidth at 32 kbps which will be fairly shared between each user. So wewould expect to see P2P traffic
per user at approx 320 bps.

Limit Application Bandwidth

Example

Limit P2P to 20 kbps.
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In the P2P Dynamic Virtual Circuit, each host is limited to 20 kbps of P2P traffic. WithMax Hosts set toAuto, a
maximum of 500 hosts can fall into this Dynamic Virtual Circuit. Additional hosts will share bandwidth allocated in
the P2P Overflow Virtual Circuit.
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P2P Overflow Virtual Circuit

Dynamic Virtual Circuit To Share Remaining Bandwidth
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Create a Dynamic Virtual Circuit using the remaining bandwidth. Each user is limited to amaximum bandwidth of
100 kbps for all other applications.

Guarantee Application Bandwidth

Example

Guarantee 30 kbps per host, for the Citrix application.

Citrix typically requires 20 to 30 kbps of bandwidth to work effectively.
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Citrix Dynamic Virtual Circuit

In this example, each user is guaranteed 30 kbps for Citrix. Furthermore, each user can burst up to 100% of the
Dynamic Virtual Circuit bandwidth.

WithMax Hosts set toAuto, a maximum of 333 hosts can fall into this Dynamic Virtual Circuit. Additional hosts
will share bandwidth allocated in the second Dynamic Virtual Circuit.
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Dynamic Virtual Circuit For Remaining Bandwidth

TheWAN Dynamic Virtual Circuit has Per Host Bandwidth set toAutomatically Share. Each user will be
allocated a percentage of the Dynamic Virtual Circuit bandwidth. This is calculated by dividing the Dynamic Virtual
Circuit bandwidth by the number of active hosts.
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Per Host QoS with Active Directory

Example

Restrict users in the Active Directory 'Students' group to 100 kbps.

Using theWebUI, navigate to Objects | Users & Groups. Edit the "Students (DEV)" group.

Active Directory Groups

Create a Network Object from the Active Directory group.

Map AD Group 'Students' To Network Object 'Students'

The Network Object "Students" can now be used in a Dynamic Virtual Circuit.
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Students Dynamic Virtual Circuit

Each host in the "Students" Network Object is limited to 100 kbps. With Max Hosts set to "Auto", a maximum of
2400 hosts can fall into this Dynamic Virtual Circuit. Additional hosts will share bandwidth allocated in the
"Students Overflow" Virtual Circuit.
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Students Overflow Virtual Circuit
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Dynamic Virtual Circuit For Remaining Bandwidth

Another Dynamic Virtual Circuit can be created to share the remaining bandwidth for other hosts. In this example,
each host is guaranteed 100 kbps withNo Bursting Allowed.
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Per Host QoS for Adaptive Response

Example

Restrict users in the Active Directory 'Students' group to 100 kbps, once the user has downloaded 100MB
per day.

Create the Network Object Students based on the Active Directory Students group as shown in the previous
chapter.

Using theWebUI, navigate toObjects > Adaptive Response.

Create a new Adaptive Response rule based on theStudentsNetwork Object. Each host is allowed to download
100MB per day before being placed into theStudents_ShapedNetwork Object.

Create Adaptive Response Object

Create a Dynamic Virtual Circuit, withNetwork Object set to "Students_Shaped". Hosts matching this Network
Object will fall into this Dynamic Virtual Circuit.
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Each host is limited to amaximum bandwidth of 100 kbps. WithPer Host Bandwidth set toAutomatically
Share, a maximum of 400 hosts can fall into this Dynamic Virtual Circuit.

Students Dynamic Virtual Circuit

Additional hosts will share bandwidth allocated in the Students Overflow Virtual Circuit.
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Students Overflow Virtual Circuit
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Virtual Circuit To Share Remaining Bandwidth

Other users and students who have not used their 100MB daily quota will share 45Mbps of bandwidth in theWAN
Virtual Circuit.

Pre-populate the cache
The Pre-Population feature allows you to warm the Nomadix’s SMB, Edge, orWAN memory cache in advance of
end users accessing the selected data. With a pre-populated cache, first time access of the data is served up
locally with LAN-Like performance.
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The pre-population service uses themanagement IP address on the Nomadix as the “Client” IP for this process.
The IP address must either be configured on the inline bridge itself or on a dedicatedManagement Interface
residing on the “inside network” of the Nomadix appliance.

Create and schedule a pre-population job to ensure content is added to the SMB or HTTP object cache before
users request it.

1. Create a pre-population job

a. "Create a pre-population job with the Nomadix WebUI" on page 144.

b. "Create a pre-population job with the CLI" on page 145.

2. "Create a Scheduled Job" on page 146

Note: .

Note To use this feature, youmust have the Edge cache license.

Create a pre-population job with the Nomadix Web UI

Add and configure pre-population jobs in the Nomadix WebUI. SMB traffic can be stored in SMB object cache and
WAN memory cache, and HTTP can be stored in eitherWAN memory cache or Edge cache depending on the
configuration of your policies.

1. Click System > Optimization and click thePre Population tab.

2. In the Add New Pre-Population area, type a name for the pre-population job.

3. Select the type of cache to pre-populate.

4. Type the hostname or IP address of the server containing the cache.

5. Type the path to the file or cache directory on the server.

6. To recursively fetch all the files in the specified directory, as well as those in sub-directories, select Yes.

7. Select the appropriate schedule job for how frequently the cache should be updated.

If no jobs are available, create a job schedule.

8. If required, type the username and password for the server.

9. Click Add New.

The job appears in the list of configured Pre-population jobs.

10. To begin pre-populating the selected cache, in the list of configured pre-population jobs click Start.

The content from the specified location begins to populate the cache.

11. To view the communication between the server and the Alloc8 appliance, click Monitor > Real Time >
Conversations.
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Examples

n Intranet Windows File Share—all files and folders from the "Public\Documentation" folder.

n Intranet HTTP—all files and folders from a directory called "files" on an intranet web server.

Create a pre-population job with the CLI

Add and configure pre-population jobs using CLI commands.

1. Click System > Tools and click Console.

2. Log into the console.

The prompt nomadix-<hostID> > is displayed.
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3. To enter configurationmode, type enable then configure terminal.

The prompt nomadix-<hostID> (config) # is displayed.

4. To create the pre-population job, at the prompt type the following commandwith the appropriate
parameters:
acceleration prepopulate <name> {location|username|password|recursive|start|stop}

where:

n <name> is the name of the pre-population job.

n location cifs <server> <path> configures an SMB server and path.

n location http <url> configures an HTTP path.

n username | password is the authentication information for the server.

n recursive fetches all the files in the specified directory, as well as those in sub-directories.

n start | stop controls the transfer.

5. To view the pre-population rules and the status of those rules, run the following command:
show acceleration prepopulate

Examples

In the following examples, the pre-populate job is called videos.

n All files and folders from the "Public\Documentation" folder on aWindows file share:
nomadix-<hostID> (config) # acceleration prepopulate videos location cifs
MYSERVER public\documentation

n Including a username and password for authenticating to the server:
nomadix-<hostID> (config) # acceleration prepopulate videos username myname
password mypassword

n Download the entire path specified, including sub-folders:
nomadix-<hostID> (config) # acceleration prepopulate videos recursive

n Start the pre-populate job:
nomadix-<hostID> (config) # acceleration prepopulate start

n Display the status of the pre-population job:
nomadix-<hostID> (config) # show acceleration prepopulate videos

Create a Scheduled Job

Cache pre-population, reboots, and firmware installations can be scheduled to run at a specific date and time, and
at a set frequency.

1. Click System > Setup and click theScheduled Jobs tab.

2. In the Add New Job area, type a unique ID for the job.

3. Type a name for the job.
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4. [Optional] In theComment field, type a description for the job.

5. To run the job immediately, Enable the job.

6. If the job should be completed, even if one or more commands fail to execute, set Fail-Continue toYes.

7. Set the frequency of the scheduled job. Jobs can be set to run Once, Daily, Weekly, Monthly, or Peri-
odically.

8. After selecting the frequency of the job, specify the parameters for the schedule. For example, set the time,
date, interval, or day-of-the-week when the job runs.

9. In theCommands field, type the necessary commands for the job you want run. Each commandmust be
on a new line.

10. Click Add Job.

The job is added to the list, and is now available for selection in the Pre-population

Schedule a Pre-Population Job Through the CLI

Scheduling a pre-population job can be done from the Nomadix WebUI or through the CLI. The following example
schedules a pre-population request daily at 12:30AM for the “Documentation” job configured in an earlier section of
this guide.

1. Click System > Tools and click Console.

2. Log into the console.

The prompt nomadix-<hostID> > is displayed.

3. To enter configurationmode, type enable then configure terminal.

The prompt nomadix-<hostID> (config) # is displayed.

4. To schedule the pre-population job type the following commands:
nomadix-<hostID> (config) # job <job_number> command <command_number> "acceleration
prepopulate <prepopulation_name> start"

For example:
nomadix-<hostID> (config) # job 100 command 1 “acceleration prepopulate Documentation
start”

nomadix-<hostID> (config) # job 100 schedule daily time 00:30:00

ToS and DiffServ
Alloc8 appliances can read and write ToS/DSCP marks in packets, allowing users fine-grained control and
classification of applications that aremarked with Tos/DSCP values as well as applyingmarking policies to
ensure traffic is treated appropriately by onward network equipment.

Used in conjunction with Nomadix’s superior classification techniques, including advanced layer 7 detection,
users have complete control over how traffic is marked, and subsequently treated in theWAN cloud.
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The ToS / DiffServ Field

The ToS (type of service) or DiffServ (differentiated services) field in the IPv4 header, and the Traffic Class field in
the IPv6 header are used to classify IP packets so that routers canmakeQoS (quality of service) decisions about
what path packets should traverse across the network. For example, users may want ensure that VoIP utilizes
high quality, low latency (and expensive) links, or, they might want to ensure email or recreational traffic uses
cheaper (but less reliable) links.

Previously, there were 5 different categories that users could classify their traffic with using the IP ToS field (see
RFC 791).

n Normal Service

n Minimize Cost

n Maximize Reliability

n Maximize Throughput

n Minimize Delay

These have since been replaced by a new set of values called DSCP (DiffServ Code Points, see RFC 2474). A
DSCP is a 6-bit number; therefore, there are 64 possible DSCP combinations, of which, only a portion have been
standardized and are listed below.

IPv6 contains an 8 bit Traffic Class field. The 6most significant bits are treated the same as IPv4 DSCP. The
least 2 significant bits are not modified by the appliance.

DSCP Class Name Binary Value Decimal Value

BE (best effort, default) 000000 0

AF11 (assured forwarding, see RFC 2597) 001010 10

AF12 001100 12

AF13 001110 14

AF21 010010 18

AF22 010100 20

AF23 010110 22

AF31 011010 26

AF32 011100 28

AF33 011110 30

AF41 100010 34

AF42 100100 36

AF43 100110 38

CS1 (class selector) 001000 8

CS2 010000 16
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DSCP Class Name Binary Value Decimal Value

CS3 011000 24

CS4 100000 32

CS5 101000 40

CS6 110000 48

CS7 111000 56

EF (expedited forwarding, see RFC 2598) 101110 46

How the Alloc8 appliance Uses the ToS/DiffServ Field

The Alloc8 appliance can read and write the ToS/DiffServ field, allowing users to:

n Match packets with a ToS/DSCP value and apply optimizer polices to this traffic.

n Mark the packets with a ToS/DSCP value based on source/destination host/subnet, source/destination port,
layer 7 application, time of day, vlan id, etc.

Match Packets to ToS/DSCP Values

When defining Optimizer Policies on the Alloc8 appliance, there is a ToS/DSCP drop down that allows users to
match only those packets with the specified ToS/DSCP value.

Figure 1: Optimizer Policy configuration page.

Users can select the appropriate DSCP/ToS value from this drop down field and any packets that match this
ToS/DSCP value will be applied to this policy.

Example

VoIP equipment in a user’s network may be configured tomark all outgoing packets as DSCP EF (decimal
46). VoIP is a real-time application and the user wishes to prioritize this with a high priority policy that
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guarantees VoIP a certain amount of WAN bandwidth. To achieve this, the user selects ‘DSCP 46’ from the
ToS/DSCP drop down and configures the appropriate bandwidth allocation in this policy.

Mark Packets with ToS/DSCP Values

Users may want to mark certain packets with a ToS/DSCP value so that external routers can treat the traffic
appropriately. The same policy configuration screen above (see Figure 1) allows users to configure such an action.

When the policy action is set to ‘Optimize’, several options are available on the right-hand side, one of which is the
‘ToS/DSCP Mark’ checkbox. Users will need to enable this feature by checking the box and selecting the
appropriate ToS/DSCP mark from the drop down.

Any traffic that matches the corresponding filter rules will then bemarked with the specified value and should be
treated appropriately by routing equipment down the line.

Example

Service Providers may provide users with a table similar to the one below (example only). Each class has
different guaranteed service and pricing levels. This information should be used in conjunction with optimizer
policies to implement and ensure quality of service. See Table 1 to convert the DSCP Settings to a decimal
value that can be used in the Optimizer Policies.

Traffic Priority Class IETF DiffServ Traffic Priority Class DSCP Setting

Real Time (Gold) Expedited Forwarding EF

Mission Critical (Silver High) Assured Forwarding AF31

Business Critical (Silver Low) Assured Forwarding AF32/33

General Business (Bronze) Best Effort BE

Optimizer Configuration
TheOptimizer delivers a Quality of Servicemechanism to improve application performance on the network. The
intuitive, policy-basedmanagement helps match network behaviour to business objectives.

As an analogy, vehicle traffic on road systems can be dramatically slowed by disorganized control of traffic.
Through intelligent traffic flow co-ordination techniques (such as allocating road lanes for particular types of
vehicles), road traffic efficiency can be dramatically increased. Similarly, the efficiency of data flow on an IP
network can be significantly improved using an intelligent optimization system powered by custom defined
optimization rules.

As each network link has a fixed amount of bandwidth limiting the amount of data it may carry, optimum
performance can be achieved by pre-sorting the data before it reaches the bottleneck links (typically the link
between your network and the internet). Therefore "mission-critical" data is given priority over non-time sensitive
data flow, such as SMTP mail or FTP traffic.
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A Vehicle Traffic Analogy to Optimization

Using the vehicle analogy, if you have a number of people you need to get from point A to point B, via a freeway
which passes over a bridge with a reduced number of lanes, the best way to get themost urgent passengers there
first, is to:

n Sort the passengers into different vehicles so that the urgent passengers are grouped together in the fast
cars;

n Identify these urgent car groups and allocate them to the first lanes;

n Similarly, sort the other groups of cars from fast (high priority to low priority);

n Give permission to certain slower groups to be allowed in the fast lanes, if and only, there is no fast car
traffic;

n If there are certain groups which need a dedicated lane, then allocate the lane on the bridge as such.

By pre-determining these rules and queuing cars before they reach the bottleneck, it is possible to dramatically
increase the traffic capacity of the road towards its theoretical maximum. To optimize the efficiency of your IP
network, you need to carefully set the queuing or "optimizer" rules tomeet the network requirements.

The optimizer provides:

n Rate shaping

n Traffic prioritization

n Per Host QoS

n ToS/DSCP tagging

n Traffic blocking

n Time-based policies

Optimizer Policy Tree

Optimizer Policies are organized in a tree structure, and traffic is matched top-down, first by Virtual Circuits (VC),
then by Policies. As traffic flows through the Alloc8 appliance, it is first matched to a Virtual Circuit (in order of
Virtual Circuit number), then by a Policy within that Virtual Circuit (by order of Policy number).

Once traffic falls into a Virtual Circuit, it will never leave, so it must be captured by a policy within that Virtual
Circuit. Similarly, once traffic is matched by a Policy, it never leaves. Themeans, more specific Virtual Circuits
and Policies should be configured higher in order (towards the top) whereas more general Virtual Circuits and
Polices should be last.
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Circuits, Virtual Circuits and Policies can bemanipulated by selecting various options from the drop-down to the
right of the respective item.

Note System default Policies cannot be edited. Instead, they can be cloned, then customized.

TheOptimizer service is controlled by clicking on theOptimizer links in themain toolbar.

Note To view/change additional Optimizer configuration options, navigate toSystem > System Setup
> QoS Configuration on theWebUI.

Create a new circuit

Circuits define physical connections to theWAN/Internet. If you havemore than one bridge configured, you can
bind different circuits to each bridge.
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Typically, one Circuit would be created for each physical link to theWAN/Internet for which the Alloc8 appliance is
placed in-line with. Circuits whose traffic can be filtered out by VCs, or by attaching it to a specific bridge, should
be configured first; whereas the Internet Circuit (which contains a Catch All  Virtual Circuit) must be configured
last.

1. Click Optimizer > Create New Circuit.

2. In theNumber field, type the priority order of the circuit, relative to other circuits.

3. Type a name for the circuit.

4. Identify the available Inbound andOutbound bandwidth of the circuit.

If the Circuit is synchronous, the inbound and outbound bandwidth values should be the same.

5. Specify the bridge or out-of-path interface to bind the Circuit to.

Bridge names, policy-based routing interfaces, andWCCP interfaces are available.

6. Click Add New Circuit.

Virtual Circuits

Virtual Circuits (VCs) are created within Circuits and are used to logically divide/partition the Circuit. For example,
a Virtual Circuit may be configured for each branch office or, one Virtual Circuit forWAN data and one Virtual
Circuit for Internet data. Each Virtual Circuit can contain different policies, which allows each Virtual Circuit to be
treated differently.
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Number The order of the Virtual Circuit relative to other Virtual Circuits within the sameCircuit.

Name A logical name that represents the Virtual Circuit.

Schedule A schedule that defines when the Virtual Circuit should be active.

Bandwidth Themaximum bandwidth used by the Virtual Circuit.

Oversubscription Specify the behaviour whenmultiple Virtual Circuits are oversubscribed (the sum of the
Virtual Circuit bandwidths exceed the parent Circuit bandwidth). The Alloc8 appliance
can automatically calculate the oversubscription bandwidths or you can specify them
manually. For more information, see the Virtual Circuit Oversubscription page.

Dynamic Virtual
Circuit

This option allows you to specify per host QoS for each host that falls into this Virtual
Circuit. For more information, see "Set a per-host limit on bandwidth usage" on page 157.

VLAN Object VLAN tags or priorities used to filter out what traffic falls into the Virtual Circuit.

Network Object Subnets/hosts/users/groups used to filter out what traffic falls into the Virtual Circuit.
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Application Application or Application Group used to filter out what traffic falls into the Virtual Circuit.

Direction The traffic direction the Virtual Circuit should apply to.

The Filter Options are used to define what traffic falls into the Virtual Circuit. Filters can consist of VLAN Objects,
Network Objects, Application/Application Groups and Direction. These filters are AND'd together.

Note A Virtual Circuit with a Network Object 'Email Server' and an Application Group 'Mail' will catch all
Mail traffic to/from the Email Server.

Network Objects are typically used when Virtual Circuits are created for specific branch office locations or user
group. Each branch office location or user group would be represented by a Static Network Object (typically 1 or
more subnets) or a Dynamic Network Object (such as an Active Directory Group) and these Network Objects are
defined in the Virtual Circuit. Only traffic to/from the subnets/users defined by the Network Object in the Virtual
Circuit fall into the Virtual Circuit itself, all other traffic is evaluated by the next Virtual Circuit, and so on.

A default Network Object, Private Net, exists which defines all non-routable subnets. This can be used to create a
Virtual Circuit for all WAN data. Another default Network Object, ALL, when used in a Virtual Circuit, will capture
all traffic. This is called a Catch All  Virtual Circuit and is typically the last (or only) configured Virtual Circuit.

The direction is used to ensure that the Virtual Circuit only captures traffic in a certain direction. This is useful for
asynchronous circuits, as these generally require that at least 2 Virtual Circuits are defined, one for the inbound
bandwidth and one for the outbound bandwidth.

If a network object is used in conjunction with a direction, the following rules apply:

Network

Object

Direction Captured Traffic

All Both All traffic, both inbound and outbound.

All Inbound All inbound traffic.

All Outbound All outbound traffic.

Not All Both Only inbound and outbound traffic to and from the subnets defined by the Network
Object.

Not All Inbound Only inbound traffic to the subnets defined as 'internal' by the Network Object and
from the subnets defined as 'external' by the Network Object.

Not All Outbound Only outbound traffic from the subnets defined as 'internal' by the Network Object and
to the subnets defined as 'external' by the Network Object.

Note The bandwidth used by a single Virtual Circuit must not exceed the parent Circuit bandwidth in
either direction, but the sum of all Virtual Circuit bandwidths in either direction can exceed the
parent Circuit bandwidth. This is called oversubscription andmore information is available on the
Virtual Circuit Oversubscription page.
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Virtual Circuit Oversubscription

Over-subscription is where the sum of the Virtual Circuit bandwidths exceeds the sum of the parent Circuit
bandwidth. This is the case in the following situation:

Circuit Bandwidth = 2Mbps

Virtual Circuit Bandwidth = 1Mbps

Virtual Circuit Bandwidth = 1Mbps

Virtual Circuit Bandwidth = 1Mbps

This means, the sum of the 3 Virtual Circuits is 3Mpbs, but the Circuit bandwidth is only 2Mbps. The Virtual
Circuits are oversubscribed.

There are 2 ways of dealing with oversubscribed Virtual Circuits, Automatic andManual.

What happens in theAutomatic case is that each Virtual Circuit will be guaranteed bandwidth on a pro-rata basis,
2/3Mbps (= .66Mbps) each and will be able to burst up to the specified bandwidth of 1Mbps (if this bandwidth is
available). Under congestion (each Virtual Circuit under load) they will each share the Circuit s 2Mbps. If only 1
Virtual Circuit is under load, it will get the full 1Mbps. If only 2 Virtual Circuits are under load, they will both get
1Mbps.

The same pro-rata calculation is applied to all policies within an oversubscribed Virtual Circuit automatically.

In theManual case you can specify a Guaranteed Bandwidth for each Virtual Circuit.

So using the example above, you can create the Virtual Circuits as follows:

Circuit Bandwidth = 2Mbps

Virtual Circuit Bandwidth = 1Mbps, Guarantee: 1Mbps

Virtual Circuit Bandwidth = 1Mbps, Guarantee: 512kbps

Virtual Circuit Bandwidth = 1Mbps, Guarantee: 512kbps

Note The sum of all the Virtual Circuit Guaranteed Bandwidths must not exceed the parent's Circuits
bandwidth in both directions.

In this case, we've decided that the 1st Virtual Circuit will always receive the full 1Mbps if it needs it. The other 2
Virtual Circuits will receive 512kbps each. If the first Virtual Circuit is not using all of it's 1Mbps, the other 2 Virtual
Circuits can burst up to the full 1Mbps. The priority by which Virtual Circuits consume the burst bandwidth is
determined by the priority of the policies within the Virtual Circuits.

Note There can be amixture of Automatic andManual Virtual Circuits in the sameCircuit. The
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Guaranteed Bandwidths for eachManual Virtual Circuit are allocated first, then the Automatic
calculations aremade of the remaining bandwidth.

Set a per-host limit on bandwidth usage

Per Host QoS is applied at the Virtual Circuit level. It is disabled by default. A Virtual Circuit with Per Host QoS
enabled is called a Dynamic Virtual Circuit (DVC).

1. Click Optimizer.

2. Click Create New Virtual Circuit.

3. Type a name for the virtual circuit.

4. Type the amount of bandwidth to be used by the virtual circuit.

5. To enable Per Host QoS, select theDynamic Virtual Circuit checkbox.

6. Set the amount of bandwidth (in KB per second or percentage of the virtual circuit bandwidth) that each host
will receive in thePer Host Bandwidth field.

This bandwidth is guaranteed, so it will be available to each host, if required.

To have the amount of bandwidth each host receives calculated by dividing the Virtual Circuit guaranteed
bandwidth by the number of active hosts, select Automatically Share.

7. Set themaximum amount of bandwidth (in KB per second or percentage of the virtual circuit bandwidth)
that each host can burst to in thePer Host Max Bandwidth field.

If No Bursting Allowed is selected, each host only gets the bandwidth that they have been guaranteed.

8. Set the location of the hosts to allocate bandwidth to.

Internal Hosts are those that are on the LAN side of the appliance. External Hosts are those that are on the
WAN side of the appliance.

9. Set themaximum number of hosts that can use the Dynamic Virtual Circuit.

If Auto is selected, themaximum number of hosts is calculated by assuming each host gets its guaranteed
bandwidth.

If Automatically Share is selected, themaximum number of hosts is calculated by assuming each host is
entitled tominimum bandwidth, which is 10kbps.

Any host that becomes active after themaximum number of hosts is exceeded do not fall into this Virtual
Circuit.

Note n There is a system limit of 325,00 hosts that can fall into each Dynamic Virtual Circuit. This
may occur if the Virtual Circuit has more than 300Mbps of bandwidth. When this limit is
exceeded, hosts fall into the next applicable Virtual Circuit.

n When Per Host QoS is enabled, a further level of traffic shaping is introduced. Traffic is first
shaped at the Host level, then at the Policy level. The bandwidth allocated will be themin-
imum of the two levels.

The following examples describe various Dynamic Virtual Circuit configurations.
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Name:Example 1

Bandwidth: 1024kbps

Direction:Both

Network Object: Internal Users

Dynamic Virtual Circuits
Enabled:Yes

Per Host Bandwidth:Auto

Per User Max Bandwidth:
100%

Host Location: Internal

Max Hosts:Auto

Internal Users  is a Network Object that defines all
hosts on the LAN side of the Alloc8 appliance.

If there is 1 user, they get the full 1024kbps.

If there are 2 users, they each get 512kbps and can
burst up to the full 1024kbps (if the other user is not
using their guaranteed 512kbps).

If there are 10 users, they each get 102kbps and can
burst up to the full 1024kbps (if the other users are not
using their guaranteed 102kbps).

Name:Example 2

Bandwidth: 1024kbps

Direction:Both

Network Object: Internal Users

Dynamic Virtual Circuits
Enabled:Yes

Per Host Bandwidth: 10%

Per User Max Bandwidth:No

Host Location: Internal

Max Hosts:Auto

Internal Users  is a Network Object that defines all
hosts on the LAN side of the Alloc8 appliance.

If there is 1 user, they get 102kbps and cannot burst.

If there are 10 users, they each get 102kbps and
cannot burst.

If there are 100 users, the first 10 users each get
102kbps and cannot burst. The remaining 90 users
will not match this VC.

Name:Example 3

Bandwidth: 1024kbps

Direction:Both

Network Object: Internal Users

Dynamic Virtual Circuits
Enabled:Yes

Per Host Bandwidth: 64kbps

Per User Max Bandwidth: 50%

Host Location: Internal

Max Hosts: 16

Internal Users  is a Network Object that defines all
hosts on the LAN side of the Alloc8 appliance.

If there is 1 user, they get 64kbps and can burst up to
512kbps.

If there are 16 users, they each get 64kbps and can
burst up to 512kbps (if the other users are not using
their guaranteed 64kbps).

If there are 30 users, the first 16 users each get
64kbps and can burst up to 512kbps (if the other users
are not using their guaranteed 64kbps). The remaining
14 users will not match this VC.

Name:Example 4

Bandwidth: 1024kbps

Direction:Both

Internal Users  is a Network Object that defines all
hosts on the LAN side of the Alloc8 appliance. "Citrix"
is an Application that defines Citrix traffic. This VC
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Network Object: Internal Users

Application:Citrix

Dynamic Virtual Circuits
Enabled:Yes

Per Host Bandwidth: 64kbps

Per User Max Bandwidth:No

Host Location: Internal

Max Hosts: 16

will match all Internal User's Citrix traffic.

If there is 1 user, they get 64kbps for their Citrix traffic
and cannot burst.

If there are 16 users, they each get 64kbps for their
Citrix traffic and cannot burst.

If there are 30 users, the first 16 users each get
64kbps for their Citrix traffic and cannot burst. The
remaining 14 users will not match this VC.

Policies

Policies are used to filter specific traffic and apply one or more actions to that traffic. The following properties can
be configured on all policies:

Filter rule are used to define which traffic matches a policy. Use the form below to add or modify filter properties:

VLAN A pre-defined VLAN Object, which can select traffic based on 802.1Q VLAN ID and/or
802.1P VLAN priority tag.

Host / Direction
/ Host

A predefined Network Object (static or dynamic), which can select traffic to/from specific
subnets or addresses.

ToS / DSCP 2 Select traffic based on DSCP/ToS marks in the IP header.

Application Select traffic based on a predefined Application Object or Application Group.

One or all of these properties can be set to capture traffic for the policy. If each item is set to All , the policy will
capture all traffic. This is called a Catch All Policy .

Note n Selecting an entry in only one drop down, will default all the other items to All , for example, if
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you want to configure a Filter Rule for all HTTP traffic, you can select HTTP from the 'Applic-
ation' drop down and save the policy without selecting anything else from the other drop
downs.

n By default, 4 Filter Rules can be created per policy. If more are required, fill out the first 4,
save the Policy, then edit the Policy and 4more lines will become available.

n To delete individual Filter Rules, set all the fields for that Filter Rule to blank or use the Optim-
izer > Policies page on theWebUI.

If the Optimize  action is selected, the following options will appear:

QoS Allocate bandwidth to the policy so that QoS can be applied to any matching traffic. All
bandwidth allocations are relative to the parent VC bandwidth. The following options are
available as a percentage of the parent VC bandwidth or as an explicit value in kbps.

Guaranteed
Bandwidth

Theminimum bandwidthmade available for the policy. This is not reserved bandwidth  if no
traffic is matched to this policy, the guaranteed bandwidth is available for use by other policies.

The guaranteed bandwidth of a single Policy must not exceed the parent Virtual Circuit
bandwidth and the sum of all guaranteed bandwidths in each policy within a Virtual Circuit
must not exceed the virtual Circuit bandwidth. In addition, the burst bandwidthmust be greater
than the guaranteed bandwidth, and less than or equal to the parent Virtual Circuit bandwidth.

Burst (Max)
Bandwidth

Themaximum bandwidthmade available for the policy. Once all guaranteed bandwidth is
allocated, the remaining (excess) bandwidth is made available for burst usage. This value is
themaximum burst bandwidth that will be allocated to a policy.

Burst
Priority

The burst priority is used to decide how excess bandwidth is distributed. Policies with a higher
burst priority will be preferred when allocating excess bandwidth for burst usage.

Packet
Marking

Mark individual packets matching this policy. The following packet marking options are
available.

DSCP /
ToS Mark

Set a DSCP/ToS mark in the IP header of all packets matching the policy.

For more information, refer to the DSCP / ToS How to Guide.
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VLAN
Rewrite

Rewrite the 802.1Q VLAN ID and/or Priority only if an existing VLAN header is present. This is
a packet based VLAN rewrite feature. Only packets matching this policy will be rewritten.
Other packets that do not match this policy may be required to be rewritten in order for this
feature to work (including non-IP packets such as ARP, which are not even processed by the
Optimizer). Ensure that your topology supports this method of rewriting VLAN IDs before using
this feature.

If the Ignore  action is selected, traffic that matches the policy is still monitored, but will be ignored by the optimizer
and pass through the appliance with no restriction on bandwidth. Typically this option is used for local traffic.

Note The "Ignore" option should not be used for policies within Dynamic Virtual Circuits.

If the "Discard" action is selected, traffic that matches the policy is dropped by the appliance. The following option
is available:

TheDiscard only the first packed of a connection option can be used in conjunction with a uni-directional
Virtual Circuit to discard connections originating from a specific side (WAN or LAN) of the appliance. For example,
when used with an inbound Virtual Circuit, the first (SYN) packet will be discarded - effectively blocking
connection establishment from theWAN but allowing traffic from established connections.

Note Any changes made to a Policy definition are global and will affect all Virtual Circuits that use that
Policy.

Optimizer Policies

Polices can be created and edited independently of the Optimizer Policy Tree. TheOptimizer > Policies page on
theWebUI lists all the system default and custom Policies. By default, there are no policies available. After
running the OptimizerWizard, a set of default policies will be installed.

The form at the top of the page allows you to create custom Policies.

Note See theOptimizer Policy Tree > Policies page for more information regarding creating custom
Policies.

You can also use this page to delete individual Filter Rules from within Policies.

Note Any changes made to Policies will affect all instances of that policy if it is in use by more than one
Virtual Circuit.

The following tables shows the policies that will be available to some of the default Application Groups after
running the Optimizer wizard.
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Num Name Min BW% Max BW% Priority Accelerate

1 Ignore - - - -

2 Accelerate - - - X

3 Choke 1%-3% 1 3 10 -

4 Limit Low 2%-10% 2 10 10 -

5 Limit Med 3%-50% 3 50 9 -

6 Limit High 4%-70% 4 70 8 -

7 Guarantee Low 5%-100% 5 100 7 -

8 GuaranteeMed 8%-100% 8 100 5 -

9 Guarantee High 10%-100% 10 100 3 -

10 Guarantee Critical 15%-100% 15 100 1 -

The followingmatrix shows the combination of default Application Groups and policies (above) that will bemade
available as default policies.

Application Group Policy Number

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

ALL X X X

Database X X X X X

Files X X X X X

Interactive X X X X

Mail X X X X X

P2P X X X

Recreational X X X X X

Secure X

Software Updates X X X X X

Streaming X X X X X

Thin Client X X X X
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Application Group Policy Number

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Voice X X X

Web X X X X X X

Optimizer Wizard

TheOptimizerWizard is a convenient way to populate the Optimizer with some default Policies.

Caution Running the OptimizerWizard will delete any existing Optimizer Policies andOptimizer
Configuration.

The fist 4 questions are always the same:

Do you want to start
Optimization when this wizard is
completed?

Selecting YES will start the Optimizer service automatically when you
compete all the steps in the wizard.

Do you want to configure
optimization policies?

Selecting YES will causeQuestions 2 and 3 to appear.

Do you want to accelerate? Selecting YES will create policies that accelerateWAN applications.
Youmust have another Alloc8 appliance on theWAN for this to work.

Do you want to apply QoS? Selecting YES will apply traffic shaping.

Depending on your answers to Questions 2 and 3, the following scenarios are possible.

Scenario 2:

n Do you want to accelerate?NO

n Do you want to apply QoS?YES
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This will enable QoS (traffic shaping) only. You have the choice of the type of default Policy template to apply.
There is a template better suited to Enterprise or one better suited to Service Providers. You will also need to
select theWAN topology that bests represents your deployment and also enter the inbound and outbound
bandwidths for this Alloc8 appliance.
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Chapter 5: Monitor the health of the
network
After installing and configuring your Alloc8 appliance you can start monitoring your network. You have full visibility
into the applications that users are accessing and the amount of inbound and outbound throughput that they reach.
Analyze the following dashboards to discover patterns in network traffic, identifying areas whereuser experience
on the network that can be improved by implementing new policies on the Alloc8 appliances.

n "Quickly review traffic on the Alloc8 appliance" on page 166

n "Explore the traffic on the network" on page 185

n View the data throughput on the interfaces

n "Monitor traffic by subnet" on page 197

n "Monitor traffic by hosts" on page 209

n "Monitor user traffic" on page 213

n "Monitor the Alloc8 appliance hardware" on page 203

n "Monitor application performance on the network" on page 217

Change the time period reflected in the charts
The data displayed in the Dashboard charts can be focused on specific periods of time. Dashboard charts are
updated immediately after changing the time period and groups to be displayed.

1. Click Dashboard.

2. To change the time period reflected in charts, select the desired time period from theShow data for... list.

Each chart or dashboard uses a subset of the following time periods:

n Last 60 minutes—Data collected during the previous 60minutes, starting with the nearest five
minute interval. For example at 2:17pm, the chart displays data collected from 1:20pm to 2:20pm.

n Current hour—Data collected since the start of the hour. For example at 2:17pm, the chart displays
data from 2:00pm to 3:00pm.

n Previous hour—Data collected during the previous hour, ending that the start of the current hour.
For example at 2:17pm, the chart displays data from 1:00pm to 2:00pm.

n Today—Data collected sincemidnight of the current day.

n Yesterday—Data collected betweenmidnight and 11:59pm of the previous day.
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n Last 24 hours—Data collected for the previous 24 hours, up to the top of the current hour. For
example, on Tuesday at 2:17pm, the chart displays from Monday at 3:00pm to Tuesday at 3:00pm.

n Current week—Data collected for the current week, starting on Sunday at midnight.

n Last 7 days—Data collected over the previous seven days. For example, data collected from
12:00am Tuesday to 11:59pmMonday.

n Previous week—Data collected for the previous week, from the previous Sunday at midnight to
Saturday at 11:59pm.

n Current month—Data collected for the current calendar month. For example, all data collected for
July, regardless of how many days of themonth have passed.

n Last month—Data collected during the previous calendar month.

The time period of the dashboard is saved, and will display the selected time period each time the
dashboard is displayed.

3. In some charts, the data can be restricted to display only the inbound or outbound traffic. To view all
traffic in the chart, select in + out.

The traffic direction selected for the chart is saved, and is shown the next time the dashboard is displayed.

Create a PDF of a chart
All reports and charts can be generated as an Adobe Acrobat Portable Document Format (PDF) document for
saving or sharing others such as executives and upper management.

Note To view or print these files youmust install the free Adobe Reader or another PDF reader program
such as the Foxit Reader.

1. Navigate to the chart, and select any options for the chart, and select the appropriate time period.

2. To start generating a PDF of the report, click the PDF icon .

Depending on the amount of data in the chart, it may take a few minutes to generate the PDF.

3. When the PDF is generated, to save the PDF click Download.

Quickly review traffic on the Alloc8 appliance
The Alloc8 appliance dashboard displays a variety of charts that report on the traffic monitored by the selected
group's Alloc8 appliance. If there is no filtering option in a chart, the data in the chart represents both inbound and
outbound traffic.

Analyze the dashboards to discover patterns in network traffic, identifying areas where acceleration and user
experience on the network can be improved by implementing new policies on the Alloc8 appliance.

n "Overview dashboard" on page 167

n "Executive Summary dashboard" on page 179

n "System dashboard" on page 183
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Overview dashboard

Get insight into the traffic flowing through the Alloc8 appliance.

n "Dashboard chart: App Performance SLA" on page 167

n "Dashboard chart: Recreational Traffic" on page 182

n "Dashboard chart: Traffic by App" on page 170

n "Dashboard chart: Traffic by Hosts or Users" on page 175

Dashboard chart: App Performance SLA

Alloc8 appliances monitor an application's network performance by passively measuring several properties of a
TCP conversation and combining them to given an overall performance score (APS score). By reviewing the
performance of applications and comparing the results against the service level agreements (SLA), determine
which applications are not performing to adequate levels.

Tip To investigate why the score is being reported, on the Alloc8 appliance navigate toMonitor
> Service Levels > Application Performance Score (APS).

Note For additional information on configuring Application Performance Scores on the Alloc8
appliances, refer to "Monitor application performance on the network" on page 217.

1. Click Dashboard.

2. Select Overview from the list of dashboards.

3. Select the time period to be reflected in the chart. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

4. Select whether the chart displays the trending, low scores, or top scores traffic.

n trending—Display the applications whose performance is decreasing the fastest. The degradation is
represented in the chart by a gray line.
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n low scores—Display the applications with the lowest application performance scores.

n top scores—Display the applications with the highest application performance scores.

The chart is immediately updated to reflect the selected options.

The Application Performance chart can provide detailed information on individual applications.

n Themost recent application score is displayed at the end of the application row. The score, between 0 and
10, reflects how well the application performed relative to the specified thresholds. The line color identifies
the application performance throughout the time period reflected in the chart.

n Green—Good to Excellent performance. Reported scores are between 8.5 - 10.

n Yellow—Fair performance. Reported scores are between 7.0 - 8.5.

n Red—Poor to Unacceptable performance. Reported scores are less than 7.0.
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Tip Check the top of the Dashboard to see the time remaining until the data in the charts is refreshed.

Dashboard chart: Recreational Traffic

Having visibility into key recreational application groups is the first step in being able tomanage them. The
applications within these groups are generally undesirable as they can impact the performance of key business
applications, negatively impact user experience, reduce the productivity of users, introduce viruses to the
network, and enable downloading of illegal or copyrightedmaterial. By default, the Alloc8 appliance considers the
following application groups as Recreational: games, instant messaging, peer-to-peer (P2P), social networking,
and streaming.

The Recreational Traffic chart displays the amount of data transferred by recreational applications groups, and
what percentage of the overall traffic on the network is recreational. The data in the chart represents both inbound
and outbound traffic.

1. Click Dashboard.

2. Select Overview orExecutive Summary from the list of dashboards.

3. Select the time period to be reflected in the charts. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

All charts are immediately updated to reflect the selected options.

Tip Check the top of the Dashboard to see the time remaining until the data in the charts is refreshed.

Dashboard chart: Top URLs

Displays the top URLs with the highest amount of traffic for the selected time period. Use the data in this report to
determine if the appropriate URLs are dominating your web traffic. For example, if non-business critical URLs are
appearing in the top of the report, it is likely that Internet access and applications that are critical to business are
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struggling for network access and are not giving users the best experience. Policy can be created to limit the
amount of bandwidth the non-business critical URLs can use, allowing the important applications to perform well
for users.

1. Click Dashboard.

2. Select Overview orExecutive Summary from the list of dashboards.

3. Select the time period to be reflected in the chart. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

4. Select whether the chart displays the inbound, outbound, or in + out traffic.

The traffic selection is saved, and is shown the next time the dashboard is displayed.

The chart is immediately updated to reflect the selected options.

5. To see how much data a single application transferred, refer to the right-hand column in the chart.

Tip Check the top of the Dashboard to see the time remaining until the data in the charts is refreshed.

Dashboard chart: Traffic by App

Identify applications generating a lot of traffic on the network, and determine which users are accessing those
applications. This report can show the throughput or volume of data over time, as well as the volume for the entire
selected period. This report shows the top three users accessing those applications.
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Display the chart

1. Click Dashboard.

2. Select Overview from the list of dashboards.

3. Select the time period to be reflected in the chart. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

4. Select what data is displayed in the chart:

n Throughput by—The amount of bandwidth used to transfer data for the top applications.

n Data Volume by—The amount of data that is transferred for the top applications.

5. Select whether the charts display the inbound, outbound, or in + out traffic.

The traffic selection is saved, and is shown the next time the dashboard is displayed.

6. To display user names in the chart, select Apps and Users. The Alloc8 appliancemust be configured to
integrate with Active Directory for the traffic to be associated with user names. See "Integrate the Alloc8
appliance with Active Directory" on page 34.

If the Alloc8 applianceis not configured to integrate with Active Directory, select Apps and Hosts. When
App + Hosts is selected, the chart displays IP addresses rather than user names.

7. When viewing the Throughput chart, select how to display the chart:

n Stacked Area—The stacked area chart displays throughput over time, where each application is dis-
played as a colored layer. This is useful for showing the relationship of the applications to the total
throughput.
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n Line—The line chart displays throughput over time, where each application is displayed as a line with
a common baseline and a common scale. This is useful for comparing throughput of the various
applications.

Tip Check the top of the Dashboard to see the time remaining until the data in the charts is refreshed.

Read the chart
The chart has three separate data areas:

n Left: A graph displaying the throughput or volume of data being transferred by the top applications on the net-
work.The data is broken down into intervals within the selected time period.
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n Center: A list of the Top Apps generating traffic on the network, and how much data has been transferred by
the application during the selected time period.

n Right: A graph of the top three hosts or users transferring data with the applications shown in the chart to the
left.

The Traffic by Apps chart can provide detailed information on individual applications and users.

n To view the values for the applications at a specific point in time, move the cursor over the chart.

A vertical line is drawn through the chart, and the data point for each application at the selected time is dis-
played. A dialog is also displayed with the specific amount of data transferred for each application at that
point in time.

n To view the throughput of a specific applications, and the top three hosts and users for that application,
hover on the application.

The Traffic by... chart highlights the selected application, and the Top Host or User by App chart highlights
the hosts or users generating traffic for the application.

n To identify the hosts or users accessing an application, hover over the colored bars in the Top Host or User
by App chart area to the right. If the host or user is listed in the "Dashboard chart: Traffic by Hosts or Users"
on page 175 chart, the data points associated with that host or user is highlighted in that chart as well. Each
section represents one application.

A dialog is displayed identifying the hosts or users, the amount of data transferred by them for that applic-
ation, and how they rank in total data usage compared to the other hosts or users generating traffic on the net-
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work.

What can I learn from the colors in the chart?

n In the Top Apps area, the color in the square beside an application name identifies that application's through-
put or data volume in the chart to the left. The same color identifies that application in the Top Apps by Hosts
or Users area "Dashboard chart: Traffic by Hosts or Users" on page 175 chart.

n The bars of the Top Apps chart represents the amount of data transferred by the application.

n The color used to represent a host or user in the Top Host or User by App column is consistent with the col-
ors used in the "Dashboard chart: Traffic by Hosts or Users" on page 175 chart.

n Any hosts or users transferring data that are not listed in the center Top Hosts or Users area of the "Dash-
board chart: Traffic by Hosts or Users" on page 175 chart are gray in color.

n For each application, the length of the host or user color bars represents the amount of data transferred for
each of the top three hosts or users.

Interpret the chart
As you review the data in the chart, youmay notice trends that require further investigation. The following list
includes common trends and possible explanations.

Top 3 Per

For each item in the top 10 chart, the Top 3 of another factor is shown. For instance, for each application in the top
Apps chart, the Top 3 Per can show the Top 3 users of that application.
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n "The Top 3 Per chart area is all color, and there are no gray items" on page 191

n "Items in the Top 10 list have nothing in the Top 3 chart" on page 193

n "The Top 3 chart does not display three items" on page 192

Dashboard chart: Traffic by Hosts or Users

Identify hosts or users generating a lot of traffic on the network, and determine which applications they are
accessing. This report can show the throughput or volume of data over time, as well as the volume for the entire
selected period. This report can show the top three applications being accessing by the hosts or users.

Display the chart

1. Click Dashboard.

2. Select Overview from the list of dashboards.

3. Select the time period to be reflected in the chart. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

4. Select what data is displayed in the chart:

n Throughput by—The amount of bandwidth used by the host or user to transfer data.

n Data Volume by—The amount of data that is transferred by the host or user.

5. Select whether the charts display the inbound, outbound, or in + out traffic.

The traffic selection is saved, and is shown the next time the dashboard is displayed.

6. To display user names in the chart, select Apps and Users. The Alloc8 appliancemust be configured to
integrate with Active Directory for the traffic to be associated with user names.

If the Alloc8 applianceis not configured to integrate with Active Directory, select Apps and Hosts. When
Apps and Hosts is selected, the chart displays IP addresses rather than user names.

7. When viewing the Throughput chart, select how to display the chart:
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n Stacked Area—The stacked area chart displays throughput over time, where each user or internal
host is displayed as a colored layer. This is useful for showing the relationship of the host or user to
the total throughput.

n Line—The line chart displays throughput over time, where each user or internal host is displayed as a
line with a common baseline and a common scale. This is useful for comparing throughput of the vari-
ous users or internal hosts.

Tip Check the top of the Dashboard to see the time remaining until the data in the charts is refreshed.

Read the chart
The chart has three separate data areas:
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n Left: A graph displaying the throughput or volume of data being transferred by the top users or internal hosts
on the network.The data is broken down into intervals within the selected time period.

n Center: A list of the Top Users or Internal Hosts generating traffic on the network, and how much data has
been transferred by them during the selected time period.

n Right: A graph of the top three applications transferring data for the user or internal host shown in the chart to
the left.

The Traffic by Hosts or Users chart can provide detailed information on individual users and applications.

n To view the values for the users or internal hosts at a specific point in time, move the cursor over the chart.

A vertical line is drawn through the chart, and the data point for each user or internal host at the selected time
is displayed. A dialog is also displayed with the specific amount of data transferred by each user or internal
host at that point in time.

n To view the throughput of a specific user or internal host, and the top three applications for that user, hover
on the host or user name.

The Traffic by... chart highlights the selected user or internal host, and the Top Applications by Host or
User chart highlights the applications that user or internal host are generating traffic for.

n To identify the applications used by a user or internal host, hover over the colored bars in the Top Apps by
Host or User chart area to the right. If the application is listed in the"Dashboard chart: Traffic by App" on
page 170 chart, the data points associated with that application is highlighted in that chart as well. Each
section represents one application.

A dialog is displayed identifying the applications, the amount of data transferred for the application for that
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user, and how they rank in total data usage compared to the other applications accessed over the network.

What can I learn from the colors in the chart?

n In the Top Users or Internal Hosts area, the color in the square beside a user name identifies that user's
throughput or data volume in the chart to the left. The same color identifies that user in the Top Users or
Internal Hosts by App area "Dashboard chart: Traffic by App" on page 170 chart.

n The bars of the Top Users or Internal Hosts chart represents the amount of data transferred by each of the
hosts or users.

n The color used to represent an application in the Top Apps by Host or User column is consistent with the col-
ors used in the "Dashboard chart: Traffic by App" on page 170 chart.

n Any applications transferring data that are not listed in the center Top Apps area of the "Dashboard chart:
Traffic by App" on page 170 chart are gray in color.

n For each user, the length of the application color bars represents the amount of data transferred for each of
their top three applications.

Interpret the chart
As you review the data in the chart, youmay notice trends that require further investigation. The following list
includes common trends and possible explanations.

Top 3 Per
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For each item in the top 10 chart, the Top 3 of another factor is shown. For instance, for each application in the top
Apps chart, the Top 3 Per can show the Top 3 users of that application.

n "The Top 3 Per chart area is all color, and there are no gray items" on page 191

n "Items in the Top 10 list have nothing in the Top 3 chart" on page 193

n "The Top 3 chart does not display three items" on page 192

Executive Summary dashboard

View information of interest to upper management personnel. These charts contain very high level information on
the traffic flowing through the network.

n "Dashboard chart: Top Apps" on page 179

n "Dashboard chart: Recreational Traffic" on page 182

n "Dashboard chart: Top URLs" on page 180

n "Dashboard chart: Top Hosts" on page 181

n "Dashboard chart: Reduction for Top Apps" on page 182

Dashboard chart: Top Apps

Display the top applications with the highest amount of traffic transferred for the selected time period. Use the data
in this report to determine if the appropriate applications are dominating your web traffic. For example, if non-
business critical applications are appearing in the top of the report, it is likely that applications that are critical to
business are struggling for network access and are not giving users the best experience. Policy can be created to
limit the amount of bandwidth the non-business critical applications can use, allowing the important applications to
perform well for users.
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The Top Applications chart also displays the change in ranking of the application when compared to the previous
time period. For example if the selected time period is Today, the data collected for today is compared against the
data for yesterday. If, when compared, the application was ranked #8 in data transferred for yesterday, but today is
ranked #3, +5 is displayed beside the application to indicate that the applicationmoved up 5 positions in the
ranking. Applications that are new to the Top Applications chart, and do not have a comparative ranking, display a
*.

1. Click Dashboard.

2. Select Executive Summary from the list of dashboards.

3. Select the time period to be reflected in the chart. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

All charts are immediately updated to reflect the selected options.

4. Select whether the chart displays the inbound, outbound, or in + out traffic,

Tip Check the top of the Dashboard to see the time remaining until the data in the charts is refreshed.

Dashboard chart: Top URLs

Displays the top URLs with the highest amount of traffic for the selected time period. Use the data in this report to
determine if the appropriate URLs are dominating your web traffic. For example, if non-business critical URLs are
appearing in the top of the report, it is likely that Internet access and applications that are critical to business are
struggling for network access and are not giving users the best experience. Policy can be created to limit the
amount of bandwidth the non-business critical URLs can use, allowing the important applications to perform well
for users.

1. Click Dashboard.

2. Select Overview orExecutive Summary from the list of dashboards.
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3. Select the time period to be reflected in the chart. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

4. Select whether the chart displays the inbound, outbound, or in + out traffic.

The traffic selection is saved, and is shown the next time the dashboard is displayed.

The chart is immediately updated to reflect the selected options.

5. To see how much data a single application transferred, refer to the right-hand column in the chart.

Tip Check the top of the Dashboard to see the time remaining until the data in the charts is refreshed.

Dashboard chart: Top Hosts

Displays the top hosts with the highest amount of traffic for the selected time period. Use the data in this report to
determine if the appropriate hosts are dominating your web traffic.

1. Click Dashboard.

2. Select Executive Summary from the list of dashboards.

3. Select the time period to be reflected in the chart. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

4. Select whether the chart displays the inbound, outbound, or in + out traffic.

The traffic selection is saved, and is shown the next time the dashboard is displayed.

5. To see how much data a single host transferred, refer to the right-hand column in the chart.

Tip Check the top of the Dashboard to see the time remaining until the data in the charts is refreshed.
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Dashboard chart: Recreational Traffic

Having visibility into key recreational application groups is the first step in being able tomanage them. The
applications within these groups are generally undesirable as they can impact the performance of key business
applications, negatively impact user experience, reduce the productivity of users, introduce viruses to the
network, and enable downloading of illegal or copyrightedmaterial. By default, the Alloc8 appliance considers the
following application groups as Recreational: games, instant messaging, peer-to-peer (P2P), social networking,
and streaming.

The Recreational Traffic chart displays the amount of data transferred by recreational applications groups, and
what percentage of the overall traffic on the network is recreational. The data in the chart represents both inbound
and outbound traffic.

1. Click Dashboard.

2. Select Overview orExecutive Summary from the list of dashboards.

3. Select the time period to be reflected in the charts. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

All charts are immediately updated to reflect the selected options.

Tip Check the top of the Dashboard to see the time remaining until the data in the charts is refreshed.

Dashboard chart: Reduction for Top Apps

The optimizations configured on the Alloc8 appliance translates into saving bandwidth on the network. This report
displays the volume of data that has been saved by all Alloc8 appliance together for the selected time period, as
well as the savings for each of the top applications.
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To see the reduction in traffic for the selected time period, refer to theReduction column. The report displays the
amount of the reduction, and what percentage of the traffic the savings represents.

Note The data in the chart represents both inbound and outbound traffic.

The list of applications includes the top ten applications with the highest amount of data transferred
on the network. All other applications used on the network are combined into a single entry, and
reported as All other applications.

1. Click Dashboard.

2. Select Executive Summary from the list of dashboards.

3. Select the time period to be reflected in the charts. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

All charts are immediately updated to reflect the selected options.

System dashboard

Use the System dashboard tomonitor the hardware and usage of the Alloc8 appliance. For each of the areas listed
below, a small sparkline chart is displayed presenting the data trend for the selected time period. The chart also
identifies the highest and lowest data values for the time period, andmarks the highest data point in purple, and the
lowest point in orange.
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By viewing these sparklines together, you can look for correlations in the data to help diagnose problems. Brush
your mouse over the sparklines to display a vertical line through all charts, identifying the activity at the same point
in time across all charts. Use the vertical line to identify whether areas of the system are experiencing similar
peaks or troughs.

Tip Click within the sparkline row to display a larger view of the chart.

The System dashboard includes the following charts:

n Peak utilization (inbound and outbound)

Displays the inbound and outbound throughput for all bridges configured on the Alloc8 appliance.

For amore information on this chart, seeMonitor the traffic passing through bridges and interfaces.

n Packets per second (inbound and outbound)

Displays the number of LAN-side andWAN-side packets (inbound and outbound) that have passed through
each bridge on the Alloc8 appliance per second.

For amore information on this chart, seeMonitor the traffic passing through bridges and interfaces.

n Current Connections andNew Connections

Displays the number of concurrent users, services, and hardware connected to the Alloc8 appliance.

For amore information on this chart, see "Identify the number of connections" on page 204.

n Accelerated Connections andNew Accelerated Connections

Displays the number of concurrent users and services connected to the Alloc8 appliance that are being
accelerated.

For amore information on this chart, see Identify the number of accelerated connections.

n CPU Usage

Displays the percentage of the CPU used to process traffic on the Alloc8 appliance. When the usage
approaches 100%, the appliance is processingmany requests and theremay be processes queued waiting
to be handled, and performancemay be reduced.

For amore information on this chart, see "Monitor CPU usage on the Alloc8 appliance" on page 206.

n CPU Temperature
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Displays the temperature of the Alloc8 appliance CPU. Acceptable temperature levels are unique for each
network environment as the CPU temperature can be impacted by the temperature of the room where the
Alloc8 appliance is located, and how many other servers are generating heat in the room.

For amore information on this chart, see "Monitor the appliance CPU temperature" on page 205.

n RAM Usage

Displays the RAM used by the Alloc8 appliance as it processes the traffic passing through the appliance.

For amore information on this chart, see "Monitor RAM and Swap usage" on page 206.

n Swap Usage

Displays the amount Swap space being used for processes that need additional RAM.

For amore information on this chart, see "Monitor RAM and Swap usage" on page 206.

Explore the traffic on the network
The Explore chart can be used to explore network usage by various factors of interest to you. You can select two
factors to show the usage of each and the interaction between them. For instance, the chart can be configured to
explore the network usage by application or application group, and by users or internal hosts.

Note To understand how to read the data in the charts, see "Interpret the traffic exploration charts" on
page 190.

Display the chart

1. Click Monitor > Explore Traffic.

2. Select the time period to be reflected in the chart. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

3. Select the traffic to include in the report; select Applications or Application Groups, and Users or Internal
Hosts.

4. Select the toggles to display in the report.

As the toggles are selected, the report is automatically updated.

What traffic can be included in the report?
Focus the report on the traffic for applications or application groups, and users or internal hosts.

n Applications or Application Groups

n Applications—Uses data for the applications configured on the Alloc8 appliance.

Any applications manually added to the Alloc8 appliance are included in the report. See "Add a new
application" on page 95 on the Alloc8 appliance.

n Application groups—Uses data for all the applications within the application groups configured
on the Alloc8 appliance.
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Application Groups are used to gather individual applications into a logical group. The Alloc8
appliance has a default set of application groups that categorize applications into groups such as
Games, File Services, or Mail.

Any applications groups manually added to the Alloc8 appliance are included in the report. See "Add
an application group" on page 99 on the Alloc8 appliance.

n Users or Internal Hosts

n Users—Displays the traffic for users who are logged into the network with Active Directory
credentials.

The Alloc8 appliances must be integrated with Active Directory for the IP addresses generating
traffic to be associated with user names. See "Integrate the Alloc8 appliance with Active Directory"
on page 34.

n Internal Hosts—Displays users andmachines who are accessing applications over the network,
but are not logged into the network through Active Directory. The traffic for these users and
machines are logged based on IP address.

What information can be included in the report?
Select the data displayed in the report by turning the following toggles on and off.

n Inbound—Data being sent through the Alloc8 appliance into the local area network.

n Outbound—Data being sent through the Alloc8 appliance out of the local area network.

n Time Series—The throughput or volume of data being transferred on the network based on the traffic
selections made for the report.The data is broken down into intervals within the selected time period. The
Time Series chart can display one of the following:

n Throughput by—The amount of bandwidth used while transfering data. When viewing the
Throughput chart, select how to display the chart:

n Stacked Area—The stacked area chart displays throughput over time, where each Top 10
entry is displayed as a colored layer. This is useful for showing their relationship to the total
throughput.
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n Line—The line chart displays throughput over time, where each of the Top 10 results are dis-
played as a line with a common baseline and a common scale. This is useful for comparing
throughput of the various Top 10 items.

n Data Volume by—The amount of data that is transferred. Show image...
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n Top 10—The Top 10 items generating traffic on the network, and how much data has been transferred by
them during the selected time period. Show image...

n Top 3 Per—For each item in the Top 10 chart, the Top 3 of another factor is shown. For instance, for each
host in the top 10 chart, the Top 3 Per can show the Top 3 applications accessed by the host. Show
image...
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n Num—Displays the total number of apps or users for the corresponding item in the Top 10 list. For
instance, for the Top 10 Apps, the chart displays the total number of users accessing the application. The
shading of the block corresponds in ranking as compared to other items in the list. Show image...

n Remaining Traffic—Adds the total data transferred for all other users or applications on the network to the
charts. The remaining traffic is scaled against the Top 10 values in the chart. Show image...
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Interpret the traffic exploration charts

This report can give you different views into your network traffic. By selecting different chart components, you can
identify patterns in your network traffic. For example, when exploring the Applications and Hosts, you can answer
questions such as:

n What are the top applications onmy network, and how does the bandwidth usage for these applications
change over time?

n What are the top hosts accessing each application?

n How popular is each application, as measured by the number of hosts accessing it?

Those questions can also be asked with respect to Application groups or Users. As you explore, however, there
may be patterns that emerge that require further analysis. The following list includes common patterns and
possible explanations.

Note To understand what areas of the network traffic the different charts represent, see "Explore the
traffic on the network" on page 185.

Top 3 Per

For each item in the Top 10 chart, the Top 3 of another factor is shown. For instance, for each application in the top
10 chart, the Top 3 Per can show the Top 3 users of that application.

n "The Top 3 Per chart area is all color, and there are no gray items" on page 191

n "Items in the Top 10 list have nothing in the Top 3 chart" on page 193

n "The Top 3 chart does not display three items" on page 192

Num

Identifies the total number of apps or users for the corresponding item in the Top 10 list. For instance, for the Top
10 Apps, the chart displays the total number of users accessing the application. The shading of the block
corresponds in ranking as compared to other items in the list.
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n "The number of users is high for one application OR The number of users is low for one application" on page
191

n "A single user generates traffic for a large number of applications" on page 191

Remaining Traffic

Displays the total amount of data transferred for all other users or applications on the network. The remaining
traffic is scaled against the Top 10 values in the chart.

n "The remaining traffic is lower than the items in the Top 10 list" on page 191

n "The remaining traffic is larger than the items in the Top 10 list" on page 191

The number of users is high for one application OR The number of users is low for one application

A high number of users for a single applications is an indication of the popularity of that application on the network.

A low number of users for a single application that appears in the Top 10 list indicates that the application
generates significant amount traffic on the network for each user. The network activity for this application should
bemonitored to determine if the behavior is temporary or an emerging pattern.

What can I do?
If the application is business-critical, consider creating an Application Performance Score for the application to
ensure it continues to perform well for all users.

If the application is not business-critical, consider creating a policy to limit the amount of bandwidth that can be
used by the application. This will ensure that business critical applications are not impacted by the users
generating traffic for this application.

For information on creating policies and setting APS scores, see "OptimizerWizard" on page 163 and "Monitor
application performance on the network" on page 217.

A single user generates traffic for a large number of applications

To determine what applications the user has accessed, you can investigate further by viewing the Users report.
See "Monitor user traffic" on page 213.

The remaining traffic is larger than the items in the Top 10 list

When the amount of data transferred by all the items that are not in the Top 10 list (Remaining Traffic) is higher
than the items in the Top 10 list, this indicates that the items in the Top 10 list are only a small part of the traffic
generators.

The remaining traffic is lower than the items in the Top 10 list

When the amount of data transferred by all the items that are not in the Top 10 list (Remaining Traffic) is lower than
the items in the Top 10 list, this indicates that the items in the Top 10 list are the significant traffic generators.

The Top 3 Per chart area is all color, and there are no gray items

This indicates that the Top 10 items on the network are consistently being heavily used. For example, when
looking at the Top 10 application groups, if the Top 3 chart is all color then the top applications are being used by
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the top users andmachines on the network.

The Top 3 chart does not display three items

Possible reasons that the Top 3 chart does not have three items in the chart include:

n It is possible that the Top 10 item is only transferring data for as many Top 3 items as are listed. Hover over
the area to see the data breakdown.

n One of the Top 10 items has transferred a lot of data. Relative to this the other Top 10 items have very little
data, and are not large enough to create a colored bar area. This causes it to appear as if there are no Top 3
items transferring data for the app. Hover over the blank area to see the breakdown of transferred data. For
example, if SOPCAST has transferred a large amount of data, it may appear that the other applications
such as GMail andQuicktime have not transferred any data.

One application sends a large amount of data across the network

When a single application send a large amount of data across the network, the network activity for this application
should bemonitored to determine if the behavior is temporary or an emerging pattern.

What can I do?
If the application is business-critical, consider creating an Application Performance Score for the application to
ensure it continues to perform well for all users.
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If the application is not business-critical, consider creating a policy to limit the amount of bandwidth that can be
used by the application. This will ensure that business critical applications are not impacted by the users
generating traffic for this application.

For information on creating policies and setting APS scores, see "OptimizerWizard" on page 163 and "Monitor
application performance on the network" on page 217.

Items in the Top 10 list have nothing in the Top 3 chart

One of the Top 10 items has transferred a lot of data. Relative to this the other Top 10 items have very little data,
and are not large enough to create a colored bar area. This causes it to appear as if there are no Top 3 items
transferring data for the app. Hover over the blank area to see the breakdown of transferred data. For example, if
SOPCAST has transferred a large amount of data, it may appear that the other applications such as GMail and
Quicktime have not transferred any data.

Monitor applications accessed on the network
Display the top applications with the highest amount of traffic transferred for the selected time period. Use the data
in this report to determine if the appropriate applications are dominating your web traffic. For example, if non-
business critical applications are appearing in the top of the report, it is likely that applications that are critical to
business are struggling for network access and are not giving users the best experience. Policies can be created
to limit the amount of bandwidth the non-business critical applications can use, allowing the important applications
to perform well for users.

Note To understand how to read the data in the charts, see "Interpret the Applications charts" on page
196.

Display the chart

1. Click Monitor > Applications.

2. Select the time period to be reflected in the chart. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

3. Select the toggles to display in the report.

As the toggles are selected, the report is automatically updated.

4. To review the application traffic for a smaller section of the chart, at the bottom of the chart move the zoom
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sliders to the desired time period. On all browsers except Internet Explorer, you can also click and drag
within the chart to zoom in. As you zoom in, the zoom range controller continues to display the chart for the
time period selected in Step 2.

Tomove through the chart while zoomed in, in the chart area press Shift and click and drag the chart to the
left or right, or you can also click and drag the zoomed in area in the zoom range controller.

To reset the chart, click Zoom Out or double-click the chart.

5. To seemore information on a data point within the chart, hover on that area of the chart.

6. If the chart has been filtered by Subnet or Virtual Circuit, to display the applications for the entire network
remove the filter.

What information can be included in the report?
By default, the Applications report displays the following charts areas:

n Time Series—The throughput of data being transferred by the Top Apps over the selected time period.

n Top Apps—The top applications generating traffic on the network, and how much data has been trans-
ferred on the network during the selected time period. The Top Apps list is always displayed in the chart area
and cannot be toggled off.
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n Pie—Displays the Top Apps list as a pie chart. Hovering over a section of the pie highlights the coordin-
ating data in the other areas of the chart.

Select the data displayed in the report by turning the following toggles on and off.

n Inbound—Data being sent through the Alloc8 appliance into the local area network.

n Outbound—Data being sent through the Alloc8 appliance out of the local area network.

n Time series display—The Time Series chart can display one of the following:

n Stacked Area—The stacked area chart displays throughput over time, where each Top Apps entry is
displayed as a colored layer. This is useful for showing their relationship to the total throughput.

n Line—The line chart displays throughput over time, where each of the Top Apps results are displayed
as a line with a common baseline and a common scale. This is useful for comparing throughput of the
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various Top Apps.

n Remaining Traffic—Adds the total data transferred for all other applications on the network to the charts.
The remaining traffic is scaled against the Top Apps values in the chart.

n Data Details—Displays a table of data outlining the Total Volume and Average Throughput of each applic-
ation.

Interpret the Applications charts

Use the data in this report to determine if the appropriate applications are dominating your web traffic. For
example, if non-business critical applications are appearing in the top of the report, it is likely that applications that
are critical to business are struggling for network access and are not giving users the best experience.

As you review the data, however, theremay be patterns that emerge that require further analysis. The following list
includes common patterns and possible explanations.

Note To understand what areas of the network traffic the different charts represent, see "Monitor
applications accessed on the network" on page 193.

Top Apps

Displays the Top Apps generating traffic on the network, and how much data has been transferred by them
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during the selected time period.

n "One application sends a large amount of data across the network" on page 192

Remaining Traffic

Identifies the total data transferred for all other applications on the network. The remaining traffic is scaled
against the Top Apps values in the chart.

n "The remaining traffic is lower than the items in the Top 10 list" on page 191

n "The remaining traffic is larger than the items in the Top 10 list" on page 191

Monitor traffic by subnet
A network object, referred to as a subnet for monitoring purposes, can includemultiple network subnets and/or
multiple IP addresses. With the subnets report you canmonitor traffic by these defined subnets, and see network
usage for each of your branch offices, your business departments, a class of network devices such as printers, or
any other network object that you define.

The inbound and outbound traffic for these subnets are reported separately. Inbound and outbound traffic is relative
to the subnet, not relative to the Alloc8 appliance.

When subnets are defined, they can be specified as being either internal (on the LAN side of the Alloc8 appliance)
or external (on theWAN side of the Alloc8 appliance). Filter the subnets report by internal subnets or external
subnets using the drop-down at the top of the page. Monitor the traffic on each subnet configured to pass through
the Alloc8 appliance. By toggling different chart components, you can view the subnet usage and look for trends in
areas such as application use or the number of users on the subnet.

Note To understand how to read the data in the charts, see "Interpret the traffic exploration charts" on
page 190.

Display the chart

1. Click Monitor > Subnets.

2. Select the time period to be reflected in the chart. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

3. Select whether the chart displays data for All Subnets, Internal Subnets, or External Subnets.

n All Subnets—All subnets configured on the Alloc8 appliance, regardless of whether they are
defined as internal or external.

n Internal Subnets—All subnets and hosts defined by the Network Object that exist on the LAN side
of the appliance. The subnet was defined as Internal when the network object was created on the
Alloc8 appliance.

n External Subnets—All subnets and hosts defined by the Network Object that exist on theWAN
side of the appliance. The subnet was defined as External when the network object was created on
the Alloc8 appliance.
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4. (Optional) Select what category of traffic to include in the report; select Apps per Subnet, App Groups per
Subnet, Hosts per Subnet, orUsers per Subnet.

5. Select the toggles to display in the report.

As the toggles are selected, the report is automatically updated.

6. To drill-down to amore detailed view of the selected subnet category of data (application, user, or host
traffic), click the subnet from the Top Subnets chart or click the subnet within the data details table.

For example, when viewing the Users per Subnet category in the chart, to view additional information on
the users of the subnet, click the subnet name in the data details chart. The Users chart is displayed and
the data in the chart is filtered for the selected subnet rather than displaying all users on the network.

After viewing the filtered chart, return to the subnet chart by clickingMonitor > Network and select
Subnets.

7. To review the subnet traffic for a smaller section of the chart, at the bottom of the chart move the zoom
sliders to the desired time period. On all browsers except Internet Explorer, you can also click and drag
within the chart to zoom in. As you zoom in, the zoom range controller continues to display the chart for the
time period selected in Step 2.

Tomove through the chart while zoomed in, in the chart area press Shift and click and drag the chart to the
left or right, or you can also click and drag the zoomed in area in the zoom range controller.

To reset the chart, click Zoom Out or double-click the chart.

8. To seemore information on a data point within the chart, hover on that area of the chart.

Note Any network objects that do not have the Subnet Report checkbox selected are not included in the
report.

What information can be included in the report?
The Subnets report automatically includes the chart areas listed below. These areas cannot be toggled on and off.

n Time Series—The throughput of data being transferred for the selected group of subnets presented over
the selected time period.

n Top Subnets—The Top 10 subnets by data volume generating traffic on the network, and how much data
has been transferred on the subnet during the selected time period. Show image...
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n Top 3 Per Subnet—For each subnet in the Top 10 chart, the Top 3 of another category is shown. For
instance, for each subnet in the top 10 chart, the Top 3 Per can show the Top 3 applications by data volume
accessed on the subnet. Show image...

n Num—For each subnet in the Top 10 chart, the number of items observed of the selected secondary cat-
egory is shown. For instance, when the Top Apps per Subnet is selected, the Num chart displays the total
number of application groups being observed in the subnet. The shading of the block corresponds in ranking
as compared to other items in the list. Show image...
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Select the data displayed in the report by turning the following toggles on and off.

n Inbound andOutbound

n Inbound—Conversations initiated outside the subnet with machines inside the subnet.

n Outbound—Conversations initiated inside the subnet with machines outside the subnet.

If conversations are observed by the Alloc8 appliance that are wholly contained within the defined subnet,
the endpoint of the conversation with the lower IP address is considered internal (outbound) to the subnet,
and the higher IP address is considered external (inbound) to the subnet. In this scenario, the conversation
traffic would be accounted for in both the inbound traffic and the outbound traffic.

n Time series display—The Time Series chart can display one of the following:

n Stacked Area—The stacked area chart displays throughput over time, where each Top 10 entry is
displayed as a colored layer. This is useful for showing their relationship to the total throughput.
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n Line—The line chart displays throughput over time, where each of the Top 10 results are displayed
as a line with a common baseline and a common scale. This is useful for comparing throughput of the
various Top 10 items.

n Pie—Displays the Top Subnets list as a pie chart. Hovering over a section of the pie highlights the coordin-
ating data in the other areas of the chart.

n Data Details—Displays a table of data outlining the Total Volume and Average Throughput of each
subnet, as well as whether the subnet is Internal or External.

The Data Details table also includes the data for the traffic category selected for the charts. For example, if
Apps per Subnet is selected, each subnet in the Data Details chart includes a sub-list of the top three
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applications generating traffic on that subnet. When the columns of the Data Details chart are sorted, they
are sorted by the subnet data and the data of the traffic category is not sorted.

n Subnet traffic categories

The breakdown of traffic for each subnet can be shown by app, by app group, by user, or by host. For
instance, selecting Apps per Subnet displays the top three apps for each of the top subnets as well as the
number of apps observed in that subnet. The Users per Subnet and Hosts per Subnet charts shows the
traffic to and from users and hosts defined within the subnet.

n Apps per Subnet—Displays data for the applications configured on the Alloc8 appliance.

Any applications manually added to the Alloc8 appliance are included in the report. See "Add a new
application" on page 95 on the Alloc8 appliance.

n App Groups per Subnet—Displays data for all the applications within the application groups
configured on the Alloc8 appliance.

Application Groups are used to gather individual applications into a logical group. The Alloc8
appliance has a default set of application groups that categorize applications into groups such as
Games, File Services, or Mail.

Any applications groups manually added to the Alloc8 appliance are included in the report. See "Add
an application group" on page 99 on the Alloc8 appliance.

n Users per Subnet—Displays the subnet traffic for users who are logged into the network with
Active Directory credentials.

The Alloc8 appliances must be integrated with Active Directory for the IP addresses generating
traffic to be associated with user names. See "Integrate the Alloc8 appliance with Active Directory"
on page 34.

n Hosts per Subnet—Displays users andmachines who are accessing applications over the
subnet. The traffic for these users andmachines are logged based on IP address.

Interpret the subnet charts

This report can give you different views into the network traffic for a particular subnet. By selecting different chart
components, you can identify patterns in your subnet traffic. For example, when exploring the subnet charts, you
can answer questions such as:

n What are the top subnets?

n Is the bandwidth usage unusual for a particular subnet?

n What are the top apps for a particular subnet and do all the top subnets have the same top applications? Sim-
ilar questions can be asked for application groups, users, and hosts.

n How many applications are seen in a particular subnet and do all the top subnets see the same number of
applications?

n How many active users or hosts are on the network within a particular subnet?

As you explore, however, theremay be patterns that emerge that require further analysis. The following list
includes common patterns and possible explanations.
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Note To understand what areas of the subnet traffic the different charts represent, see "Monitor traffic by
subnet" on page 197.

Top 3 per Subnet

For each item in the Top 10 chart, the Top 3 of another factor is shown. For instance, for each subnet in the top 10
chart, the Top 3 per Subnet can show the Top 3 applications of that subnet.

n "The Top 3 Per chart area is all color, and there are no gray items" on page 191

n "Items in the Top 10 list have nothing in the Top 3 chart" on page 193

n "The Top 3 chart does not display three items" on page 192

Subnet missing from the Subnet report

When I generate the Subnet report, I do not see a specific subnet listed in the charts or in the data details table.

What can I do?
When a static network object is created, you can select whether to include the subnet in reports. If the checkbox is
not selected, the subnet is not included in the report.

1. Click Objects > Network and switch to theNetwork Objects tab.

2. Locate the subnet in the list, and click Edit.

3. Review the settings for the subnet and ensure theSubnet Report checkbox is selected.

See "Create a static network object" on page 105.

Monitor the Alloc8 appliance hardware
Various factors related to hardware performance contribute to the health of the Alloc8 appliance. When any of
those factors encounter issues, it can impact the performance of the appliance and the speed at which traffic is
able to flow through the network. Ensure the appliance performs at acceptable levels by monitoring the
connections to the appliance, the CPU usage and temperature, and the RAM and swap usage.

n "Identify the number of connections" on page 204

n Identify the number of accelerated connections

n "Monitor CPU usage on the Alloc8 appliance" on page 206

n "Monitor the appliance CPU temperature" on page 205

n "Monitor RAM and Swap usage" on page 206

As youmonitor the health of the appliance, theremay be patterns that emerge that require further analysis. The
following list includes common patterns and possible explanations.

n "Paging errors or excessive swapping" on page 209

n "The device is spontaneously rebooting" on page 208

n "The device is slow" on page 209
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n "CPU temperature is high" on page 208

n "CPU usage is high" on page 208

Identify the number of connections

On your network, users, services, and hardware communicate by making connections that flow through the Alloc8
appliance. The Connections chart displays the number of concurrent connections that are flowing through the
Alloc8 appliance during the selected time period. The chart also displays the number of new connections
established per second on the Alloc8 appliance.

1. Click Monitor > System and select Connections.

2. Select the time period to be reflected in the chart. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

3. To review the connections for a smaller section of the chart, at the bottom of the chart move the zoom
sliders to the desired time period. On all browsers except Internet Explorer, you can also click and drag
within the chart to zoom in. As you zoom in, the zoom range controller continues to display the chart for the
time period selected in Step 2.

Tomove through the chart while zoomed in, in the chart area press Shift and click and drag the chart to the
left or right, or you can also click and drag the zoomed in area in the zoom range controller.

To reset the chart, click Zoom Out or double-click the chart.

4. To seemore information on a data point within the chart, hover on that area of the chart.

The Current Connections are displayed as a solid green line, and the New Connections per second are a
dashed blue line.

Interpret the chart
As you review the data in the chart, youmay notice trends that require further investigation. The following list
includes common trends and possible explanations.
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n "The device is spontaneously rebooting" on page 208

n "The device is slow" on page 209

n High spikes in the number of connections

Monitor the appliance CPU temperature

The Alloc8 appliance has internal sensors that report the temperature of the CPU. As the temperature rises, the
appliancemay not perform as well as expected. With higher temperatures the appliancemay experience slowness
or may shut down entirely. Monitor the appliance to ensure that critical CPU temperatures are avoided.

Acceptable temperature levels are unique for each network environment as the CPU temperature can be impacted
by the temperature of the room where the Alloc8 appliance is located, and how many other servers are generating
heat in the room.

1. Click Monitor > System and select CPU Temperature.

2. Select the time period to be reflected in the chart. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

3. To review the temperatures for a smaller section of the chart, at the bottom of the chart move the zoom
sliders to the desired time period. On all browsers except Internet Explorer, you can also click and drag
within the chart to zoom in. As you zoom in, the zoom range controller continues to display the chart for the
time period selected in Step 2.

Tomove through the chart while zoomed in, in the chart area press Shift and click and drag the chart to the
left or right, or you can also click and drag the zoomed in area in the zoom range controller.

To reset the chart, click Zoom Out or double-click the chart.

4. To seemore information on a data point within the chart, hover on that area of the chart.

Interpret the chart
As you review the data in the chart, youmay notice trends that require further investigation. The following list
includes common trends and possible explanations.
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n "CPU temperature is high" on page 208

Monitor CPU usage on the Alloc8 appliance

The CPU usage reflects how busy the Alloc8 appliance is while processing the traffic. When the usage
approaches 100%, the appliance is processingmany requests and theremay be traffic queued waiting to be
handled, and performancemay be reduced.

1. Click Monitor > System and select CPU Usage.

2. Select the time period to be reflected in the chart. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

3. To review the CPU usage for a smaller section of the chart, at the bottom of the chart move the zoom
sliders to the desired time period. On all browsers except Internet Explorer, you can also click and drag
within the chart to zoom in. As you zoom in, the zoom range controller continues to display the chart for the
time period selected in Step 2.

Tomove through the chart while zoomed in, in the chart area press Shift and click and drag the chart to the
left or right, or you can also click and drag the zoomed in area in the zoom range controller.

To reset the chart, click Zoom Out or double-click the chart.

4. To seemore information on a data point within the chart, hover on that area of the chart.

Interpret the chart
As you review the data in the chart, youmay notice trends that require further investigation. The following list
includes common trends and possible explanations.

n "CPU usage is high" on page 208

Monitor RAM and Swap usage

RAM is used by the Alloc8 appliance as it passes traffic through the appliance and controls or accelerates the
traffic as specified by policy and optimization settings. When there is a need for more RAM than is available on the
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Alloc8 appliance, large amounts of data can bemoved to the available virtual memory Swap space, freeing up
RAM.

Monitor the amount of RAM being used by the Alloc8 appliance and how much swapping the appliance is doing to
ensure that the appliance is not experiencing any performance issues because of inadequate RAM or excessive
swapping.

1. Click Monitor > System and select RAM.

2. Select the time period to be reflected in the chart. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

3. To review the RAM and swap usage for a smaller section of the chart, at the bottom of the chart move the
zoom sliders to the desired time period. On all browsers except Internet Explorer, you can also click and
drag within the chart to zoom in. As you zoom in, the zoom range controller continues to display the chart
for the time period selected in Step 2.

Tomove through the chart while zoomed in, in the chart area press Shift and click and drag the chart to the
left or right, or you can also click and drag the zoomed in area in the zoom range controller.

To reset the chart, click Zoom Out or double-click the chart.

4. To seemore information on a data point within the chart, hover on that area of the chart.

Interpret the chart
As you review the data in the chart, youmay notice trends that require further investigation. The following list
includes common trends and possible explanations.

n "Paging errors or excessive swapping" on page 209

n "The device is slow" on page 209

n Acceleration is slow
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Interpret the hardware health charts

As youmonitor the health of the appliance, theremay be patterns that emerge that require further analysis. The
following list includes common patterns and possible explanations.

n "Paging errors or excessive swapping" on page 209

n "The device is spontaneously rebooting" on page 208

n "The device is slow" on page 209

n "CPU temperature is high" on page 208

n "CPU usage is high" on page 208

CPU temperature is high

The Alloc8 appliance has internal sensors that report the temperature of the CPU. As the temperature rises, the
appliancemay not perform as well as expected. With higher temperatures the appliancemay experience slowness
or may shut down entirely. Monitor the appliance to ensure that critical CPU temperatures are avoided.

Acceptable temperature levels are unique for each network environment as the CPU temperature can be impacted
by the temperature of the room where the Alloc8 appliance is located, and how many other servers are generating
heat in the room.

What can I do?
If the CPU temperature consistently reports high temperatures, open a case with Nomadix Support Services. See
"Open a case with Nomadix Support Services" on page 238.

CPU usage is high

The CPU usage reflects how busy the Alloc8 appliance is while processing the traffic. When the usage
approaches 100%, the appliance is processingmany requests and theremay be traffic queued waiting to be
handled, and performancemay be reduced.

What can I do?

1. Verify that the number of connections is within the acceptable range for the Alloc8 appliance as specified on
"Alloc8 appliance product family" on page 17. See Identify the number of accelerated connections. When the
number of connections exceeds the limits of the device, the CPU usage can go up as the device attempts to
handle the connections.

2. In some instances, for example during caching, theremay be a small number of connections but the traffic
being passed on the connections causes the CPU to work very hard to process the traffic, which in turn
causes the CPU usage to go up.

3. If the connections appear reasonable, but CPU usage consistently reports close to 100% usage, open a
case with Nomadix Support Services. See "Open a case with Nomadix Support Services" on page 238.

The device is spontaneously rebooting

The Alloc8 appliance reboots without a scheduled reboot and without any intervention from a user.

What can I do?
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1. Verify that the number of connections is within the acceptable range for the Alloc8 appliance as specified on
"Alloc8 appliance product family" on page 17. Systems that report unusually high spikes in the number of
connections or the rate at which connections are establishedmay be experiencing some form of Denial of
Service (DoS) attack. Review the firewall logs for entries around the time of the spike to determine if there is
a DoS attack.

2. If the number of connections is reasonable, review the RAM usage. See "Monitor RAM and Swap usage" on
page 206. When the RAM usage is consistently close to the greenmaximum RAM line, the Alloc8 appliance
is overwhelmed handling the traffic passing through the appliance.

3. If the connections and RAM usage appears reasonable, open a case with Nomadix Support Services. See
"Open a case with Nomadix Support Services" on page 238.

The device is slow

The Alloc8 appliance is slow to handle the traffic on the network.

What can I do?

1. Verify that the number of connections is within the acceptable range for the Alloc8 appliance as specified on
"Alloc8 appliance product family" on page 17. Systems that report unusually high spikes in the number of
connections or the rate at which connections are establishedmay be experiencing some form of Denial of
Service (DoS) attack. Review the firewall logs for entries around the time of the spike to determine if there is
a DoS attack.

2. If the number of connections is reasonable, review the RAM usage. See "Monitor RAM and Swap usage" on
page 206. When the RAM usage is consistently close to the greenmaximum RAM line, the Alloc8 appliance
is overwhelmed handling the traffic passing through the appliance.

3. If the connections and RAM usage appears reasonable, open a case with Nomadix Support Services. See
"Open a case with Nomadix Support Services" on page 238.

Paging errors or excessive swapping

When you see paging errors or excessive use of the swap, it can indicate that there are processes that are using a
large amount of RAM, and other processes cannot run smoothly.

What can I do?
If you experience this issue, open a case with Nomadix Support Services. See "Open a case with Nomadix
Support Services" on page 238.

Monitor traffic by hosts
Identify the hosts generating a lot of traffic on the network, and display which applications are being accessed by
the hosts. The traffic for these users andmachines are logged based on IP address. Review the throughput of data
over time, as well as the amount transferred for the entire selected period for the top hosts on the network.

Display the chart
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1. Click Monitor > Hosts.

2. Select the time period to be reflected in the chart. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

3. Select the toggles to display in the report.

As the toggles are selected, the report is automatically updated.

4. To review the host traffic for a smaller section of the chart, at the bottom of the chart move the zoom sliders
to the desired time period. On all browsers except Internet Explorer, you can also click and drag within the
chart to zoom in. As you zoom in, the zoom range controller continues to display the chart for the time
period selected in Step 2.

Tomove through the chart while zoomed in, in the chart area press Shift and click and drag the chart to the
left or right, or you can also click and drag the zoomed in area in the zoom range controller.

To reset the chart, click Zoom Out or double-click the chart.

5. To seemore information on a data point within the chart, hover on that area of the chart.

6. If the chart has been filtered by Subnet or Virtual Circuit, to display the hosts for the entire network remove
the filter.

What information can be included in the report?
By default, the Hosts report displays the following charts areas:

n Time Series—The throughput of data being transferred for the Top Hosts over the selected time period.

n Top Hosts—The top 10 hosts generating traffic on the network, and how much data has been transferred
on the network during the selected time period. The Top Hosts list is always displayed in the chart area and
cannot be toggled off.
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n Pie—Displays the Top Hosts list as a pie chart. Hovering over a section of the pie highlights the coordin-
ating data in the other areas of the chart.

Select the data displayed in the report by turning the following toggles on and off.

n Inbound—Data being sent through the Alloc8 appliance into the local area network.

n Outbound—Data being sent through the Alloc8 appliance out of the local area network.

n Time series display—The Time Series chart can display one of the following:

n Stacked Area—The stacked area chart displays throughput over time, where each Top Hosts entry
is displayed as a colored layer. This is useful for showing their relationship to the total throughput.
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n Line—The line chart displays throughput over time, where each of the Top Hosts results are dis-
played as a line with a common baseline and a common scale. This is useful for comparing through-
put of the various Top Hosts.

n Remaining Traffic—Adds the total data transferred for all other applications on the network to the charts.
The remaining traffic is scaled against the Top Hosts in the chart.
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n Data Details—Displays a table of data outlining the Total Volume and Average Throughput of each host.

Interpret the chart
As you review the data, theremay be patterns that emerge that require further analysis. The following list includes
common patterns and possible explanations for specific areas of the chart.

Remaining Traffic

Displays the total amount of data transferred for all other hosts on the network. The remaining traffic is scaled
against the Top 10 values in the chart.

n "The remaining traffic is lower than the items in the Top 10 list" on page 191

n "The remaining traffic is larger than the items in the Top 10 list" on page 191

Monitor user traffic
Identify the users generating a lot of traffic on the network, and determine which applications they are accessing.
The chart displays the traffic for users who are logged into the network with Active Directory credentials. Review
the throughput of data over time, as well as the amount transferred for the entire selected period for the top users
on the network.

Note The Alloc8 appliances must be integrated with Active Directory for the IP addresses generating
traffic to be associated with user names. See "Integrate the Alloc8 appliance with Active
Directory" on page 34.

Display the chart

1. Click Monitor > Users.

2. Select the time period to be reflected in the chart. See "Change the time period reflected in the charts" on
page 165.

3. Select the toggles to display in the report.

As the toggles are selected, the report is automatically updated.

4. To review the user traffic for a smaller section of the chart, at the bottom of the chart move the zoom sliders
to the desired time period. On all browsers except Internet Explorer, you can also click and drag within the
chart to zoom in. As you zoom in, the zoom range controller continues to display the chart for the time
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period selected in Step 2.

Tomove through the chart while zoomed in, in the chart area press Shift and click and drag the chart to the
left or right, or you can also click and drag the zoomed in area in the zoom range controller.

To reset the chart, click Zoom Out or double-click the chart.

5. To seemore information on a data point within the chart, hover on that area of the chart.

6. If the chart has been filtered by Subnet or Virtual Circuit, to display the users for the entire network remove
the filter.

What information can be included in the report?
By default, the Users report displays the following charts areas:

n Time Series—The throughput of data being transferred for the Top Users over the selected time period.

n Top Users—The top 10 users generating traffic on the network, and how much data has been transferred
on the network during the selected time period. The Top Users list is always displayed in the chart area and
cannot be toggled off.

n Pie—Displays the Top Users list as a pie chart. Hovering over a section of the pie highlights the coordin-
ating data in the other areas of the chart.
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Select the data displayed in the report by turning the following toggles on and off.

n Inbound—Data being sent through the Alloc8 appliance into the local area network.

n Outbound—Data being sent through the Alloc8 appliance out of the local area network.

n Time series display—The Time Series chart can display one of the following:

n Stacked Area—The stacked area chart displays throughput over time, where each Top Users entry
is displayed as a colored layer. This is useful for showing their relationship to the total throughput. 

n Line—The line chart displays throughput over time, where each of the Top Users results are dis-
played as a line with a common baseline and a common scale. This is useful for comparing through-
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put of the various Top Users.

n Remaining Traffic—Adds the total data transferred for all other applications on the network to the charts.
The remaining traffic is scaled against the Top Users in the chart.

n Data Details—Displays a table of data outlining the Total Volume and Average Throughput of each user.

Interpret the chart
As you review the data, theremay be patterns that emerge that require further analysis. The following list includes
common patterns and possible explanations for specific areas of the chart.

Remaining Traffic

Displays the total amount of data transferred for all other users on the network. The remaining traffic is scaled
against the Top Users in the chart.

n "The remaining traffic is lower than the items in the Top 10 list" on page 191

n "The remaining traffic is larger than the items in the Top 10 list" on page 191
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Monitor application performance on the network
Every company has applications that are considered business-critical that need to be performing at their best at all
times. Analysing the performance of networked applications is a common task faced by network administrators.
Often the root cause of an application's poor performance is not understood, and a common response is to
undertake an expensive, often unnecessary upgrade of network capacity.

The Alloc8 appliance canmonitor several properties of an application's TCP flows and collect metrics. These
metrics are compared to an established threshold and given a score between one and ten, known as the
Application Performance Score (APS). The appliance can alsomonitor a single metric value within TCP flows for a
specified application, known as Application PerformanceMetrics (APM).

IT departments use the Application Performance Score (APS) to determine what is performing well, and what is
performing poorly. APS and APM have thresholds that identify acceptable performance levels for the applications.
When themetric values cross the configured threshold, notifications are sent alerting the necessary users so they
can review the issue andmake the necessary modifications to allow the applications to perform within the
threshold level.

Reports on the Application Performance Score can be easily communicated to senior management and to users to
help explain how the applications are performing. The reports can also be used to diagnose and determine where
issues are in the network. For each APS score, the results for themetrics can identify the specific area of the
network that is impacting the performance of the application, for instance server delay, network delay, or jitter.
This makes it easier to fix any network issues and get the application back to optimum performance levels.

n "How are themetrics calculated?" on page 217

n "View the Application Performance Score results" on page 225

n "Calculate an Application Performance Score" on page 222

n "Capture Application PerformanceMetrics" on page 227

How are the metrics calculated?

Application performancemetrics measure a single aspect of the TCP flows generated by an application, while
Application Performance Scores measuremultiple areas of the flows for a particular application. Themetrics that
can bemeasured are:

n "Round trip time" on page 217

n "Read and write transactions" on page 218

n "Packet loss" on page 221

n "View TCP health" on page 222

Round trip time

Round trip time (RTT) is themeasure of how long it takes for a very small packet to travel from a client computer,
Alloc8 appliance, or other networking component, to cross a network and return. As each packet is intercepted, it
is time stamped with a highly accurate nanosecond resolution clock source. With the Alloc8 appliance positioned
between the client and server, two individual calculations aremade to determine a total round-trip time: the round
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trip time from the Alloc8 appliance to the client and back (Client RTT), and the round trip time from the Alloc8
appliance to the server and back (Server RTT).

The APM estimates the round-trip time when the connection is established as part of a TCP connection, and
continually updates this estimate as data is sent across the connection. The following diagram illustrates how the
round trip time is calculated:

Server RTT:

n RTTs1 = t2 - t1

n RTTs2 = t5 - t4

Client RTT:

n RTTc1 = t3 - t2

n RTTc2 = t7 - t6

Average Server RTT = (RTTs1 + RTTs2)/2

Average Client RTT = (RTTc1 + RTTc2)/2

Average Total RTT = avRTTs + avRTTc

Read and write transactions

A transaction is defined as a client request followed by a server reply, including both TCP and UDP flows. With
each read and write transaction between a client and a server, the following values aremeasured and used to
calculate how long the transaction takes to complete:

n Network Delay— the overall time taken for data to cross from a client to a server, or from the server to a cli-
ent.

n Server Delay— the time taken for a server to respond to a request.

n Network Jitter—measures the variability of the network delay time. This is expressed as amultiple of one
standard deviation.
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To understand the details of the calculations, see "Calculating read transactionmetrics" on page 219 and
"Calculating write transactionmetrics" on page 220.

Calculating read transaction metrics

When a client computer requests information from the server, the request and response are tracked to determine
how long it takes for the client to send the request, and the server to send the requested data back to the client.
The diagram below shows the flow of information between the client, the Alloc8 appliance, and the server, and
identifies the points in the transaction where time stamps are acquired.

Network Delay for Request (N1)

1. The client sends a request to the server.

2. When the request passes through the Alloc8 appliance, the time stamp is noted as the beginning of the
request (t1).

3. When the end of the request passes through the Alloc8 appliance, the time stamp is noted (t2).

t2 – t1 = The amount of time it takes the client request to pass through the Alloc8 appliance.

4. The server receives the complete client request.

Server Delay (S)

5. After the server receives a request from the client, the server takes some time to process the request. This
is the Server delay (S).

Network Delay for Response (N2)

6. The server’s response to the client request is sent, andmay be sent in a number of packets.

7. When the first response passes through the Alloc8 appliance, the time stamp is noted (t3).

8. When the end of the last response passes through the Alloc8 appliance, the time stamp is noted (t4).
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t4 – t3 = The amount of time it takes the data requested by the client to pass through the Alloc8
appliance.

9. The client receives the data requested from the server.

The total transaction time for a Read transaction is calculated as Transaction time = N1 + S + N2
where:

n N1 = ½ RTTclient + (t2 – t1) + ½ RTTserver

n S = (t3 – t2) – RTTserver

n N2 = ½ RTTserver + (t4 – t3) + ½ RTTclient

Calculating write transaction metrics

When a client computer sends information to be written to the server, the request and response are tracked to
determine how long it takes for the client to send the data to the server, and the server to send acknowledgment of
receiving the data back to the client. The diagram below shows the flow of information between the client, Alloc8
appliance, and the server, and identifies the points in the transaction where time stamps are acquired.

Network Delay for Request (N1)

1. The client sends data to be written on the server, andmay be sent in a number of packets.

2. When the first data packet starts passing through the Alloc8 appliance, the time stamp is noted as the begin-
ning of the packet (t1).

3. When the end of the last data packet passes through the Alloc8 appliance, the time stamp is noted (t2).

t2 – t1 = The amount of time it takes the client to send data through the Alloc8 appliance.

4. The server receives all the data from the client.

Server Delay (S)
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5. There is a very small delay between receiving the data from the client and the acknowledgement that is sent
from the Server back to the client. This is the Server delay (S).

Network Delay for Response (N2)

6. The server’s acknowledgement response to the client that the data has been received is sent.

7. When the response passes through the Alloc8 appliance, the time stamp is noted (t3).

8. When the end of the response passes through the Alloc8 appliance, the time stamp is noted (t4).

t4 – t3 = The amount of time it takes the server response to pass through the Alloc8 appliance.

9. The client receives the response from the server.

The total transaction time for aWrite transaction is calculated as Transaction time = N1 + S + N2where:

n N1 = ½ RTTclient + (t2 – t1) + ½ RTTserver

n S = (t3 – t2) – RTTserver

n N2 = ½ RTTserver + (t4 – t3) + ½ RTTclient

Normalization of the Network Delay

To create accurate comparisons of the network delay experienced by a transaction, the appliancemust analyze
packets of the same size (normalized). All other factors being equal, the transaction delays should increase with
the amount of data transferred or the transaction size.

Tomake the APS score independent of transaction size, the transaction delay metrics are normalized using a
constant of 1024 bytes. The normalized network delay is calculated as follows:
Normalized Network Delay = Total Network delay * 1024 / transaction bytes

Note The number of bytes used to normalize the calculation of the network delay during a transaction
can be configured through the CLI. See CLI: APM.

Packet loss

Packet loss occurs when one or more packets within a transmission are successfully sent, but fail to arrive at the
destination. Packet loss can be caused by a variety of factors including network congestion, faulty network
components such as hardware or drivers, or corrupted packets within the transmission. If the transmission
experiences packet loss, it may cause the following:

n Jitter in video conferences

n Gaps in audio during VoIP communications

n Performance issues when streamingmedia

To recover from packet loss, datamust be retransmitted to the destination to complete requests successfully. The
amount of data retransmitted per flow is used to calculate the Network Efficiency metric.
Efficiency = 100% * (transferred - retransmitted) / transferred

and
Network Loss = 100 - Efficiency
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Note Network Loss, not Efficiency, is used when calculating APS.

View TCP health

Whenmonitoring the overall performance of the TCP traffic on your network, watch for connections that are
aborted, refused, or ignored over time.

n Aborted—Connections were established, but were closed by a RST (reset) issued by either the client or
server rather than a clean close. High numbers of aborted connections can point to network or server
problems.

n Refused—A SYN packet was observed and a RST or ICMP "connection refused" message was received
in response. This usually means the server is up, but the application is unavailable or not working correctly.
It can also indicate a TCP port scan is occurring.

n Ignored—A SYN packet was observed, but no SYN-ACK response was received. This usually means
the server is not responding, does not exist, is not accessible, or is ignoring the connection request. It can
also indicate a TCP port scan is occurring.

The TCP Health Report displays aborted, ignored, and refused TCP connections for the selected time period, as

well as displaying the total TCP connections.

<image>

1. Click Monitor > Service Levels and switch to the TCP Health.

2. From the Category list select Applications.

The Report can be viewed by Applications, Internal Hosts, or External Hosts.

3. To change the time period that the report covers, select theRange from the list.

4. Click the name of the application to view the TCP Health details and a graph for that item.

<image>

Calculate an Application Performance Score

The Application Performance Score combines selected application performancemetrics to form an overall score
that is used tomonitor the performance of a networked application. To calculate the APS the results of eachmetric
is compared against the threshold for themetric and is classified into one of three categories:

n Good—The baseline for the application is good, and the application is performing within the expected levels
(below the threshold), and users will be happy with the performance of the application.

n Tolerated—The performance of the application is less than expected, but is still performing within a range
that you should be able to tolerate (between the threshold and four times the threshold). The performance
isn't great, but users will be OK with it.

n Frustrated—The application is performing really poorly (more than four times the threshold), and users will
be frustrated with the performance.

The APS score is a number between 0 and 10 that measures the network performance of an application:
aps = 10 * (satisfied samples + (tolerated samples / 2)) / total samples
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Example: Calculating an APS

A threshold is configured for Network Delay as T = 300 msec for HTTP.

In one 10s period, 11 flows are sampled for HTTP with the following results:

n 5 flow samples are > 300ms but < 1200ms

n 6 flow samples are < 300ms

The APS score is calculated as follows:
aps = 10 * (6 + 5/2) / 11 = 7.7

Because the appropriate threshold for an application is unique for each network environment, the Alloc8 appliance
canmonitor the traffic for an application and create a recommended set of thresholds that can be used for creating
an APS. Recommended thresholds can be generated for existing APS objects if the current thresholds do not
seem to be accurate. The Alloc8 appliance can also generate APS scores for non-transactional protocol traffic
between the client and server, such as Citrix XenApp Servers or Microsoft Remote Desktop.

Configure the Alloc8 appliance tomonitor the important or business-critical applications running on the network
through APS.

1. "Create an Application Performance Score object" on page 223

2. "Generate recommended Application Performance Score thresholds" on page 224

3. "Review andmodify the APS threshold values" on page 226

4. "View the Application Performance Score results" on page 225

Create an Application Performance Score object

Create Application Performance Score (APS) objects for each of the important, business-critical applications
running on the network to ensure that they are performing well. If an application reports a score below the
acceptable threshold values, a notification is sent to the configured users.

1. Click Objects > Service Levels and switch to theApplication Performance Score tab.

2. Click Add New APS Object.

3. Type a name for the score.

4. In theApplication list, select the application traffic to monitor.

5. Specify the internal IP addresses that this APS object shouldmeasure. For example, specify ALL or a
network object representing internal subnets.

6. Specify the external IP addresses that this APS object shouldmeasure. For example, specify ALL or a
network object representing external application servers.

7. Select theAlert Enable checkbox.

8. In theAlert Threshold field type themaximum number of milliseconds (ms) allowed for themetric to
complete before an alert is triggered.

9. In theAlert Trigger Delay list, select how long themetric needs to remain above the threshold before the
alert is sent.
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10. Set the thresholds for the APS metrics.

n To generate a list of recommended thresholds for the APS metrics, see "Generate recommended
Application Performance Score thresholds" on page 224.

n To set specific scoringmetrics without generating a baseline, deselect the Auto Baseline checkbox
and enter the values for eachmetric.

11. If the application uses a non-transactional protocol for traffic between the client and server, such as Citrix
XenApp Servers or Microsoft Remote Desktop, select theNon-Transactional Protocol checkbox.

12. Click Add New APS Object.

The object is added to the list of configured APS objects.

13. Click System > Setup > Alerts, and ensure that the Send Email and SNMP Trap alerts are enabled for
APS.

Generate recommended Application Performance Score thresholds

Automatically create set of recommended threshold values for the Application Performance Score (APS) based on
the traffic passing through the Alloc8 appliance over a specified period of time. If the configured thresholds are not
performing as expected, run the auto baseline analysis to generate a new set of recommended values.

Note To ensure that the baseline values accurately reflect the usage of the application, start generating
the baseline during a time period when users are actively generating traffic for the application.

1. Click Objects > Service Levels and switch to theApplication Performance Score tab.

2. Locate the APS object in the list, and click Edit.

3. In the Baseline Info area, select the amount of time that the traffic will be analyzed to generate the APS
baseline.

Select the time period for the baseline based on how popular the application is. For example, if there is a lot
of HTTP traffic on the network, the 1 hour period will be long enough to analyze traffic and create an
accurate baseline. For an application that is not used very often, use the 1 week baseline period to ensure
that enough traffic is analyzed to generate baseline recommendations.

4. Click Start Baseline.

Traffic is analyzed during the specified period, and a set of recommended thresholds is generated.

To receive an email when the baseline period is over, ensure that the Alloc8 appliance is configured to send
email notifications.

Note If no traffic is transferred during the selected auto baseline period, the Alloc8 appliance
continues to analyze traffic for the next time period. For example, if no traffic is transferred
during the one hour period, the traffic continues to be analyzed for one day. After the traffic
has been analyzed for one week, and no traffic has been transferred, the auto baseline
analysis stops.

Each time the auto baseline completes for a time period, and no traffic has been analyzed,
an email notification is sent to the configured users.
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Generate an APS for non-transactional traffic

Applications like Citrix XenApp server or Microsoft Remote Desktop use non-transactional protocols that send
information between the client and server at arbitrary times. With these types of applications, the standardmethod
of calculating the Application Performance Score (APS) does not produce an accuratemetric. If the application
uses a non-transactional protocol, youmust specify that when creating APS object.

1. "Create an Application Performance Score object" on page 223, and ensure theNon-Transactional Pro-
tocol checkbox is selected.

Regenerate recommended Application Performance Score thresholds

If the configured thresholds are not performing as expected, run the auto baseline analysis to generate a new set of
recommended values.

Note To ensure that the baseline values accurately reflect the usage of the application, start generating
the baseline during a time period when users are actively generating traffic for the application.

1. Click Objects > Service Levels and switch to theApplication Performance Score tab.

2. Locate the APS object in the list, and click Edit.

3. In the Baseline Info area, select the amount of time that the traffic will be analyzed for generating the APS
baseline.

Select the time period for the baseline based on how popular the application is. For example, if there is a lot
of HTTP traffic on the network, the 1 hour period will be long enough to analyze traffic and create an
accurate baseline. For an application that is not used very often, use the 1 week baseline period to ensure
that enough traffic is analyzed to generate baseline recommendations.

4. Click Start Baseline.

Traffic is analyzed during the specified period, and a set of recommended thresholds is generated.

To receive an email when the baseline period is over, ensure that the Alloc8 appliance is configured to send
email notifications.

Note If no traffic is transferred during the selected auto baseline period, the Alloc8 appliance
continues to analyze traffic for the next time period. For example, if no traffic is transferred
during the one hour period, the traffic continues to be analyzed for one day. After the traffic
has been analyzed for one week, and no traffic has been transferred, the auto baseline
analysis stops.

Each time the auto baseline completes for a time period, and no traffic has been analyzed,
an email notification is sent to the configured users.

View the Application Performance Score results

The Application Performance Score combines selected Application PerformanceMetrics to form an overall score
that is used tomonitor the performance of a networked application.
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Note Tomonitor a new application, see "Create an Application Performance Score object" on page 223.

The Alloc8 appliance calculates the APS by comparing the results of eachmetric against the threshold for the
metric and is classified into one of three categories:

n Good—The baseline for the application is good, and the application is performing within the expected levels
(below the threshold), and users will be happy with the performance of the application.

n Tolerated—The performance of the application is less than expected, but is still performing within a range
that you should be able to tolerate (between the threshold and four times the threshold). The performance
isn't great, but users will be OK with it.

n Frustrated—The application is performing really poorly (more than four times the threshold), and users will
be frustrated with the performance.

The APS score is a number between 0 and 10 that measures the network performance of an application:
aps = 10 * (satisfied samples + (tolerated samples / 2)) / total samples

Example: Calculating an APS

A threshold is configured for Network Delay as T = 300 msec for HTTP.

In one 10s period, 11 flows are sampled for HTTP with the following results:

n 5 flow samples are > 300ms but < 1200ms

n 6 flow samples are < 300ms

The APS score is calculated as follows:
aps = 10 * (6 + 5/2) / 11 = 7.7

The Application Performance Score report displays the performance of each APS object over time in a chart, and
the table below lists each APS Object and includes the individual metrics used to calculate the score.

1. Click Monitor > Service Levels.

The colors indicate the category for eachmetric: Good is green, Tolerable is yellow, and Frustrated is red.
When no color is used it indicates ametric that does not contribute to the APS score because no threshold
has been configured for that metric.

2. Click the name of an APS score.

3. To change the time period that the report covers, select theRange from the list.

Review and modify the APS threshold values

After the APS baseline analysis has completed, review the recommended values and adjust the threshold values
as needed.

1. Click Objects > Service Levels and switch to theApplication Performance Score tab.

2. Locate the APS object in the list, and click Edit.

3. In the Baseline Info area, ensure the status of the auto baseline is Completed.
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4. In the ScoringMetrics area, review the recommended threshold values for the scoringmetrics generated by
the auto baseline analysis.

If the recommended threshold values are reasonable, click Apply Changes and proceed with Step 8.

Note The Network Loss metric is not calculated during the baseline analysis.

After the baseline analysis has successfully completed, the values in the Config column are editable.

5. Modify the threshold values as appropriate.

6. Click Apply Changes.

7. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Generate a PDF report of APS results

Create a report that contains the APS, TCP health, and TCP efficiency for a specified period of time.

1. Click Report and switch to thePDF Reports tab.

2. Click Add New PDF Report.

3. In the Report Selection area select APS, TCP Health, and TCP Efficiency.

4. In the Report Details area, type a name for the report.

5. Specify how often the report will be generated.

6. Click Add New Report.

7. To generate the report, locate the report in the list and click PDF.

Capture Application Performance Metrics

The Alloc8 appliance canmonitor several properties of the TCP flows specified applications, and collect metrics.
Thesemetrics are compared to an established threshold and given a score between one and ten, known as the
Application Performance Score (APS). The appliance can alsomonitor a single metric value within the TCP flows
for a specified application, known as Application PerformanceMetrics (APM). To understand what metrics are
included in the APM, see "How are themetrics calculated?" on page 217.

Create andmonitor APMs to identify delays in communication between network objects.

1. "Create an Application PerformanceMetric object" on page 228

2. "Send an alert when a threshold is crossed" on page 229

3. View Appliation PerformanceMetrics
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Create an Application Performance Metric object

Use Application PerformanceMetric (APM) objects to monitor the amount of time it takes to perform a specific
transaction, or when certain events occur. APM objects can send an alert when ametric takes longer than a
specified time.

1. Click Objects > Service Levels and switch to theApplication Performance Metric tab.

2. Click Add New APM Object.

3. Type a name for themetric.

4. In theMetric list, select the APMmetric to monitor from the following list:

Metric Description

bytes-lost Bytes lost due to retransmissions.

network-delay The time taken for data to traverse the network.

normailized-network-
delay

The normalizedmeasure of the time taken for transaction data
to traverse the network.

normalized-server-delay The normalizedmeasure of the time taken for a server to
respond to a transaction request.

normalized-transaction-
delay

The normalizedmeasure of the time taken for a client request
to be sent to a server, and the server's reply to be received by
the client.

round-trip-time The time taken for a packet to travel from a device, cross a
network, and return.

server-delay The time taken for a server to respond to a request.

tcp-connections-aborted A TCP connection reset after the connection is established.
(RST from client or server)

tcp-connections-ignored A TCP connection that expire in the SYN-SENT state. No
response is received from the server.

tcp-connection-refused A TCP connection that is reset before the connection is
established. (RST in SYN-SENT state)

tcp-connections-started The number of TCP connections initiated.

transaction-time The total time for a transaction (network + server)

5. In theApplication list, select the application traffic for the APM tomonitor.

6. Select the internal network object fo filter traffic.

7. Select the external network object to filter traffic.

8. In theAPM Threshold field type themaximum number of milliseconds (ms) allowed for themetric to
complete before an alert is triggered.

9. In theAlert Trigger Delay list, select how long themetric needs to remain above the threshold before the
alert is sent.
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10. Select theAlert Enable checkbox.

11. Click Apply Changes.

The object is added to the list of configured APMs.

Example

This following example shows an APM object that sends an alert when the server-delay metric for SMTP
traffic matching the local internal network-object exceeds 100ms over a period of 1 hour.

Send an alert when a threshold is crossed

Add ormodify the threshold settings that trigger alerts to be sent to administrators.

1. Click Objects > Service Levels and switch to theApplication Performance Metric tab.

2. In the list of configured APMs, locate the APM tomodify and click Edit.

3. In theAPM Threshold field type themaximum number of milliseconds (ms) allowed for themetric to
complete before an alert is triggered.

4. In theAlert Trigger Delay list, select how long themetric needs to remain above the threshold before the
alert is sent.

5. Select theAlert Enable checkbox.

6. Click Apply Changes.

The object is added to the list of configured APMs.

7. Click System > Setup > Alerts, and ensure that email and SNMP Trap alerts are enabled for APM.

Example

This following example shows an APM object that sends an alert when the server-delay metric for SMTP
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traffic matching the local internal network-object exceeds 100ms over a period of 1 hour.

Stop calculating application performance metrics

Stop the Alloc8 appliance from calculating Round Trip Time (RTT), Network and Server Delay, Loss and
Efficiency, and TCP Health

Caution Application performancemetrics must be enabled to calculate Application Performance Scores.

1. Click System > Setup and switch to theMonitoring tab.

2. In the ASAM section, clear thePerformance Metrics checkbox.

3. Click Apply Changes.

4. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.
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Chapter 6: Fix a Problem
If you are experiencing issues with the Alloc8 appliance, these troubleshooting topics may help resolve the issue.

n "Open a case with Nomadix Support Services" on page 238

n "System Diagnostics" on page 231

n "Logging" on page 239

n "Troubleshoot users" on page 242

n "Troubleshoot the Alloc8 appliance" on page 244

n "Troubleshoot the charts or dashboard" on page 243

n "Troubleshoot issues with Active Directory configuration" on page 245

Open a case with Nomadix Support Services
If you are experiencing a problem or have a question about the Alloc8 appliance, submit a ticket to Nomadix
Support Services.

1. Click System > Diagnostics > Log a Case.

2. Complete the fields in the form.

3. Ensure a brief summary of the problem or question is included in theSubject field.

4. Provide a detailed description of the question or the problem you are experiencing in theDescription field.

5. Select whether to attach a diagnostics file or monitoring report to the case.

6. Click Log Case.

After the case is submitted, a confirmationmessage containing a case number is sent to the email address
identified in the case.

System Diagnostics
System Diagnostics provide troubleshooting assistance in cases of system and network issues. The various
diagnostics pages include:

n "Notify administrators of system issues" on page 113: View status of system alerts

n "Diagnostics Files" on page 233: Generate and download diagnostics files

n "TCP Dump" on page 234: Run and download a TCP dump

n View the status of the community: View community diagnostics

n "Monitor" on page 235: View monitoring diagnostics
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n "Optimizer Diagnostics" on page 236: View optimizer diagnostics

n "NIC Diagnostics" on page 237: View NIC diagnostics

n "RAID Diagnostics" on page 237: View RAID adapter, logical and physical drive information

View the status of an alert

System alerts notify you of any system issues, that may require further attention and troubleshooting. If a system
alert is raised the system health status is set to 'Warning' and an email alert is sent.

1. Click System > Diagnostics, and switch to theSystem tab.

Anything that has generated alerts display the last time an alert was triggered, and the total number of alerts
that have been sent.

2. To view the alert that has triggered the warning, click the alarm name.

Use the information in this alert to help troubleshooting the issue.

3. To remove the history for an alert, click Reset.

The system health status is returned to OK.

Alert Name Description

CPU Utilization Alert raised when the CPU utilization threshold is reached. The trigger and
clear thresholds can be altered. The defaults are 95% and 80% busy
respectively.

System Disk Full Alert raised when the used disk space threshold is reached. The trigger and
clear thresholds can be altered. The defaults are 7% and 10% free
respectively.

Memory Paging Alert for memory use and paging. This means that the data in RAM is
swapped to disk. Excessive paging alerts could indicate a system that is
running low on RAM resources. Check RAM & SWAP graphs under
Monitoring > System.

Bridge Link Alert raised when one of the links of an enabled bridge is down.

Bridge Direction Alert raised when the appliance cabling is incorrect. In most cases, it
indicates theWAN interface has been incorrectly plugged into the LAN and
vice versa.

Link Negotiation Alert raised when the speed/duplex on an interface is set to auto, but it is
negotiating at half duplex and/or 10Mbps.

NIC Problems Alert raised when errors are present on the interfaces.

NIC Collisions Alert raised when collisions are present on the interfaces. The trigger and
clear thresholds can be altered. The defaults are 20 and 1 per 30 sec
respectively.
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Alert Name Description

NIC Dropped packets Alert raised when dropped packets are present on the interfaces.

SMB signed connections Alert raised when SMB signed connections are present.

Redundant Power Alert raised when one of the power supplies fails (only available on platforms
with power redundancy).

Redundant Storage Alert raised when one of the hard disks fails (only available on platforms with
storage redundancy).

Max Accelerated Connections
Exceeded

Alert raised when the number of accelerated connections exceeds the
licensed limit. Connections over the licensed limit pass through not
accelerated.

Asymmetric Route Detection Alert raised when traffic from a single connection comes in to the network
through one interface or node, and goes out through another interface or
node.

MAPI Encrypted Connections Alert raised when encryptedMAPI traffic to aMicrosft Exchange server is
detected on an Alloc8 appliance. EncryptedMAPI traffic cannot be
accelerated.

Diagnostics Files

Diagnostics files contain system state information and can aid in troubleshooting. Diagnostics files may be
requested by Nomadix TAC and can be generated and downloaded using the form below.

System snapshots are automatically generated when a process fails. If the 'Auto Support Notifications' option is
enabled, they are automatically sent to Nomadix TAC for further troubleshooting.
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Note Valid SMTP and DNS settings are required for diagnostics to be sent to Nomadix TAC.

TCP Dump

The following form can be used to generate a TCP Dump on the Alloc8 appliance. A TCP Dump captures packets
being transmitted or received from the specified interfaces and can assist in troubleshooting. A TCP Dump may
be requested by Nomadix TAC.

Note when ALL is selected for the Interface, only those interfaces which are link up will be included.

Interface Select an interface to run the TCP dump on. Select ALL to capture packets on all (link up)
interfaces.

Timeout Select the time for which the TCP Dumpwill run.

Filter Set a filter if required. More information on tcpdump filters is available at www.tcpdump.org

Status Shows the status of a running TCP Dump

Saved TCP Dumps can then be downloaded and/or emailed to Nomadix TAC using the form below.
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Note Valid SMTP and DNS settings are required for TCP Dumps to be sent to Nomadix TAC.

Monitor

Themonitor diagnostics display the current monitor settings and the status of monitor and collector processes.

Note To configureMonitor settings, navigate toSystem > Setup > Monitoring on theWebUI,
advancedmode.
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Optimizer Diagnostics

The optimizer diagnostics display the current optimizer status and the optimizer configuration.
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NIC Diagnostics

The NIC diagnostics page can help when troubleshooting network delay issues. NIC errors, collisions and
discards indicate a negotiation problem, which can lead to dropped packets and network delay. It is recommended
that negotiation issues are addressed immediately.

The first lines show a summary of installed network adapters. Detailed information is available from the CLI
"show diag" command.

Note To configure NIC settings, navigate toSystem > Network > NICs on theWebUI, advanced
mode.

RAID Diagnostics

The RAID diagnostics page is available onmodels that support Redundant Storage. A summary of the logical
volume status is shown as well as details for RAID adapters, logical volumes and physical drives.
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Open a case with Nomadix Support Services

If you are experiencing a problem or have a question about the Alloc8 appliance, submit a ticket to Nomadix
Support Services.
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1. Click System > Diagnostics > Log a Case.

2. Complete the fields in the form.

3. Ensure a brief summary of the problem or question is included in theSubject field.

4. Provide a detailed description of the question or the problem you are experiencing in theDescription field.

5. Select whether to attach a diagnostics file or monitoring report to the case.

6. Click Log Case.

After the case is submitted, a confirmationmessage containing a case number is sent to the email address
identified in the case.

Logging
The System Logging section of the Alloc8 appliance System Setup allows you to view and configure the System
Log files.

n "View System Log Files" on page 240: View and search the System Log files.

n "Live Log" on page 240: View real-time entries to the System Log file.

n "Tail Log" on page 240: View themost recent entries to the System Log file.

n "System Logging Configuration" on page 241: Configure various System Logging settings, including remote
syslog servers.

Add a remote syslog server

Add remote syslog servers to the Alloc8 appliance, allowing you to forward system log entries at a defined severity
level to one or more remote syslog servers.

1. Click System > Logging and switch to theSetup tab.

2. In the Add New Remote Sink area, enter the Hostname or IPv4 address of the remote syslog server.

IPv6 addresses are not supported for remote sinks.

3. Select the severity level of log entries that are sent to the remote syslog server. Any log entry with this sever-
ity level or lower is sent.

4. Click Add New Remote Sink.

5. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

Remove a remote syslog server

To stop forwarding system log entires to a remote syslog server, remove the server from the Alloc8 appliance.
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1. Click System > Logging and switch to theSetup tab.

2. Select the server from the Remote Log Sinks list, and select Remove Selected.

3. Click Add New Remote Sink.

4. To write the changes to the configuration file, in the status bar click Unsaved changes > Save
configuration changes.

View System Log Files

The View Log Files page allows you to view the System Log files and filter out various logmessages. Log files
provide an inside into the Alloc8 appliance's operation and aid in troubleshooting.

1. Click System > Logging and switch to theView tab.

2. Select the log file to view. By default, theCurrent Log is displayed.

The Alloc8 appliance periodically archives log files. These archived log files can also be viewed by
selecting them from the Logfile list.

3. To filter the contents of the log file, type the criteria to filter by and click Apply.

The following filters are examples of common filters, and reduce the reported log lines to a single type:

n WAN memory — wmd\.

n TCP acceleration— tcpad\.

n SMB acceleration— smbad\.

n Community — communityd\.

4. If there aremultiple pages of log entries, to navigate to a specific page, type the page number in theGo to
Page field and click Go.

Live Log

The Live Log page allows you to view new entries to the System Log in real-time.

1. Click System > Logging and switch to the Live Log tab.

A dot/period (.) character is displayed after a few seconds of inactivity to indicate the Live Log is still active.

Tail Log

The Tail Log page allows you to view themost recent entries in the system log file.

1. Click System > Logging and switch to the Tail Log tab.

2. Configure how many lines to view and in which order to display the log entries.
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3. To refresh this page and ensure any new log entries since the list time this page was refreshed are dis-
played, click Go.

System Logging Configuration

The System Logging Configuration page allows you customize various aspect of System Logging, including
exporting to remote syslog servers.

1. Click System > Logging and switch to theSetup tab.

2. Configure the System Logging properties.

Log
Format

Specify the format log files should be saved in. The 'Standard' form is usually sufficient,
however, some external log file parsers may prefer the log file inWELF format.

Minimum
severity
level

Select the severity level of log entries that should be saved. Any log entry with this
severity level or lower will be saved to the System Log file.

Rotate
Log

Select the desired log rotation policy.

Keep at
most

Specify how many rotated/archived log files should be kept before they are permanently
removed from the Alloc8 appliance.

3. To force System Log rotation immediately, click Force Rotation Now.

4. Add remote syslog servers to the Alloc8 appliance. This allows you to forward system log entries at a
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defined severity level to one or more remote syslog servers. Only IPv4 addresses are supported for remote
sinks.

IP
address

Enter the IP Address of the remote syslog server.

Minimum
Severity

Select the severity level of log entries that should be sent to the remote syslog server.
Any log entry with this severity level or lower is sent.

Troubleshoot users
If users are experiencing issues with the Alloc8 appliance, these troubleshooting topics may help resolve the
issue.

n "I forgot my Alloc8 appliance password" on page 242

n "I was logged out of the Alloc8 appliance" on page 242

I was logged out of the Alloc8 appliance

The Alloc8 appliance was open in a browser while I did other things, but when I went back to work in the Alloc8
appliance I was presented with a login page.

What can I do?
After 20minutes of inactivity, users are automatically logged out of the Alloc8 appliance. To complete your task,
log back into the Alloc8 appliance.

I forgot my Alloc8 appliance password

I have forgottenmy password for the Alloc8 appliance, and cannot sign in.

What can I do?

1. On the Alloc8 appliance login page, click Forgot my password.

2. Type the email address associated with your Alloc8 appliance account. Click Send.

3. In the email from Alloc8 appliance, click the link to reset your password.

4. Type a password, and then type the password a second time to confirm it.

As the password is entered, the strength of the password is assessed and a rating is displayed. A
passwordmust be at least 8 characters and include the following:
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n one or more lowercase characters (a, b, c...)

n one or more uppercase characters (A, B, C...)

n one or more symbols (&, *, $...)

n one or more numbers (1, 2, 3...)

Note To display the password as text, click Reveal Password. If Reveal Password is selected,
you do not need to retype the password to confirm it.

5. Click Set Password.

Troubleshoot the charts or dashboard
If you are experiencing issues with the Alloc8 appliance charts or dashboards, these troubleshooting topics may
help resolve the issue.

n "The data in one chart doesn't match data in other charts" on page 243

n "Subnet missing from the Subnet report" on page 243

The data in one chart doesn't match data in other charts

I changed the filter on one of my charts, and now it does not match the data in other charts. For example, I updated
the filter in the Top Apps chart from incoming to in + out, and now the amount of data reported for the top
applications does not match the amount of data reported for the application in the Before column of the Reduction
for Top Apps chart.

Explanation

The data in all charts is automatically refreshed every fiveminutes. If the filter identifying the type of traffic
displayed in a chart is changed, the data in that chart is refreshed immediately, while the other charts on that
dashboard are not updated. The traffic type reported in a chart is independent of the traffic types reported in other
charts. In the chart with the updated traffic type, the data is refreshed immediately, but the other charts will not be
updated until the fiveminute refresh is reached. After the fiveminute data refresh occurs, all charts once again
report data for the same time period. You can refresh the data in all charts by refreshing the browser window.

If the date range is changed for the dashboard, all charts are updated immediately and the fiveminute refresh
countdown is restarted.

When comparing data between charts, ensure that you are using the same traffic-type in each chart. For example,
both charts should use incoming, or in + out. The data in the Reduction for Top Apps and Recreational Traffic
reports always displays in + out traffic.

Subnet missing from the Subnet report

When I generate the Subnet report, I do not see a specific subnet listed in the charts or in the data details table.

What can I do?
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When a static network object is created, you can select whether to include the subnet in reports. If the checkbox is
not selected, the subnet is not included in the report.

1. Click Objects > Network and switch to theNetwork Objects tab.

2. Locate the subnet in the list, and click Edit.

3. Review the settings for the subnet and ensure theSubnet Report checkbox is selected.

See "Create a static network object" on page 105.

Troubleshoot the Alloc8 appliance
If users are experiencing issues with the Alloc8 appliance, these troubleshooting topics may help resolve the
issue.

n "What version of the Alloc8 appliance am I using?" on page 244

n "I see a warning that JavaScript is disabled" on page 244

What version of the Alloc8 appliance am I using?

How can I find out what version of the Alloc8 appliance I am using?

What can I do?
The Alloc8 appliance version number is available on the About dialog.

1. Click Support > About.

I see a warning that JavaScript is disabled

The Alloc8 appliance is displaying themessage "JavaScript is disabled."

What can I do?
The Alloc8 appliance requires JavaScript to display in a browser.

1. Enable JavaScript in your browser.
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Troubleshoot issues with Active Directory configuration
If you are experiencing issues with the Active Directory integration, these troubleshooting topics may help resolve
the issue.

n "The Alloc8 appliance reboots every night" on page 245

n "WMI Service is not running" on page 245

n "No communication between the Nomadix Active Directory Connector and the Alloc8 appliance" on page
245

n "Changes to the Active Directory Controller have no effect" on page 247

n "Excluded users still appear on the Alloc8 appliance" on page 246

n "Active Directory Connector stops running" on page 246

The Alloc8 appliance reboots every night

Whenmultiple installations of the Active Directory Connector have theSend Active Directory user and group
information to appliance(s) at startup option selected, the Alloc8 appliance is overwhelmed with duplicate data
from the connectors and causes the appliance to shut down.

What can I do?

1. On each instance of the Active Directory Connector, check whether theSend Active Directory user and
group information to appliance(s) at startup option is selected.

2. If the option is selected onmore than one instance, deselect the option on all Active Directory Connectors.

3. Choose one instance of the Active Directory Connector, and select theSend Active Directory user and
group information to appliance(s) at startup checkbox, and click OK.

WMI Service is not running

When I try to access the Active Directory Connector, themessage “The installer has detected that WMI Service is
not running. Consult Windows Help files to find information on how to start WMI Service.” is displayed.

What can I do?
This message indicates that Windows Management Information (WMI) service is disabled. The Active Directory
Connector will not be able run correctly until theWMI service is started.

To start theWMI service, at a command prompt type the following command: net start winmgmt

No communication between the Nomadix Active Directory Connector and the Alloc8

appliance

There is no communication between the Nomadix Active Directory Connector and the Alloc8 appliance, and you
see one of the following symptoms:
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n A connection cannot be established between the Nomadix Active Directory Connector and the Alloc8 appli-
ance.

n The Last Contact status on theSystem > Network > Active Directory tab is blank or red.

What can I do?

1. Ensure your firewall allows incoming and outgoing traffic on the port configured for the Alloc8 appliance to
communicate with the Nomadix Active Directory Connector

Active Directory Connector stops running

Even after restarting the Active Directory Connector or the AD service the Active Directory Connector does not
continue running, and requires constant restarts.

What can I do?

1. The Active Directory Connector requires .NET version 4.0 for it to run successfully on a server other than the
Active Directory server. Ensure .NET 4.0 or later is installed on the server running the Active Directory Con-
nector.

2. If the Active Directory server is runningWindows 2003 R2, ensure the Active Directory Connector is
installed directly on the Active Directory server.

3. Review your event logs for .NET Run Time errors, and attempt to resolve those errors. The .NET installation
may need to be reinstalled and the .NET 4.0 services and other environmental services such as WMI may
need to be updated.

System account showing in traffic reports

When viewing conversations, the IP address and username of an account created for signing SMB traffic is being
displayed as generating traffic rather than the actual user generating the traffic.

What can I do?
When SMB signing is configured and enabled, the SMB signing account is the last user account registered as
using an IP address, the Active Directory Connector transfers the SMB signing account as the username that is
generating the traffic. To ignore the SMB signing account and report the traffic as being generated by the actual
user, configure the Active Directory Connector to ignore the SMB signing account. See Exclude specific
usernames from reports.

Excluded users still appear on the Alloc8 appliance

Even though a user name has been added to the Excluded list on the Active Directory Connector, the username
continues to appear associated with traffic on the Alloc8 appliance.

What can I do?

1. Verify that the username on the Excluded tab of the Active Directory Connector matches the username in
Active Directory.
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The username is case sensitive. If the Active Directory has the user Domain/Test.User, and the excluded
list has the user as Domain/test.user, the traffic is not excluded.

Note Regardless of the case of usernames in Active Directory, the Alloc8 appliance displays the
usernames with the first name capitalized and the surname in lower case; for example
Domain/Test.user. Do not use the value in the Alloc8 appliance when adding a username to
the Excluded list.

2. If the casematches on the usernames, restart the AD Client Service and renumerate the Alloc8 appliance.
See "Change the state of the Active Directory Connector" on page 40 and "Request updated user and group
information from the Active Directory server" on page 40.

Changes to the Active Directory Controller have no effect

After making changes to the configuration of the Active Directory Controller, the information reported on the Alloc8
appliance appears to be the same as before the changes.

What can I do?

1. To ensure the latest configuration is being used, restart the AD Client Service and renumerate the Alloc8
appliance. See "Change the state of the Active Directory Connector" on page 40 and "Request updated
user and group information from the Active Directory server" on page 40.
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